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AUSA Ramaswamy did not respond in time to 2255 Motion including your alleged blackmail scheme tweets

Subject: AUSA Ramaswamy did not respond in �me to 2255 Mo�on including your alleged blackmail
scheme tweets
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 5/2/2022, 12:58 AM
To: Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@ﬁghtback.law>
BCC: Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>, "MLindell@mypillow.com" <MLindell@mypillow.com>,
"mike.lindell@mypillow.com" <mike.lindell@mypillow.com>, "michael@mypillow.com"
<michael@mypillow.com>
Attorney Lin Wood,
It is past 12:00 midnight, the U.S. Attorney had until exactly until May 1, 2022, to respond to Brian
David Hill's 2255 Motion. This including GROUND VII Brian suspects that the judges involved in his
case may have been blackmailed with child rape and murder, and the additional evidence of your
credibility Lin Wood. The judge denied the motions #309 and #301 with the evidence of your
credibility with gaslighting of no adequate reason or good cause. However, this is the first time in
my son's case that the government was directed by the court to file an opposition brief, motion, or
response to his 2255 case, and they did not.
Ramaswamy knew better than to lie about you Lin Wood. He knew once Brian injected your tweets
into his second 2255 case with his own suspicions he had for years (since the threatening emails
directed at Brian Hill and Attorney Susan Basko) the judges involved in his case may have been
bribed, threatened (incl. deep state coming after their families), manipulated, ordered secretly, or
blackmailed. Brian suspected this for years before your tweets ever came on Twitter about the
alleged blackmail scheme. After Roger Stone had secretly worked on having The White House add
my son's name and affidavit to Trump's pardon list. Then later on the pardon list was condensed
and his name was gone. Brian knew the CIA or deep state was behind it. Then the weird comments
on justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com saying "pedophiles don't get pardons :)" and other weird
comments attacking my son and lying about him, defaming him after Donald Trump did not pardon
my son. There was a plot as far as deep state infiltrators in the White House to prevent my son
from being pardoned and found acquitted or innocent. Those comments had IP Addresses coming
from TOR Exit nodes. So somebody was using TOR, like the threatening emails, to disparage my
son for not getting a pardon from the recommendation from Roger Stone.
Anyways Ramaswamy knew better than to lie about you because then you would be angry enough
to file a defamation lawsuit against Anand P. Ramaswamy and expose him lying about you and
your claims. I'm not trying to insinuate you would sue but your a defamation lawyer and don't like
people lying about you when the defamer may do it just to get back at somebody who was a target
of the deep state in 2012. Your just an attorney and your client gave you this alleged blackmail
information. You had a video about the John Roberts issue. https://www.bitchute.com/video
/MTFplWVY63CX/ - Uploaded from somebody who been to your Telegram channel. You gave a lot
of information and felt that it was credible enough to risk being sued going on Twitter. You did that,
you made sure to let people know on Twitter that you wouldn't make accusations without having a
reliable source for it.
My son decided to take up that cross from your tweets, the cross carried by your client, Brian took it
up and decided to bring forth his fears that the judges may have been blackmailed or manipulated
or threatened into denying every motion and affirming every judgment. The government did the
right thing not contesting my son's 2255 Motion. Thank you Lin Wood for coming forth with the
alleged information last year. You are a man of God. God tells us to tell the truth and not bear false
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witness. Thanks to you and your information being in my son's pleadings, the US Attorney are not
lying about my son like they were doing years ago repetitively. Lying about my son both in
pleadings and verbally in the courtrooms. We were all there as Brian's family hearing those awful
lies being told about my son and we couldn't bear to hear these lies. Thanks to you, thanks to your
tweets, thanks to the emails notifying you and Ramaswamy with pleadings. He knew you received
the same emails, he knew the truth needed to be uncovered that my son was innocent of child
porn, innocent of his state charge. It is all happening right now, I and my son both thank you. Your
the reason why the Government is no longer lying about my son. They may still try to lie about
Brian, but thanks to your tweets and you emailing Stanley Bolten, now the government is finally
investigating and realizing the truth. Brian David Hill = Innocence. You didn't have to do anything
but you sent him those two emails. I received copies of those. I understand that my son was
fighting the anti-Christ system.
300
Mar 2, 2022
ORDER signed by MAG/JUDGE JOE L. WEBSTER on 03/02/2022 that the United States Attorney
is directed to file a Response to Petitioner's Motion (Docket Entry 291 ) within sixty (60) days from
the date of the entry of this Order. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Petitioner's Motions (Docket
Entries 294, 295, 296, and 297 ) seeking the appointment of a special master, a change of venue,
an appointmentof counsel, and special filing procedures are denied. (civil case 22cv74) (Bowers,
Alexis) (Entered: 03/02/2022)
Main Document
Order on Motion for Miscellaneous Relief AND Order on Motion for Miscellaneous Relief AND
Order on Motion to Appoint Counsel AND Order on Motion for Miscellaneous Relief
Mar 2, 2022
Set Response deadline in case as to BRIAN DAVID HILL 291 MOTION to Vacate, Set Aside or
Correct Sentence (pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 2255). Responses due by 5/1/2022. (Bowers, Alexis)
Mar 2, 2022
Set/Reset Motion and R and R Deadlines/Hearings
The government did not respond by the deadline of May 1, 2022, Sunday.
Brian may finally get some kind of justice or the judicial system has gotten so corrupt that the U.S.
government don't need to respond even under court order. Stanley Bolten may have lost being
allowed to email from protonmail, suspended from Twitter, but the truth is slowly coming out
favorable to my son.
God bless you and thank you for releasing that information. It is long overdue about the
judicial corruption to be exposed and brought down. That the corrupt judges need to turn
themselves in for their crimes and we can finally have legitimate government once again.
I agree with your claims that our Constitution and our rights are supposed to have come from God,
and when the courts deviate from God they are no longer following God. We have free will. God
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bless you.
Thanks,
Roberta Hill
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Subject: Dishonorable Judge Joe Webster disregards all evidence; disregards credibility of A�orney L.
Lin Wood not being delusional – U.S. A�orney Asst. Ramaswamy may lie about Brian, Lin Wood, Stella
and Kenneth Forinash in 9 days – Jus�ce for Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alterna�ve News
From: Stanley Bolten <StanleyBolten@protonmail.com>
Date: 4/23/2022, 10:00 PM
To: Lin Wood <lwood@ﬁghtback.law>, Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Michael J Lindell
<michael@mypillow.com>, Michael Lindell <MLindell@mypillow.com>, "mike.lindell@mypillow.com"
<mike.lindell@mypillow.com>, "rbhill67@comcast.net" <rbhill67@comcast.net>, Roberta Hill
<rbhill67@yahoo.com>, "kenstella@comcast.net" <kenstella@comcast.net>, Tracy Beanz
<tracy@uncoverdc.com>, "Celia@uncoverdc.com" <Celia@uncoverdc.com>,
"Daniel@uncoverdc.com" <Daniel@uncoverdc.com>, "brian@uncoverdc.com"
<brian@uncoverdc.com>, "larry@uncoverdc.com" <larry@uncoverdc.com>,
"wendi@uncoverdc.com" <wendi@uncoverdc.com>, "nevin@uncoverdc.com"
<nevin@uncoverdc.com>, "inpot76@gmail.com" <inpot76@gmail.com>,
"wokesociety1111@gmail.com" <wokesociety1111@gmail.com>, PastorJames
<PastorJames@JamesRedPillsAmerica.com>, "CorruptCourts@gmail.com"
<CorruptCourts@gmail.com>, "INJUSTICEXPOSED@GMAIL.COM" <INJUSTICEXPOSED@GMAIL.COM>,
"wayneroot@gmail.com" <wayneroot@gmail.com>, "kris�leightv@gmail.com"
<kris�leightv@gmail.com>, "Na�onalFile@Protonmail.com" <Na�onalFile@Protonmail.com>,
PatrickReporter <PatrickReporter@protonmail.com>, "VeritasTips@protonmail.com"
<VeritasTips@protonmail.com>, "EvidenceInfo@protonmail.com" <EvidenceInfo@protonmail.com>,
"KnowMoreNews@ProtonMail.com" <KnowMoreNews@ProtonMail.com>,
"redpill78@protonmail.com" <redpill78@protonmail.com>, "stewpeters@protonmail.com"
<stewpeters@protonmail.com>, "themelkshow@protonmail.com" <themelkshow@protonmail.com>,
"daj142182@gmail.com" <daj142182@gmail.com>, "ac�vistpost@gmail.com"
<ac�vistpost@gmail.com>, "leklayman@gmail.com" <leklayman@gmail.com>,
"petertsan�lli@gmail.com" <petertsan�lli@gmail.com>, "ggsol@protonmail.com"
<ggsol@protonmail.com>, "redvoicemedias@protonmail.com" <redvoicemedias@protonmail.com>,
"rebelwithacausepodcast@protonmail.com" <rebelwithacausepodcast@protonmail.com>,
"DavidKnightShow@protonmail.com" <DavidKnightShow@protonmail.com>
CC: "StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl" <StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>
Everybody who is aware of the child rape and murder blackmail scheme alleged by Attorney L. Lin Wood
because of the source or sources who went to him with this alleged information, Like those who knew Isaac
Kappy and the hash code,

Dishonorable Judge Joe Webster disregards all
evidence; disregards credibility of Attorney L. Lin
Wood not being delusional – U.S. Attorney Asst.
Ramaswamy may lie about Brian, Lin Wood, Stella
and Kenneth Forinash in 9 days
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Note: This judge has gotten very angry since the child rape and murder blackmail information was filed,
then gotten even more angry after Stella and Kenneth Forinash filed an affidavit and evidence
investigation files that Brian D. Hill was framed with child porn by former Reidsville Detective Robert
Bridge, who admitted into hacking into Brian’s computer to plant child porn using “automated” tools
(possibly win32:MoliVampire.A an admitted emule trojan horse program and other variants). This may be
true. Look at the State Bureau of Investigation report from Special Agent Rodney V. White in Greensboro,
NC claiming that alleged files of interest (what the Federal Prosecutor called “child porn”?) were
downloading between July 20, 2012, and July 28, 2013. His computer was seized on August 28, 2012. For
11 months after his computer was seized that “files of interest” aka alleged child porn was continuing to
download after it was seized by Mayodan Police. This was revealed by We Are Change. The download
dates prove his computer was hacked into and it was a frame up operation. They FRAMED Brian D. Hill,
formerly of USWGO Alternative News. They framed him. Enough evidence shown this is true.
Author: Stanley Bolten
The corrupt U.S. Magistrate Judge Joe L. Webster gets even more worse than before. Not only has he labeled
the Brian’s Hill’s fears and suspicions mirroring Lin Wood blackmail claims as “delusional” and “frivolous” basically
insulting this attorney as just an “attorney from Georgia”, he being a lazy tyrant had his law clerk deny (through
two simple text orders) Brian’s uncontested motion to reconsider and asking for an extension of time for the U.S.
Attorney to respond to Brian’s 2255 motion. That is Brian D. Hill, formerly of USWGO Alternative News. Judicial
tyranny from this puppet minion of Dishonorable Judge Thomas David Schroeder. Thomas Schroeder appointed
by George W. Bush who is a Skull and Bones ex President of the USA.
Here is a copy of the few pages of docket we have retrieved (two text orders on last page) of this cowardly lazy
magistrate judge, he wouldn’t even do a regular signed order but only two text orders which can only be viewed
on the docket sheet. Very sinister or lazy. What a coward!
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AUSA, Anand Prakash Ramaswamy will likely lie about attorney L. Lin Wood. He will likely lie about Stella and
Kenneth Forinash, as well as lying about Brian D. Hill. Media correspondents are being kept emailed and in the
loop about these new developments. This magistrate is ignoring the state appeals courts process in violation of
the separation of powers clause and tenth amendment of the U.S. constitution, and they been ignoring the state
of Virginia while using the state against Brian. It is all one sided on purpose. It has always been one sided. These
judges are acting exactly like Nazis, tyrants, part of the new gestapo which has hijacked America. They will lie
about Lin Wood, this is a guarantee at this point according to Brian’s family fears, they fear Ramaswamy will lie
about everyone to have Brian’s second 2255 case dismissed, just like with the first one. We all know they will lie
about Lin Wood, it will be coming. They will lie about Stella and Kenneth Forinash. They will lie about attorney
Susan Basko some more if they want to and have lied about her in the past (see page 3). These judges are
worthless, crooked, and must be removed from office for their blatant corruption.
See article Federal Judge labels Brian’s BLACKMAIL allegations as well as Attorney L. Lin Wood
statements as “DELUSIONAL”, Brian Hill fights back with credibility of Attorney Lin Wood; more
evidence blackmail claims are credible – Justice for Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alternative News
Here are the documents about what led up to this tyrant judge denying both motions.
See Documents from article: Brian D. Hill (USWGO News) files appeal brief and Letter on U.S. Government not
contesting Motion to Reconsider Federal Court’s position on Attorney Lin Wood blackmail claims – Justice for
Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alternative News
MEMORANDUM and EVIDENCE by Stella and Kenneth Forinash regarding the ACTUAL INNOCENCE of
Brian David Hill filed on April 20, 2022
– MEMORANDUM of Stella and Kenneth Forinash Attachments(3).pdf – Memorandum of Stella and Kenneth
Forinash, filed by Brian D. Hill, with evidence attachments, entered onto CM/ECF by Alexis Bowers. Also filed at
courtlistener.
– MEMORANDUM of Stella and Kenneth Forinash Attachments-Apr-21-2022.pdf – Memorandum attachments of
Stella and Kenneth Forinash, filed by Brian D. Hill, with evidence attachments, entered onto CM/ECF by Alexis
Bowers. Also filed at courtlistener.
– Additional evidence MEMORANDUM in support of Stella and Kenneth Forinash-Ready to Mail(2).pdf –
Additional evidence memorandum in support of Memorandum of Stella and Kenneth Forinash. Also filed at
courtlistener as memorandum and additional attachment by name, an activistpost article about the child porn
frame ups on Alex Jones and others.
MOTION TO EXTEND TIME filed by Brian David Hill on April 20, 2022
– Motion to Extend the time or delay Government response to 2255(8).pdf – Brian’s emergency motion asking for
more time for the U.S. Attorney to respond to his 2255 motion. Many good reasons were specified on there for
those who wish to read it.
– Request for Transcripts at my expense(3)_w_attachment.pdf – Request for transcripts at Brian’s expense. This
is not being ordered right away. Filed on courtlistener.
– Transcript Order Form to mail April 19, 2022-Signed(2).pdf – Transcript order form mailed to U.S. District Court
for 2255 case. Filed on courtlistener.
CORRUPT JUDGE MAKES THE TEXT ORDER DENYING THE MOTIONS INSTEAD OF GIVING ANY
MEMORANDUM OPINION, THE LAZY JUDGE’S WAY OF THROWING OUT WHAT THEY VIEW AS
ANNOYING MOTIONS – ESPECIALLY THE ONES WITH ATTORNEY L. LIN WOOD CLAIMS FROM TWITTER
dkt_-16505802322.pdf – Docket sheet, four pages with the text orders.
Text-Orders-apr-22-2022.pdf – The text orders from the judge, all on one page
The Government will likely lie about you in the next 10 days.pdf – Email from Roberta Hill to Lin Wood mirroring
Brian’s fears that the U.S. Atty. Asst. Ramaswamy will lie about him as well as Brian and his family and any other
witnesses who speak up for Brian in his case
Read The Government will likely lie about you in the next 10 days.pdf – Read receipt confirmed from Lin Wood
It is clear that the Middle District of North Carolina and a minority of it’s most corrupt Federal Judges are after
Brian D. Hill and his entire family. These few judges are out to get them. They tried to arrest or forcefully abduct
attorney Susan Basko who testified to the Oath Keepers about the child pornography frame up operations on
patriots and liberty activists by the deep state, the deep state’s supporters and minions.
The Fourth Circuit is also just as corrupt and it’s corrupt Judicial Council is okay with pedophilia, they are fine with
judges in their district possibly raping and murdering children that they refuse any investigation into it. This
website has the proof where they refuse to investigate Attorney Lin Wood’s claims. Instead the Judicial Council
buries such allegations in secrecy without intervention. They are as corrupt as the Catholic Church with the sex
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abuse cover-ups concerning the priests molesting kids and same issues with the Boy Scouts. They are really
holding Brian D. Hill hostage right now, holding him hostage as long as they can until these corrupt judges are
removed from office. See the video explaining about Brian being held hostage by the corrupt Thomas David
Schroeder, the chief judge of the Middle District of North Carolina. All at the direction of the CIA/NSA/Chi-Coms
Deep State. Also watch the new documentary: FEDERAL PORN WARS – Part 3: BLACKMAIL of Series –
DOCUMENTARY at JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com
FEDERAL PORN WARS - Part 3: BLACKMAIL of Series - DOCUMENTARY at JusticeForUSWGO - YouTube
Proof that Brian D. Hill; USWGO Alt. News, is INNOCENT, being HELD HOSTAGE by Corrupt Federal Court YouTube
God bless you,
Stanley Bolten
StanleyBolten@protonmail.com
StanleyBolten@justiceforuswgo.nl
Sent with ProtonMail secure email.
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EMERGENCY Letter requesting State Police and Sheriffs investigation into alleged CHILD RAPE AND MURDER BLACKMAIL SCHEME

Subject: EMERGENCY Le�er reques�ng State Police and Sheriﬀs inves�ga�on into alleged CHILD RAPE
AND MURDER BLACKMAIL SCHEME
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 5/3/2022, 1:18 AM
To: "GovernorRon.Desan�s@eog.myﬂorida.com" <GovernorRon.Desan�s@eog.myﬂorida.com>,
"LtGovernorJeane�e.Nunez@eog.myﬂorida.com" <LtGovernorJeane�e.Nunez@eog.myﬂorida.com>
CC: Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>
BCC: Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>, PatrickReporter <PatrickReporter@protonmail.com>,
"MLindell@mypillow.com" <MLindell@mypillow.com>, "michael@mypillow.com"
<michael@mypillow.com>, "mike.lindell@mypillow.com" <mike.lindell@mypillow.com>,
"Stanleybolten@protonmail.com" <Stanleybolten@protonmail.com>,
"stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl" <stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>
Florida Governor Ron DeSantis,
My son wanted me to email you this letter on his emergency request to investigate the alleged
blackmail scheme brought to the public attention by Attorney Lin Wood last year. We are impressed
to see the Polk County Sheriff arresting human trafficking involving judges and other corrupt
people. Florida can and should investigate this information.
The feds refuse to investigate the child rape and murder blackmail scheme. The states have a right
to criminally investigate this form of criminal sexual blackmail and prosecute on the crimes against
children by the alleged blackmailers using this type of blackmail.
My son asked a federal court to appoint a special master to investigate the blackmail videos and
the judge refused by labeling him and Lin Wood collectively as delusional. Labeling the entire Lin
Wood blackmail accusations as delusional despite his credible source or sources. This blackmail is
scary and dangerous, but we must investigate it, we must do it, for the children. We must get rid of
this level of corruption in the government by reviewing over the blackmail tapes/videos because
they are bullying, raping, oppressing, lying about, and murdering the people. They want the
oppress the people because they personally raped children and drunk blood in satanic rituals. Look
at rapper NAS X with that video of him with the devil. They want to exact their deviant fantasies on
the American people. They want to hurt us like they hurt the children, they have no empathy.
I'm sure Disney is involved in this now too, but this entire pedophile ring power and money needs to
be shut down in your state. Please do so.
Thanks,
Roberta Hill

A�achments:
Le�er to Governor Ron DeSan�s on Lin Wood alleged blackmail informa�on(5).pdf
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Subject: Fwd: federal case in NC
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 5/2/2022, 11:28 PM
To: Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@ﬁghtback.law>
CC: Kenstella <kenstella@comcast.net>
BCC: Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>, "michael@mypillow.com" <michael@mypillow.com>,
"mike.lindell@mypillow.com" <mike.lindell@mypillow.com>, "MLindell@mypillow.com"
<MLindell@mypillow.com>, "stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl" <stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>,
"Stanleybolten@protonmail.com" <Stanleybolten@protonmail.com>
Lin Wood,
It was too good to be true. The U.S. Attorney had filed a motion in my son's case for extending the
time for them to respond by 60 days. They also claimed that they had until the deadline of May 2,
2022 to respond. That is not what the docket says. I even used the date calculator on Windows 10
and the date of the order and the date of May 1 was 60 days. There may be a legal loophole since
the 60 days landed on a Sunday instead of a weekday. Even if they filed untimely, they will likely be
excused for it. That's the government lawyers for you.
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/4304407/315/united-states-v-hill/
It will be interesting if their motion is granted. My son brought a lot of good reasons for why he
asked for an extension for the government to respond and that was flat out denied, rejected. Yet
the Government made some interesting excuses, I mean reasons why they need more time. Brian
asked for exactly a 60 day extension for the Government lawyers and that was denied. However,
they are asking for the same amount of days. interesting! Shows how biased these federal judges
are when it comes to the DOJ lawyers. Judges back the government rather than the evidence and
the other lawyers. Even if the government is wrong in a case, the judges will still back the
government.
Anyways you will be notified when the government files their response. If they lie about you or
acknowledge your credibility to the alleged blackmail scheme information you spoke of last year
(child rape and murder blackmail), then you will be notified. If they want the copy of the alleged
blackmail videos then they will likely contact you if they have not already. If somehow by a miracle
a special master or special prosecutor can be appointed in Brian's case, then the blackmail videos
can actually be thoroughly investigated and hopefully the deep state will stop blackmailing federal
judges. You asked for President Trump in January, 2021, to appoint a special prosecutor or special
counsel to investigate the alleged blackmail videos, however nothing happened.
If some miracle happens and they want the videos to be investigated, you may have a chance to
get your wish. https://web.archive.org/web/20210104090143/https://twitter.com/LLinWood/status
/1346018918306099205
Thanks,
Roberta

---------- Original Message ---------From: Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>
To: "rbhill67@yahoo.com" <rbhill67@yahoo.com>, "Rbhill67@comcast.net"
9/14/2022, 1:03 AM
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<Rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 05/02/2022 8:06 PM
Subject: federal case in NC
Roberta,
I just noticed that the prosecution asked for an extension of 2 months to respond. That's good,
shows they're taking it more serious. The 2 transcripts that you received today will be really
good to add. I noticed that Ramaswany's name was not on their letter to the court.
Roberta, earlier I wrote to you that Jason was wrong. We were all saying that it was due to the
autism which is right, but Jason is right, we were trying to get him put somewhere else through
the Piedmont and out of jail due to his brittle diabetes, autism and all disabilities. At the time,
you were still exposed to the carbon monoxide too and was unable to hardly care for yourself let
alone all of Brian's disabilities. I liked the transcripts. Did you see anything about delusional in
any of them? I didn't. I saw brittle diabetes, seizures, autism and OCD. Jason did a good job
explaining everything. All of us were different in May, 2019 than we were in December, 2018
after finding out about the carbon monoxide and getting that fresh air back in your house, and
the carbon monoxide outside. I saw a lot of caring by everyone in that Roanoke court. They all
truly cared about Brian, his disabilities and were so respectful to him. Just shows that courts are
different. They were also very respectful & understanding to you too. Is Brian happy with the
transcripts? I can't believe how quick you all got them.
Did you hear that Naomi Judd killed herself? So sad for all. She was a good person.
Love you both.
Mom
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Subject: Fwd: RB
From: stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl
Date: 5/12/2022, 10:49 PM
To: Lin Wood <lwood@fightback.law>, Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>,
Michael J Lindell <michael@mypillow.com>, Michael Lindell
<MLindell@mypillow.com>, mike.lindell@mypillow.com, rbhill67@comcast.net,
kenstella@comcast.net, Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>,
Celia@uncoverdc.com, Daniel@uncoverdc.com, brian@uncoverdc.com,
larry@uncoverdc.com, wendi@uncoverdc.com, nevin@uncoverdc.com,
inpot76@gmail.com, wokesociety1111@gmail.com, PastorJames
<PastorJames@jamesredpillsamerica.com>, CorruptCourts@gmail.com,
"INJUSTICEXPOSED@GMAIL.COM" <INJUSTICEXPOSED@gmail.com>,
wayneroot@gmail.com, kristileightv@gmail.com, "NationalFile@Protonmail.com"
<NationalFile@protonmail.com>, PatrickReporter
<PatrickReporter@protonmail.com>, VeritasTips@protonmail.com,
EvidenceInfo@protonmail.com, "KnowMoreNews@ProtonMail.com"
<KnowMoreNews@protonmail.com>, redpill78@protonmail.com,
stewpeters@protonmail.com, themelkshow@protonmail.com,
daj142182@gmail.com, activistpost@gmail.com, leklayman@gmail.com,
petertsantilli@gmail.com, ggsol@protonmail.com,
redvoicemedias@protonmail.com, rebelwithacausepodcast@protonmail.com,
DavidKnightShow@protonmail.com
Robert Bridge should be investigated for the FRAME UP of Brian David Hill and possibly for the electronic
harassment or surveillance of Brian Hill and his family over the years.
INVESTIGATE ROBERT BRIDGE THE "HANDLER" (SOUNDS VERY CIA TO ME!!!) See the past articles
about the anonymous attacks on us, and we suspected the CIA for years. Detective Robert Bridge the
"handler" for security monitoring (possibly of Brian Hill) for 24 hours of the day, 7 days a week, 365
days of a year.
QANON SAID FUTURE PROVES PAST.
ALERT!!! DEEP STATE TARGETS Stanley Bolten ProtonMail account; over exposing the Judicial
Corruption; pedophile judges and politicians; DOJ corruption!!!! DOJ may be attacking us NOW!!!! https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2022/04/26/alert-deep-state-targets-stanley-boltenprotonmail-account-over-exposing-the-judicial-corruption-pedophile-judges-and-politicians-dojcorruption-doj-may-be-attacking-us-now/
CIA or Deep State WAGES WAR on US, Brian, and his family at Justice for Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alt.
News - https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2021/02/07/cia-or-deep-state-wages-war-on-us-brianand-his-family/
Was Brian D. Hill of USWGO news a target of the CIA?????? - https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com
/2019/10/23/was-brian-d-hill-of-uswgo-news-a-target-of-the-cia/
Roger Stone tried; failed to have President Trump pardon Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alternative News https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2021/01/22/roger-stone-tried-failed-to-have-president-trumppardon-brian-d-hill-of-uswgo-alternative-news/
-------- Original Message --------
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From:Roberta Hill <rbhill67@yahoo.com>
To:"stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl" <stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl>
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Subject: Is allegedly Robert Bridge the culprit of who framed Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alt. News with
chi ld porn??? IS “ROBERT BR I DGE” THE CULPRIT??? – Ju s�ce for Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alterna�ve
News
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 6/14/2022, 5:44 AM
To: Stanley Bolten <stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>, Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin
Wood <lwood@ﬁghtback.law>, DavidKnightShow@protonmail.com, VeritasTips@protonmail.com,
info@projectveritas.com, �ps@projectveritas.com, recrui�ng@projectveritas.com,
BUNKER@THEPETESANTILLISHOW.COM, petertsan�lli@cs.com, petertsan�lli@gmail.com,
stewpeters@protonmail.com, kris�leightv@gmail.com, ac�vistpost@gmail.com,
GSOSBEE@GMAIL.COM, ggsol@protonmail.com, KnowMoreNews@ProtonMail.com,
Na�onalFile@Protonmail.com, PatrickReporter <PatrickReporter@protonmail.com>,
davidseamanshow@protonmail.com, mike.lindell@mypillow.com, Michael J Lindell
<michael@mypillow.com>, Michael Lindell <MLindell@mypillow.com>, PFC40Book@gmail.com,
dprogram.admin@gmail.com, roger@rogerstone.info, ken bingham <ken.bingham64@gmail.com>,
kenstella@comcast.net, Deplorableshow@gmail.com
Time for Roger Stone to get Brian on the Alex Jones Show.
Alex Jones needs to take responsibility for my son being framed with child porn. Brian followed
Alex Jones's advice about going to his city council which would be the Mayodan town council. Brian
got targeted for following Alex Jones's advice. Then Alex Jones runs away like he always does; like
for example when he was being sued by Righthaven LLC, Alex Jones again runs away from trouble
and danger. Alex Jones is a fair weather friend. Alex Jones should take responsibility and let Brian
D. Hill push for his acquittal in the public town square. Time to interview Brian Hill and have him on
political talk shows. Time to give Brian his public comment period about his case. It is long overdue,
he has proven a lot to be found innocent.
Brian swears that all he wants is acquittal, just acquittal. He wants to be acquitted then he will walk
away from politics, never come back. Brian wants to get off of federal probation, he wants to walk
away from being targeted any further. Brian has lost ten years of his life to this legal warfare,
LawFare. Brian only wants his life back once and for all. Roger Stone almost gave my son his life
back. but somebody thwarted Roger Stone's efforts so the communications had to go public to
prove Brian Hill should have been entitled to a full pardon. Please interview my son, have him on
your shows. Brian wants to walk away once he is off the sex registry, he is a virgin. He wants to just
walk away and leave the politics behind. He has suffered enough corrupt politics. Brian wants to
walk away from politics, once and for all. He cannot walk away and he cannot let things go until he
is acquitted of his conviction.
People attacking us and calling us spammers just for telling people his story. It is clear that Brian
doesn't want to be involved with alternative media anymore after how he has been treated for the
past 9 years. Brian doesn't want to be alternative media ever again. He feels they are just betraying
him and will betray him over and over again, he has lost trust in alternative media. So Brian has
seen enough that he wants to walk away and forget about fighting the new world order. He just
wants to live the rest of his life not as a fake sex offender but as a former patriot who fought the
good fight and wants to retire early.

On 06/14/2022 4:50 AM Stanley Bolten <stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl> wrote:
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Is allegedly Robert Bridge the culprit of who framed Brian D. Hill of USWGO
Alt. News with child porn??? IS “ROBERT BRIDGE” THE CULPRIT??? –
Justice for Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alternative News
https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2022/06/14/is-allegedly-robert-bridge-theculprit-of-who-framed-brian-d-hill-of-uswgo-alt-news-with-child-porn-is-robertbridge-the-culprit/
Here is the informa�on Lin Wood, Project Veritas, Mike Lindell, and other patriots. The frame up of
Brian D. Hill with child porn. The main suspect is ROBERT BRIDGE. Tracy Beanz turnewd her back on
us a�er Robert Bridge's name was men�oned. This had to come out, ROBERT BRIDGE will suﬀer the
intelligence war. The inves�ga�ons need to start into this suspicious man. INCIDENT HANDLER,
CIA?????????????????????????????????
Time to inves�gate Robert Bridge,
Stanley Bolten
StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl
--------------------------------------

Author: Stanley Bolten
Note: Please read relevant ar�cle about Roger Stone agreeing to help Brian Hill be fully pardoned,
but somebody thwarted Roger Stone’s eﬀorts to have Brian Hill be granted a full uncondi�onal
pardon. This will work against Robert Bridge. If Brian was pardoned then his case could be erased
and evidence erased along with it. Because of the eﬀorts by the deep state to prevent Brian from
being pardoned, now Robert Bridge will be primary suspect for Brian being framed with child porn.
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It is �me to reveal those who I believe may allegedly be responsible for framing Brian D. Hill,
formerly of USWGO Alterna�ve News with child porn. We Are Change did an ar�cle on this in 2016,
as well as that ar�cle referenced on Ac�vistPost in 2019, about the State Bureau of Inves�ga�on
case ﬁle claiming that it was downloading between July 20, 2012, and July 28, 2013. Brian’s
computer was seized on August 28, 2012, as proven by Search Warrant execu�on date. The only
way this allega�on becomes plausible is if former police detec�ve Robert Bridge of Reidsville PD
knew anything about computer hacking himself, or even placing of computer viruses or having
knowledge of computer viruses, hacking, or Trojan horses. If he knew enough about computer IT
Security and hacking, then this makes him the primary suspect or culprit as to who was responsible
for this child porn frame up in 2012. It is �me to point the ﬁnger at him and give him an
opportunity to respond. If he reads this ar�cle, he has the right to email us his response, and we
will create a new post with his response and link his response to this exact ar�cle with an update
paragraph marking the date and �me. If we get hacked instead and no response emailed, then our
suspicions are further warranted. Robert Bridge may have worked for the CIA or NSA. Brian
suspected he was being targeted by the NSA/CIA. There is evidence we have not released where
Brian was being targeted by the CIA, NSA, or computer hacker last year who got a hold of Brian’s
private phone number last year and knew everything about him by taun�ng him. So Robert Bridge
may or may not be responsible for that as well, hopefully he will admit to that or hopefully
somebody is aware whether he did that or not.
First of all let us post here links to Brian’s grandparents having Brian ﬁle in Federal Court, the
inves�ga�on report reviewing the ﬁled evidence in Federal Court concerning the child porn frame
up of Brian D. Hill. An inves�ga�on report by Stella Forinash and Kenneth Forinash. Brian’s family
had suspicions that it was Robert Bridge a�er the inves�ga�on into his LinkedIn proﬁle. This is his
public bragging rights proﬁle (LinkedIn) where he bragged about where he worked in the past and
his current career as of now unless he is unemployed. LinkedIn is usually an employment
opportunity and bragging proﬁle pla�orm to brag about your history of employment, where you
worked, when you worked at every job, and when you quit and found another job. We will get to
that a�er the documents as to Robert Bridge admi�ng to sending child porn to Brian Hill’s
computer, under the guise of claiming only to thwart the alleged plot to download child porn oﬀ of
emule. Brian kept warning about a speciﬁc computer virus from ESET VirusRadar which started
appearing in the year of 2012, the same year Robert Bridge sent child porn to Brian’s computer,
using special “law enforcement” tools. He admi�ed to viewing child porn videos in the search
warrant aﬃdavit.
Brian kept admi�ng in his federal criminal case to having a special emule.exe virus called
win32/MoliVampire.A, due to him witnessing three programs running in the task manager:
emule.exe, areas.exe, and shareaza.exe. See ﬁle 131648855-USWGO-Virus-Report-0001.pdf. He
said so in federal court documents (Document 51). Brian warned NC State Crime Laboratory
counsel J. Joy Strickland of North Carolina Department of Jus�ce in 2013 (Document #84,
A�achment #5), according to federal court records. The virus was found and detectable in an�-virus
DATABASE on the date of July 26, 2012, coincidentally around the exact same month Brian Hill
stated that the virus took over his computer and assumed that it framed him with child porn.
According to the inves�ga�on ﬁle by Stella Forinash, Robert Bridge admi�ed to using special “law
enforcement” tool, which is code-word for whatever he wanted to use without public oversight
regarding how the “law enforcement tool” conducted it’s alleged online inves�ga�on. They could
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frame people with child porn using a special “law enforcement tool”. Robert Bridge admi�ed to
randomly ﬁnding Brian’s IP Address around the �me Brian was emailing town of Mayodan oﬃcials,
state oﬃcials, and pre�y much included Rockingham County Sheriﬀ Sam Page and Reidsville city
oﬃcials. Brian had the very same IP Address with diﬀerent government oﬃcials, coincidentally then
that IP Address was being randomly picked in a suspicious child porn inves�ga�on which popped
up. Detec�ve Robert Bridge related to sibling Melanie Bridge who worked for Phil Berger Junior,
District A�orney of Rockingham County. The SBI report shown only one download dates for
possible alleged child porn, 11 months of that �me it was in the custody of Mayodan Police
Department and regional State Bureau of Inves�ga�on oﬃce in Greensboro, North Carolina. No
other child porn or emule download dates were possibly found by forensics. Only date was the
same date men�oned directly by detec�ve Robert Bridge of Reidsville Police Department. Only
logical conclusion would be that Robert Bridge allegedly HACKED INTO BRIAN’S COMPUTER without
a search warrant, without a surveillance search warrant necessary to make the hacking legal only
when it is to ﬁnd evidence of a crime, but hacking to plant child porn would s�ll be illegal even with
a authorized search warrant. Plan�ng evidence is not a fact of guilt, it is a fact of innocence. Here
are the inves�ga�on ﬁle documents. These were ﬁled with the federal court this year and can be
accessed at Courtlistener.com.
Documents:
MEMORANDUM of Stella and Kenneth Forinash A�achments.pdf – memorandum by Brian Hill
about documents from both witnesses inves�ga�ng from the public angle of things.
1 Brian Hill’s proof of inocence for the court in 2022.pdf – Brian’s proof of innocence by
Stella/Kenneth Forinash report
2 Who is Brian Hill -Pictures & Descrip�ons.pdf – Who is Brian Hill from Forinashes.
3 Brian’s treatment in jail with bri�le diabetes, autusm & OCD.pdf – Proof of Brian being tortured
with the report poin�ng to the limited released medical records proving torture of bri�le diabe�c
to coerce false guilty plea in the federal prosecu�on’s a�empt to cover up the Robert Bridge
informa�on.
4 Threats.pdf – Report of the threatening emails and things against Brian Hill and A�orney Sue
Basko
5 INVESTIGATION 1(4) CORRECTIONS ON PAGE 19 in Joy Strickland paragraph.pdf – Inves�ga�on
Report 1 from Stella/Kenneth Forinash.
6 INVESTIGATION 2(2).pdf – Inves�ga�on Report 2 from Stella/Kenneth Forinash.
7 Danville, VA – Brian – Discovery.pdf – Discovery inves�ga�on report by Stella/Kenneth Forinash
about the FOIA lawsuit by Brian Hill and the federal prosecu�on ﬁgh�ng them tooth and nail to
prevent Brady materials aka discovery materials from federal criminal case from being handed over
to criminal defendant.
8 ACTUAL INNOCENCE.pdf – Actual innocence report from Stella/Kenneth Forinash.
9-Child Pornography Through a Computer Virus – Roberts Law Group.pdf – Report from the
Roberts Law Group of a�orneys who defend their clients in child pornography cases. Usually they
can prove their clients innocence because they are aware of hacking, computer viruses, and
physical child porn plan�ng opera�ons.
Now here comes the intelligence connec�on of detec�ve Robert Bridge who went from a patrol
oﬃcer, to a child porn viewer and ICAC task force computer opera�ve, and straight from that to
moving to Virginia a�er Brian Hill his suspect had moved to Virginia. He worked for a private
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intelligence ﬁrm which has Government clearances or at least has clearance connec�ons to
protec�ng FEDERAL GOVERNMENT COMPUTERS OR SERVERS OR BOTH. So Robert Bridge had
access to the Federal Government systems. This proves that ROBERT BRIDGE is connected to IT
Security, has direct knowledge of computer hacking under the guise of defending the FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT from hackers, and worked with CSIRT, that would be Computer Security Incident
Response Team. Here is the proof from Robert Bridge’s LinkedIn proﬁle archived by Brian’s family.
This is a small photo of the man who wrecked Brian Hill’s life forever and ruined him in the corrupt
Federal Court System. Here is Robert Bridge.
Document: 95-robert-bridge-_-linkedin.pdf
Robert Bridge between Sept. 2019 to February 2021, was a CSIRT Security Incident Handler,
handler a usual CIA intelligence term. See document: Incident Handler in Herndon, Virginia _
ClearedJobs.Net.pdf.
One of Robert Bridge’s careers was for Defense Point Security, LLC, 17.5 miles away from the CIA
HeadQuarters in Virginia. So Robert Bridge may be connected to the CIA/NSA. Robert Bridge
worked at two loca�ons in Virginia, and both are not far from the CIA HeadQuarters. Was Robert
Bridge part of the CIA/NSA??? Is Robert Bridge some kind of intelligence patsy???
This ar�cle and it’s a�ached evidence is not the smoking gun, he can argue his way out of this, but
it is enough evidence that if Brian’s case in the Federal Court went back to a jury trial with this
detec�ve hacking into Brian’s computer then the jury would ﬁnd Brian D. Hill not guilty, Brian D. Hill
of USWGO Alterna�ve News.

Here is some more informa�on about Win32/MoliVampire.A which Brian believed was used to
plant the alleged child porn materials which Robert Bridge claimed was being downloaded by Brian
Hill’s hacked computer since July 20, 2012. The SBI report which Brian’s family has some photos of
the SBI case ﬁle said two ﬁle sharing applica�ons were found on Brian Hill’s computer: 1.
emule.exe, and ARES. Two were listed as part of this computer virus system, Win32/MoliVampire.A.
Was Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alt. News framed with child porn??? Enough evidence shows that he
was framed with child porn.
Was Detec�ve Robert Bridge the one who planted the child porn??? There is enough evidence of
the exact Trojan horse Win32/MoliVampire.A around the same month and year the alleged child
porn downloading started, Robert Bridge using special “law enforcement” tools, it is clear that he
did hack into Brian’s computer around the �me when this special virus was detected by ESET
VirusRadar had begun but then the virus just slowly went away months or years later. All of it is
very strange. Robert Bridge needs to be ques�oned about his involvement in the child pornography
set up of Brian D. Hill.
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Subject: Is allegedly Robert Bridge the culprit of who framed Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alt.
News with child porn??? IS “ROBERT BRIDGE” THE CULPRIT??? – Justice for Brian D. Hill
of USWGO Alternative News
From: Stanley Bolten <stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl>
Date: 6/14/2022, 4:50 AM
To: Roberta Hill <rbhill67@yahoo.com>, rbhill67@comcast.net, Lin Wood
<lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@fightback.law>,
DavidKnightShow@protonmail.com, VeritasTips@protonmail.com,
info@projectveritas.com, tips@projectveritas.com, recruiting@projectveritas.com,
BUNKER@THEPETESANTILLISHOW.COM, petertsantilli@cs.com, petertsantilli@gmail.com,
stewpeters@protonmail.com, kristileightv@gmail.com, activistpost@gmail.com,
GSOSBEE@GMAIL.COM, ggsol@protonmail.com, KnowMoreNews@ProtonMail.com,
NationalFile@Protonmail.com, PatrickReporter <PatrickReporter@protonmail.com>,
davidseamanshow@protonmail.com, mike.lindell@mypillow.com, Michael J Lindell
<michael@mypillow.com>, Michael Lindell <MLindell@mypillow.com>,
PFC40Book@gmail.com, dprogram.admin@gmail.com, roger@rogerstone.info, ken
bingham <ken.bingham64@gmail.com>, kenstella@comcast.net,
Deplorableshow@gmail.com

Is allegedly Robert Bridge the culprit of who framed Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alt. News
with child porn??? IS “ROBERT BRIDGE” THE CULPRIT??? – Justice for Brian D. Hill
of USWGO Alternative News
https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2022/06/14/is-allegedly-robert-bridge-the-culprit-ofwho-framed-brian-d-hill-of-uswgo-alt-news-with-child-porn-is-robert-bridge-the-culprit/
Here is the information Lin Wood, Project Veritas, Mike Lindell, and other patriots. The frame up of Brian D. Hill
with child porn. The main suspect is ROBERT BRIDGE. Tracy Beanz turnewd her back on us after Robert Bridge's
name was mentioned. This had to come out, ROBERT BRIDGE will suffer the intelligence war. The investigations
need to start into this suspicious man. INCIDENT HANDLER, CIA?????????????????????????????????
Time to investigate Robert Bridge,
Stanley Bolten
StanleyBolten@justiceforuswgo.nl
--------------------------------------
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Author: Stanley Bolten
Note: Please read relevant article about Roger Stone agreeing to help Brian Hill be fully pardoned, but somebody
thwarted Roger Stone’s efforts to have Brian Hill be granted a full unconditional pardon. This will work against
Robert Bridge. If Brian was pardoned then his case could be erased and evidence erased along with it. Because of
the efforts by the deep state to prevent Brian from being pardoned, now Robert Bridge will be primary suspect for
Brian being framed with child porn.
It is time to reveal those who I believe may allegedly be responsible for framing Brian D. Hill, formerly of USWGO
Alternative News with child porn. We Are Change did an article on this in 2016, as well as that article referenced
on ActivistPost in 2019, about the State Bureau of Investigation case file claiming that it was downloading
between July 20, 2012, and July 28, 2013. Brian’s computer was seized on August 28, 2012, as proven by Search
Warrant execution date. The only way this allegation becomes plausible is if former police detective Robert Bridge
of Reidsville PD knew anything about computer hacking himself, or even placing of computer viruses or having
knowledge of computer viruses, hacking, or Trojan horses. If he knew enough about computer IT Security and
hacking, then this makes him the primary suspect or culprit as to who was responsible for this child porn frame up
in 2012. It is time to point the finger at him and give him an opportunity to respond. If he reads this article, he
has the right to email us his response, and we will create a new post with his response and link his response to
this exact article with an update paragraph marking the date and time. If we get hacked instead and no response
emailed, then our suspicions are further warranted. Robert Bridge may have worked for the CIA or NSA. Brian
suspected he was being targeted by the NSA/CIA. There is evidence we have not released where Brian was being
targeted by the CIA, NSA, or computer hacker last year who got a hold of Brian’s private phone number last year
and knew everything about him by taunting him. So Robert Bridge may or may not be responsible for that as well,
hopefully he will admit to that or hopefully somebody is aware whether he did that or not.
First of all let us post here links to Brian’s grandparents having Brian file in Federal Court, the investigation report
reviewing the filed evidence in Federal Court concerning the child porn frame up of Brian D. Hill. An investigation
report by Stella Forinash and Kenneth Forinash. Brian’s family had suspicions that it was Robert Bridge after the
investigation into his LinkedIn profile. This is his public bragging rights profile (LinkedIn) where he bragged about
where he worked in the past and his current career as of now unless he is unemployed. LinkedIn is usually an
employment opportunity and bragging profile platform to brag about your history of employment, where you
worked, when you worked at every job, and when you quit and found another job. We will get to that after the
documents as to Robert Bridge admitting to sending child porn to Brian Hill’s computer, under the guise of
claiming only to thwart the alleged plot to download child porn off of emule. Brian kept warning about a specific
computer virus from ESET VirusRadar which started appearing in the year of 2012, the same year Robert Bridge
sent child porn to Brian’s computer, using special “law enforcement” tools. He admitted to viewing child porn
videos in the search warrant affidavit.
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Brian kept admitting in his federal criminal case to having a special emule.exe virus called win32/MoliVampire.A,
due to him witnessing three programs running in the task manager: emule.exe, areas.exe, and shareaza.exe. See
file 131648855-USWGO-Virus-Report-0001.pdf. He said so in federal court documents (Document 51). Brian
warned NC State Crime Laboratory counsel J. Joy Strickland of North Carolina Department of Justice in 2013
(Document #84, Attachment #5), according to federal court records. The virus was found and detectable in antivirus DATABASE on the date of July 26, 2012, coincidentally around the exact same month Brian Hill stated that
the virus took over his computer and assumed that it framed him with child porn. According to the investigation
file by Stella Forinash, Robert Bridge admitted to using special “law enforcement” tool, which is code-word for
whatever he wanted to use without public oversight regarding how the “law enforcement tool” conducted it’s
alleged online investigation. They could frame people with child porn using a special “law enforcement tool”.
Robert Bridge admitted to randomly finding Brian’s IP Address around the time Brian was emailing town of
Mayodan officials, state officials, and pretty much included Rockingham County Sheriff Sam Page and Reidsville
city officials. Brian had the very same IP Address with different government officials, coincidentally then that IP
Address was being randomly picked in a suspicious child porn investigation which popped up. Detective Robert
Bridge related to sibling Melanie Bridge who worked for Phil Berger Junior, District Attorney of Rockingham
County. The SBI report shown only one download dates for possible alleged child porn, 11 months of that time it
was in the custody of Mayodan Police Department and regional State Bureau of Investigation office in Greensboro,
North Carolina. No other child porn or emule download dates were possibly found by forensics. Only date was the
same date mentioned directly by detective Robert Bridge of Reidsville Police Department. Only logical conclusion
would be that Robert Bridge allegedly HACKED INTO BRIAN’S COMPUTER without a search warrant, without a
surveillance search warrant necessary to make the hacking legal only when it is to find evidence of a crime, but
hacking to plant child porn would still be illegal even with a authorized search warrant. Planting evidence is not a
fact of guilt, it is a fact of innocence. Here are the investigation file documents. These were filed with the federal
court this year and can be accessed at Courtlistener.com.
Documents:
MEMORANDUM of Stella and Kenneth Forinash Attachments.pdf – memorandum by Brian Hill about documents
from both witnesses investigating from the public angle of things.
1 Brian Hill’s proof of inocence for the court in 2022.pdf – Brian’s proof of innocence by Stella/Kenneth Forinash
report
2 Who is Brian Hill -Pictures & Descriptions.pdf – Who is Brian Hill from Forinashes.
3 Brian’s treatment in jail with brittle diabetes, autusm & OCD.pdf – Proof of Brian being tortured with the report
pointing to the limited released medical records proving torture of brittle diabetic to coerce false guilty plea in the
federal prosecution’s attempt to cover up the Robert Bridge information.
4 Threats.pdf – Report of the threatening emails and things against Brian Hill and Attorney Sue Basko
5 INVESTIGATION 1(4) CORRECTIONS ON PAGE 19 in Joy Strickland paragraph.pdf – Investigation Report 1 from
Stella/Kenneth Forinash.
6 INVESTIGATION 2(2).pdf – Investigation Report 2 from Stella/Kenneth Forinash.
7 Danville, VA – Brian – Discovery.pdf – Discovery investigation report by Stella/Kenneth Forinash about the FOIA
lawsuit by Brian Hill and the federal prosecution fighting them tooth and nail to prevent Brady materials aka
discovery materials from federal criminal case from being handed over to criminal defendant.
8 ACTUAL INNOCENCE.pdf – Actual innocence report from Stella/Kenneth Forinash.
9-Child Pornography Through a Computer Virus – Roberts Law Group.pdf – Report from the Roberts Law Group of
attorneys who defend their clients in child pornography cases. Usually they can prove their clients innocence
because they are aware of hacking, computer viruses, and physical child porn planting operations.
Now here comes the intelligence connection of detective Robert Bridge who went from a patrol officer, to a child
porn viewer and ICAC task force computer operative, and straight from that to moving to Virginia after Brian Hill
his suspect had moved to Virginia. He worked for a private intelligence firm which has Government clearances or
at least has clearance connections to protecting FEDERAL GOVERNMENT COMPUTERS OR SERVERS OR BOTH. So
Robert Bridge had access to the Federal Government systems. This proves that ROBERT BRIDGE is connected to
IT Security, has direct knowledge of computer hacking under the guise of defending the FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
from hackers, and worked with CSIRT, that would be Computer Security Incident Response Team. Here is the
proof from Robert Bridge’s LinkedIn profile archived by Brian’s family.
This is a small photo of the man who wrecked Brian Hill’s life forever and ruined him in the corrupt Federal Court
System. Here is Robert Bridge.
Document: 95-robert-bridge-_-linkedin.pdf
Robert Bridge between Sept. 2019 to February 2021, was a CSIRT Security Incident Handler, handler a usual CIA
intelligence term. See document: Incident Handler in Herndon, Virginia _ ClearedJobs.Net.pdf.

One of Robert Bridge’s careers was for Defense Point Security, LLC, 17.5 miles away from the CIA
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HeadQuarters in Virginia. So Robert Bridge may be connected to the CIA/NSA.
Robert Bridge worked at two locations in Virginia, and both are not far from the CIA HeadQuarters.
Was Robert Bridge part of the CIA/NSA??? Is Robert Bridge some kind of intelligence patsy???
This article and it’s attached evidence is not the smoking gun, he can argue his way out of this, but it is enough
evidence that if Brian’s case in the Federal Court went back to a jury trial with this detective hacking into Brian’s
computer then the jury would find Brian D. Hill not guilty, Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alternative News.

Here is some more information about Win32/MoliVampire.A which Brian believed was used to plant the alleged
child porn materials which Robert Bridge claimed was being downloaded by Brian Hill’s hacked computer since
July 20, 2012. The SBI report which Brian’s family has some photos of the SBI case file said two file sharing
applications were found on Brian Hill’s computer: 1. emule.exe, and ARES. Two were listed as part of this
computer virus system, Win32/MoliVampire.A.
Was Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alt. News framed with child porn??? Enough evidence shows that he was framed with
child porn.
Was Detective Robert Bridge the one who planted the child porn??? There is enough evidence of the exact Trojan
horse Win32/MoliVampire.A around the same month and year the alleged child porn downloading started, Robert
Bridge using special “law enforcement” tools, it is clear that he did hack into Brian’s computer around the time
when this special virus was detected by ESET VirusRadar had begun but then the virus just slowly went away
months or years later. All of it is very strange. Robert Bridge needs to be questioned about his involvement in the
child pornography set up of Brian D. Hill.
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Subject: Proof of Roger Stone supported acqui�al of Brian D. Hill USWGO Alterna�ve News
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 5/10/2022, 2:41 AM
To: Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@ﬁghtback.law>,
"michael@mypillow.com" <michael@mypillow.com>, "mike.lindell@mypillow.com"
<mike.lindell@mypillow.com>, "MLindell@mypillow.com" <MLindell@mypillow.com>
BCC: Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>
Mike Lindell and Lin Wood,
My son wanted me to leak his past communication with Roger Stone as well as two federal
declarations proving that he did indeed try to push for a presidential pardon from Donald Trump.
Brian was on the list possibly but not in the condensed final list before Trump left office. This
communication records was kept secret from the public and all of you until now, Brian is tired of
people treating him like he is guilty. Brian wants people to know that Roger Stone still believed in
him, believed he was not given a fair trial and was politically persecuted by the federal Judiciary
and the Obama DOJ at the time. This communication leak proves it. Brian sent an federal unsworn
affidavit of being innocent, under penalty of perjury, willing to risk perjury, to prove to the Executive
Branch (Note: lying to The White House is a crime just like lying to Congress). So I am emailing
you everything Roger Stone had, and I am sure the January 6 incident screwed all of that up. Brian
never offered any money to Roger Stone, and Roger Stone never asked for money to receive a
pardon. All Brian did was file a declaration in favor of Stone at sentencing. Brian cared about Roger
Stone like he cares about other people. He is not guilty, he never was. He has autism but he is not
guilty, he is guilty of having autism. Autism is my son's true crime. https://www.courtlistener.com
/docket/14515855/262/united-states-v-stone/ Autism gives false confessions. Autism causes
meltdowns in front of people like probation officers. Autism is my son's only crime in America.
Brian sent affidavit with references to the evidence in his case and proof of judicial corruption. Brian
didn't want to leak this but Roger Stone had started ignoring Brian for quite a while now this year,
so I assumed that Alex Jones turned Roger Stone against Brian too. All we have is what isn't
destroyed of Brian's past activities of USWGO Alternative News and his past communications. The
proof of who Brian was before they set him up. That Roger Stone did believe in Brian and did at
least wanted to push for a pardon if not a full special counsel investigation into the wrongful
conviction of Brian David Hill. The manufactured evidence of guilt.
I'm sure the January 6 committee and the corrupt DOJ/FBI/NSA and CIA has all of Brian's
communications with Roger Stone. The bad guys have Roger Stone's private communications with
Brian and then Brian never got pardoned. Since people just want to believe my son is guilty and
don't want to believe he is innocent, I am leaking this information to you. Certain parts at the top
are redacted/blurred-out. Roger Stone never believed Brian was guilty. I and his grandparents saw
the alleged emule download dates from the discovery report. 11 months of that time he never even
had his computer. There were no past alleged child porn download dates. There is no evidence
sufficient to have him diagnosed with pedophilic disorder and called Brian anti-government for
calling Senator Phil Berger a traitor. One corrupt government paid for DOJ psychologist who works
for the corrupt DOJ at Butner prison during the mental evaluation tried to pull that stunt on the very
same SBI report with 11 months in law enforcement custody. However a private psychologist ruled
out pedophilic disorder as not backed by evidence and said that Brian was not that at all because
the download dates were not long enough to prove that the diagnosis had fit. Of course that
psychologist did not have access to the SBI report but only the Mayodan Police Report so he
labeled Brian with "delusional disorder" instead. The only date it started was when Robert Bridge
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hacked into my son's computer on July 20, 2012. They had his IP Address months prior to the
claimed investigation period. The Sheriff had his IP Address, the town clerk Melissa K. Hopper and
the town Manager Michael Brandt had his IP Address as well as NC Senator Phil Berger prior to
this magic child porn investigation. Brian emailed the police chief as well with that IP Address. That
email is sitting somewhere and may be almost impossible to find today. They all had his IP Address
in every email sent from admin@uswgo.com. They all had his IP Address and had the ability and
the timeframe to hack into it.
The Set up of Reporter Brian D Hill - The timeline of events - YouTube - https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=cqXdFFqDBhs
My son is innocent, he never got to review over his entire discovery material until after he falsely
plead guilty.
The Rutherford Institute should be helping my son. Some lawyer out there should help my son
whether it is the NCLU or any pro bono lawyers out there.
The proof is there. My son was set up, his Probation Officer felt that my son is innocent but cannot
do anything about it. The FBI agent wanted to help investigate my son's claims but his boss told
him not to. There is serious corruption and abuse against my son. Please help him in any way you
can. He is willing to risk retaliation and death pursuing the Lizard Squad child rape and murder
blackmail investigation. My son is willing to risk being targeted and murdered because my son is
innocent.
Thanks,
Roberta Hill
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Subject: Re: Circuit Court record on appeal for 0290-22-3, 0289-22-3?
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 5/11/2022, 1:13 AM
To: "Hon. Ashby R. Pritche�, Clerk of the Court" <APritche�@courts.state.va.us>,
"APritche�@vacourts.gov" <APritche�@vacourts.gov>, "cavbriefs@vacourts.gov"
<cavbriefs@vacourts.gov>, Nancy Sherman <nsherman@ci.mar�nsville.va.us>, Mar�nsville City
Commonwealth's A�orney <ahall@ci.mar�nsville.va.us>
CC: Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>, "MLindell@mypillow.com" <MLindell@mypillow.com>,
"mike.lindell@mypillow.com" <mike.lindell@mypillow.com>, "michael@mypillow.com"
<michael@mypillow.com>
Hon. Ashby Pritchett and Court of Appeals of Virginia,
I got a response from the Clerk of the Circuit Court.

On 5/10/2022 12:04 PM, Ashby Pritchett wrote:
Mrs. Hill,
The CAV asked us not to send the record until this week. The record will be transmitted later this
week, as early as tomorrow.
Ashby Pritchett, Clerk
From what I am assuming from the response above, at some point this week the record will be filed
with the CAV. I am assuming that it is in PDF format. So I need to go ahead and make this quick
request for the ROA as well. That way my son can go ahead and start citations from the record for
his assignments of error.
I am quickly making this request on behalf of my son Brian David Hill that he also receive a copy of
the Record on Appeal in PDF format. The access to the record is necessary to properly cite the
record pages and issues in the case for the assignments of error.
He would like to quickly work on the appeal brief and submit the appellant designation. He heard
from the Middle District of North Carolina that the U.S. Attorney's 60 day extension request was
granted but the federal judge there does not respect the Virginia Appeal Courts and are refusing to
wait for their decision prior to making a decision regarding the appealed criminal case appeal cases
in their relevance in whether Brian Hill is innocent or guilty of the state law charge. So my son is
going to go ahead and see if he can quickly produce a appellant brief with Microsoft Word and
appellant designation as quick as possible while checking that it is compliant with the rules. He
wants to quickly pursue this appeal before the Feds try to wrongfully dismiss his 2255 Motion Writ
of Habeas Corpus petition on different grounds and all concerning the state case itself. The
appeals directly affect the 2255 Motion for his federal supervised release revocation. Despite that
the federal judge does not care and refuses to follow any law or standards of law. So now it looks
like a conflict of jurisdiction has erupted. All because the few federal judges out to get my son and
hurt him for bringing up the Attorney Lin Wood blackmail allegations of child rape and murder
blackmail videos. They went ballistic since those allegations came out. They have started attacking
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my son and calling him delusional, refusing to accept the appeal cases and refusing to respect the
Virginia Courts.
As soon as he can also receive a copy of the PDF file of the Record of the Court in the appeal, the
Record on Appeal (ROA), he is ready to cite the number of the pages of the record itself.
My son is preparing a possible letter about not filing a joint appendix unless ordered or requested
by the Court since the ROA should adequately reflect the record of the case. He is trying to work on
this quickly because he doesn't have a whole lot of time. Anything that could stall the appeals any
longer may cause my son to lose in Federal Court in the Middle District of North Carolina over
claiming that he is actually innocent of his charge in the Circuit Court. These appeals are important
as they are regarding a push for a new trial and judgment of acquittal. These appeals may thwart
the federal court from wrongfully dismissing his 2255 motion case. Depending on the decision.
So the Record on Appeal referring to the Circuit Court case record is necessary for my son to
complete his appeal brief and designation, my son needs that PDF record as soon as it is officially
filed with the CAV so that my son can start quickly working on the appeal brief and designation.
That will give the Commonwealth Attorney time to respond and maybe my son can use the quick
filing of the brief to cause judicial restraint by the federal court. My son is a victim of judicial
corruption down there in North Carolina and that is why he has to move swiftly and quickly on this
matter.
So this request is urgent, as soon as the record is received by me, I will give the PDF file to my son
and I will confirm that Brian David Hill received the record or my son can confirm by filing the brief
and designation.
Thanks,
Roberta Hill

On 05/09/2022 4:22 PM ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net> wrote:
Hon. Clerk Ashby Pritchett,
My son Brian David Hill appealed the court's decision on February 22, 2022, case no.
CR1900009-00. The CAV received the notice of appeal that same day. It is now May 9, 2022,
and the CAV is still waiting for the record on appeal.
Why has the CAV not received the record on appeal yet for criminal case no. CR1900009-00?
When can you expect the record on appeal to be entirely transmitted to the CAV in order to
proceed?
Please let me know as soon as possible?
Thanks,
Roberta Hill
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Subject: Re: Fwd: RB
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 5/15/2022, 1:03 AM
To: stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl, Lin Wood <lwood@ﬁghtback.law>, Lin Wood
<lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Michael J Lindell <michael@mypillow.com>, Michael Lindell
<MLindell@mypillow.com>, mike.lindell@mypillow.com, kenstella@comcast.net, Tracy Beanz
<tracy@uncoverdc.com>, Celia@uncoverdc.com, Daniel@uncoverdc.com, brian@uncoverdc.com,
larry@uncoverdc.com, wendi@uncoverdc.com, nevin@uncoverdc.com, inpot76@gmail.com,
wokesociety1111@gmail.com, PastorJames <PastorJames@jamesredpillsamerica.com>,
CorruptCourts@gmail.com, "INJUSTICEXPOSED@GMAIL.COM" <INJUSTICEXPOSED@gmail.com>,
wayneroot@gmail.com, kris�leightv@gmail.com, "Na�onalFile@Protonmail.com"
<Na�onalFile@protonmail.com>, PatrickReporter <PatrickReporter@protonmail.com>,
VeritasTips@protonmail.com, EvidenceInfo@protonmail.com, "KnowMoreNews@ProtonMail.com"
<KnowMoreNews@protonmail.com>, redpill78@protonmail.com, stewpeters@protonmail.com,
themelkshow@protonmail.com, daj142182@gmail.com, ac�vistpost@gmail.com,
leklayman@gmail.com, petertsan�lli@gmail.com, ggsol@protonmail.com,
redvoicemedias@protonmail.com, rebelwithacausepodcast@protonmail.com,
DavidKnightShow@protonmail.com, info@projectveritas.com, �ps@projectveritas.com,
"kenstella2005@comcast.net" <kenstella2005@comcast.net>
All information places should be checked. Robert Bridge is either very smart and sneaky or very
dumb and left a lot of tracks. He did made some screw ups in things he said in both the police
report and search warrant. They did left tracks but not enough to be the smoking gun with the silver
bullet.
Robert Bridge and Christopher Todd Brim spoke of not just watching child porn videos, the officer
mentioned about viewing "webpages". The word "webpages" was in the police report when
supposedly my son's crime was the claim of downloading off of emule, but the detectives admitted
to viewing "webpages" presumably concerning my son (USWGO.com??????) and supposed
emule files. Well, Brian my son had political webpages and the police chief admitted to reading his
article on the town council of Mayodan and accused my son of slander saying "I never made you
leave, I only asked you to leave..." and that wasn't true. The chief of police said in the video,
"closed session" and kicked my son out of the town council chambers, it is in the video and audio
clips of my son recording with audio. My son did not slander former Mayodan Chief Charles
Caruso. He was kicked out of the town council a month before the police raid.
I had suggested to my son that he file FOIA requests with every government agency to see if
anybody was spying on uswgo.com back then or was out to get my son.
My son had a commenter on his website uswgo.com in 2012 from a grandmastershek.
Grandmaster Shek. That comment came on an article about the police chief kicking my son out of
the town council at uswgo.com. There are two Masonic lodges in Rockingham County, North
Carolina. So the former chief of police of Mayodan Charles J. Caruso may have been a
grandmaster of this Masons, assuming since the commenter was nicknamed as grandmastershek
made comments similar to the police chief telling my son "I know about the article you written on
the town council. What you said was slander. I never made you leave, I only asked you to leave...”
That was said to my son on August 29, 2012 while I was interviewed by the police detectives and
my son was already presumed guilty a day after the police raid. The whole thing was targeted at
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my son who went to the town council multiple times and sent a lot of emails of a political nature. We
are his family and have seen these emails. He ran around all over Rockingham County with his
Nullify-NDAA petition. He met a lot of people and was set up not long afterwards.
Finding the silver bullet of the ultimate proof means the permanent acquittal of my son Brian Hill.
It is time to do this research and we need to find as much proof as needed for my son to be found
innocent in the federal court. Even the federal judges as corrupt as they are will be forced to
acknowledge my son's innocence with the silver bullet, the smoking gun, the defacto proof beyond
all reasonable doubt.
This rumble video spoke of a woman who said the FBI tried to frame her husband with "child porn"
and she is a prominent news reporter. They set up journalists with this filth. https://rumble.com
/v14p4eh-a-secret-police-force-is-there-to-uphold-its-regime-us-secret-police-is-no-.html
Project Veritas James O'Keefe is aware of my son being framed with child porn because my son
faxed them years ago and Stanley Bolten kept emailing information about my son's case to Project
Veritas. Now James is there with this woman who said that the FBI tried to frame her husband with
child pornography. So James knows that the Feds and police can frame people with this filthy child
abuse images.
The chief of police said that I would be held responsible for child porn if my son did not "fess up".
They would have tried to frame me instead. They are bullies. They all need to be investigated. We
all gone to the FBI office in Roanoke but they refused to even assign an FBI agent to our case to
look into my son being framed. They refused to investigate the perjury of former federal probation
officer Kristy L. Burton in 2015. They won't investigate anything to prove my son's innocence, they
are cowards. We need to investigate instead of the corrupt FBI who frames people with child porn
too.

On 05/15/2022 12:44 AM stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl wrote:

Now it is �me to research every publicly available online database to see if Robert Bridge is
involved in anything hacking related. Time to inves�gate his background and build a case against
Robert Bridge, then the inves�ga�ons need to determine how far deep he is in the FRAME UP OF
BRIAN DAVID HILL (BRIAN D. HILL) of formerly USWGO Alterna�ve News. If the evidence is there,
then he should be indicted, arrested, given a fair trial, and face the vic�m Brian David Hill. If it is
ever proven BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT that Robert Bridge vic�mized, set up, and possibly
harassed Brian Hill and his family, Robert Bridge should be arrested and prosecuted once all
evidence is acquired by whatever legal means available including whistleblowers. If somebody ever
decides to prosecute Robert Bridge depending on the crimes he may have commi�ed, we should
not be treated the same way as what happened to vic�m Brian Hill in the jails of medical neglect
and torture in the jails, nobody deserves that, even our enemies do not deserve that kind of
mistreatment. Give him a FAIR TRIAL and give him his Cons�tu�onal rights. We are not the bad
guys here, we want the truth and we want fair trials of our enemies. We are not a dictatorship.
Where We Go One We Go All. INVESTIGATE AWAY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
h�ps://bidenlaptopemails.com/biden-emails/email-list.php?page=1 or
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h�ps://bidenlaptopemails.com/ Search the keywords Robert AND Bridge or even "Robert Bridge".
h�ps://wikileaks.org/ All leaks including all emails should be searched with a ﬁne tooth search
comb to see if "Robert Bridge" is named in any of the leak records and if it is ever conﬁrmed to be
the same "Robert Bridge" as used to be in Reidsville.
All journalists need to inves�gate and all need to start inves�ga�ng if anything in the public record
and leak databases have any "Robert Bridge" and if he ever was involved in virus making and
hacking. Need to check it all thoroughly and document if anything is found. This would start having
enough evidence for a Search Warrant at his home and Search Warrants for his email accounts and
his computers. We need enough for probable cause when inves�ga�ng Robert Bridge for the frame
up of former journalist Brian D. Hill.
If they intend to keep Brian D. Hill framed with child porn for the rest of his life as the tormail.org
threatening emails advocated, then it is �me to thoroughly inves�gate Robert Bridge and Senator
Phil Berger and Todd Brim and Charles Caruso. Time to inves�gate them all. Rodney White of the
Greensboro NC SBI as well. All need to be thoroughly inves�gated. If any tangible proof is found,
please email to StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl, rbhill67@comcast.net, and Brian's family.
Please let them know if you found anything tangible which helps prove the ACTUAL INNOCENCE OF
BRIAN DAVID HILL. Please contact us. Thanks and God bless you all.

On 2022-05-12 22:49, stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl wrote:
Robert Bridge should be investigated for the FRAME UP of Brian David Hill and possibly for the
electronic harassment or surveillance of Brian Hill and his family over the years.
INVESTIGATE ROBERT BRIDGE THE "HANDLER" (SOUNDS VERY CIA TO ME!!!) See the past
articles about the anonymous attacks on us, and we suspected the CIA for years. Detective Robert
Bridge the "handler" for security monitoring (possibly of Brian Hill) for 24 hours of the day, 7 days
a week, 365 days of a year.
QANON SAID FUTURE PROVES PAST.
ALERT!!! DEEP STATE TARGETS Stanley Bolten ProtonMail account; over exposing the Judicial
Corruption; pedophile judges and politicians; DOJ corruption!!!! DOJ may be attacking us NOW!!!!
- https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2022/04/26/alert-deep-state-targets-stanley-boltenprotonmail-account-over-exposing-the-judicial-corruption-pedophile-judges-and-politicians-dojcorruption-doj-may-be-attacking-us-now/
CIA or Deep State WAGES WAR on US, Brian, and his family at Justice for Brian D. Hill of USWGO
Alt. News - https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2021/02/07/cia-or-deep-state-wages-war-onus-brian-and-his-family/
Was Brian D. Hill of USWGO news a target of the CIA?????? https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2019/10/23/was-brian-d-hill-of-uswgo-news-a-target-ofthe-cia/
Roger Stone tried; failed to have President Trump pardon Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alternative News
- https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2021/01/22/roger-stone-tried-failed-to-have-presidenttrump-pardon-brian-d-hill-of-uswgo-alternative-news/
-------- Original Message --------
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Re: Fwd: RB

Subject:RB
Date:2022-05-12 20:15
From:Roberta Hill <rbhill67@yahoo.com>
To:"stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl"
<stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl>
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Re: Fwd: RB

Subject: Re: Fwd: RB
From: stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl
Date: 5/15/2022, 12:44 AM
To: Lin Wood <lwood@fightback.law>, Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>,
Michael J Lindell <michael@mypillow.com>, Michael Lindell
<MLindell@mypillow.com>, mike.lindell@mypillow.com, rbhill67@comcast.net,
kenstella@comcast.net, Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>,
Celia@uncoverdc.com, Daniel@uncoverdc.com, brian@uncoverdc.com,
larry@uncoverdc.com, wendi@uncoverdc.com, nevin@uncoverdc.com,
inpot76@gmail.com, wokesociety1111@gmail.com, PastorJames
<PastorJames@jamesredpillsamerica.com>, CorruptCourts@gmail.com,
"INJUSTICEXPOSED@GMAIL.COM" <INJUSTICEXPOSED@gmail.com>,
wayneroot@gmail.com, kristileightv@gmail.com, "NationalFile@Protonmail.com"
<NationalFile@protonmail.com>, PatrickReporter
<PatrickReporter@protonmail.com>, VeritasTips@protonmail.com,
EvidenceInfo@protonmail.com, "KnowMoreNews@ProtonMail.com"
<KnowMoreNews@protonmail.com>, redpill78@protonmail.com,
stewpeters@protonmail.com, themelkshow@protonmail.com,
daj142182@gmail.com, activistpost@gmail.com, leklayman@gmail.com,
petertsantilli@gmail.com, ggsol@protonmail.com,
redvoicemedias@protonmail.com, rebelwithacausepodcast@protonmail.com,
DavidKnightShow@protonmail.com, info@projectveritas.com,
tips@projectveritas.com
Now it is time to research every publicly available online database to see if Robert Bridge is involved in
anything hacking related. Time to investigate his background and build a case against Robert Bridge,
then the investigations need to determine how far deep he is in the FRAME UP OF BRIAN DAVID HILL
(BRIAN D. HILL) of formerly USWGO Alternative News. If the evidence is there, then he should be
indicted, arrested, given a fair trial, and face the victim Brian David Hill. If it is ever proven BEYOND A
REASONABLE DOUBT that Robert Bridge victimized, set up, and possibly harassed Brian Hill and his
family, Robert Bridge should be arrested and prosecuted once all evidence is acquired by whatever legal
means available including whistleblowers. If somebody ever decides to prosecute Robert Bridge
depending on the crimes he may have committed, we should not be treated the same way as what
happened to victim Brian Hill in the jails of medical neglect and torture in the jails, nobody deserves
that, even our enemies do not deserve that kind of mistreatment. Give him a FAIR TRIAL and give him
his Constitutional rights. We are not the bad guys here, we want the truth and we want fair trials of our
enemies. We are not a dictatorship. Where We Go One We Go All. INVESTIGATE AWAY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
https://bidenlaptopemails.com/biden-emails/email-list.php?page=1 or https://bidenlaptopemails.com/
Search the keywords Robert AND Bridge or even "Robert Bridge".
https://wikileaks.org/ All leaks including all emails should be searched with a fine tooth search comb to
see if "Robert Bridge" is named in any of the leak records and if it is ever confirmed to be the same
"Robert Bridge" as used to be in Reidsville.
All journalists need to investigate and all need to start investigating if anything in the public record and
leak databases have any "Robert Bridge" and if he ever was involved in virus making and hacking. Need
to check it all thoroughly and document if anything is found. This would start having enough evidence
for a Search Warrant at his home and Search Warrants for his email accounts and his computers. We
need enough for probable cause when investigating Robert Bridge for the frame up of former journalist
Brian D. Hill.
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If they intend to keep Brian D. Hill framed with child porn for the rest of his life as the tormail.org
threatening emails advocated, then it is time to thoroughly investigate Robert Bridge and Senator Phil
Berger and Todd Brim and Charles Caruso. Time to investigate them all. Rodney White of the
Greensboro NC SBI as well. All need to be thoroughly investigated. If any tangible proof is found, please
email to StanleyBolten@justiceforuswgo.nl, rbhill67@comcast.net, and Brian's family. Please let them
know if you found anything tangible which helps prove the ACTUAL INNOCENCE OF BRIAN DAVID HILL.
Please contact us. Thanks and God bless you all.

On 2022-05-12 22:49, stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl wrote:
Robert Bridge should be investigated for the FRAME UP of Brian David Hill and possibly for the
electronic harassment or surveillance of Brian Hill and his family over the years.
INVESTIGATE ROBERT BRIDGE THE "HANDLER" (SOUNDS VERY CIA TO ME!!!) See the past articles
about the anonymous attacks on us, and we suspected the CIA for years. Detective Robert Bridge the
"handler" for security monitoring (possibly of Brian Hill) for 24 hours of the day, 7 days a week, 365
days of a year.
QANON SAID FUTURE PROVES PAST.
ALERT!!! DEEP STATE TARGETS Stanley Bolten ProtonMail account; over exposing the Judicial
Corruption; pedophile judges and politicians; DOJ corruption!!!! DOJ may be attacking us NOW!!!! https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2022/04/26/alert-deep-state-targets-stanley-boltenprotonmail-account-over-exposing-the-judicial-corruption-pedophile-judges-and-politicians-dojcorruption-doj-may-be-attacking-us-now/
CIA or Deep State WAGES WAR on US, Brian, and his family at Justice for Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alt.
News - https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2021/02/07/cia-or-deep-state-wages-war-on-usbrian-and-his-family/
Was Brian D. Hill of USWGO news a target of the CIA?????? - https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com
/2019/10/23/was-brian-d-hill-of-uswgo-news-a-target-of-the-cia/
Roger Stone tried; failed to have President Trump pardon Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alternative News https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2021/01/22/roger-stone-tried-failed-to-have-presidenttrump-pardon-brian-d-hill-of-uswgo-alternative-news/
-------- Original Message --------

Subject:RB
Date:2022-05-12 20:15
From:Roberta Hill <rbhill67@yahoo.com>
To:"stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl"
<stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl>
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Re: Fwd: RB

Subject: Re: Fwd: RB
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 5/12/2022, 10:55 PM
To: stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl, Lin Wood <lwood@ﬁghtback.law>, Lin Wood
<lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Michael J Lindell <michael@mypillow.com>, Michael Lindell
<MLindell@mypillow.com>, mike.lindell@mypillow.com, kenstella@comcast.net, Tracy Beanz
<tracy@uncoverdc.com>, Celia@uncoverdc.com, Daniel@uncoverdc.com, brian@uncoverdc.com,
larry@uncoverdc.com, wendi@uncoverdc.com, nevin@uncoverdc.com, inpot76@gmail.com,
wokesociety1111@gmail.com, PastorJames <PastorJames@jamesredpillsamerica.com>,
CorruptCourts@gmail.com, "INJUSTICEXPOSED@GMAIL.COM" <INJUSTICEXPOSED@gmail.com>,
wayneroot@gmail.com, kris�leightv@gmail.com, "Na�onalFile@Protonmail.com"
<Na�onalFile@protonmail.com>, PatrickReporter <PatrickReporter@protonmail.com>,
VeritasTips@protonmail.com, EvidenceInfo@protonmail.com, "KnowMoreNews@ProtonMail.com"
<KnowMoreNews@protonmail.com>, redpill78@protonmail.com, stewpeters@protonmail.com,
themelkshow@protonmail.com, daj142182@gmail.com, ac�vistpost@gmail.com,
leklayman@gmail.com, petertsan�lli@gmail.com, ggsol@protonmail.com,
redvoicemedias@protonmail.com, rebelwithacausepodcast@protonmail.com,
DavidKnightShow@protonmail.com
Detective Robert Bridge is scary.
A "handler" for cybersecurity miles away from the CIA headquarters in Virginia. So maybe the CIA
really did go after my son with the child porn set up campaign???
Attempted Setup of Luke Rudkowski - YouTube - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zislzpkpvZc
CAN OF WORMS: Infowars Targeted By Child Porn And MSM, Not The First Time Alternative
Journalists Set Up - Activist Post - https://www.activistpost.com/2019/06/can-of-worms-infowarstargeted-by-child-porn-and-msm-not-the-first-time-alternative-journalists-set-up.html
Lin Wood, Brian's enemy may be former Detective Robert Bridge this whole time. Probably
blackmailed or directed to do so by the Phil Berger family. It all needs to be investigated. The FBI
keeps refusing to investigate any of this. Time for Q to do their thing. Robert Bridge could probably
send threatening emails or text messages to the Federal Judges and their families. Robert Bridge
could probably send electronic threats to the state judges too. Robert Bridge is the top SUSPECT,
TOP SUSPECT. Former boy scouts or cub scouts. The investigations need to start.
They bullied my son who has autism, and turned the alternative media against him so that nobody
would start a legal fund for him to be acquitted.

On 05/12/2022 10:49 PM stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl wrote:

Robert Bridge should be inves�gated for the FRAME UP of Brian David Hill and possibly for the
electronic harassment or surveillance of Brian Hill and his family over the years.
INVESTIGATE ROBERT BRIDGE THE "HANDLER" (SOUNDS VERY CIA TO ME!!!) See the past ar�cles
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about the anonymous a�acks on us, and we suspected the CIA for years. Detec�ve Robert Bridge
the "handler" for security monitoring (possibly of Brian Hill) for 24 hours of the day, 7 days a week,
365 days of a year.
QANON SAID FUTURE PROVES PAST.
ALERT!!! DEEP STATE TARGETS Stanley Bolten ProtonMail account; over exposing the Judicial
Corrup�on; pedophile judges and poli�cians; DOJ corrup�on!!!! DOJ may be a�acking us NOW!!!! h�ps://jus�ceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2022/04/26/alert-deep-state-targets-stanley-boltenprotonmail-account-over-exposing-the-judicial-corrup�on-pedophile-judges-and-poli�cians-dojcorrup�on-doj-may-be-a�acking-us-now/
CIA or Deep State WAGES WAR on US, Brian, and his family at Jus�ce for Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alt.
News - h�ps://jus�ceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2021/02/07/cia-or-deep-state-wages-war-on-usbrian-and-his-family/
Was Brian D. Hill of USWGO news a target of the CIA?????? h�ps://jus�ceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2019/10/23/was-brian-d-hill-of-uswgo-news-a-target-ofthe-cia/
Roger Stone tried; failed to have President Trump pardon Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alterna�ve News h�ps://jus�ceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2021/01/22/roger-stone-tried-failed-to-have-presidenttrump-pardon-brian-d-hill-of-uswgo-alterna�ve-news/
-------- Original Message -------Subject:RB
Date:2022-05-12 20:15
From:Roberta Hill <rbhill67@yahoo.com>
To:"stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl" <stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>
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Re: Proof of Roger Stone supported acquittal of Brian D. Hill USWGO Alternative News

Subject: Re: Proof of Roger Stone supported acqui�al of Brian D. Hill USWGO Alterna�ve News
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 5/10/2022, 2:44 AM
To: Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@ﬁghtback.law>,
"michael@mypillow.com" <michael@mypillow.com>, "mike.lindell@mypillow.com"
<mike.lindell@mypillow.com>, "MLindell@mypillow.com" <MLindell@mypillow.com>
BCC: Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>
Here is the documents Roger Stone received prior to the whole January 6 incident. The documents
under penalty of perjury. My son is actually innocent. The two documents were received by Roger
Stone on the communication system. The leaked information proves this was the communication
between my son and Roger Stone between December, 2020, and January, 2021.

On 05/10/2022 2:41 AM ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net> wrote:
Mike Lindell and Lin Wood,
My son wanted me to leak his past communication with Roger Stone as well as two federal
declarations proving that he did indeed try to push for a presidential pardon from Donald Trump.
Brian was on the list possibly but not in the condensed final list before Trump left office. This
communication records was kept secret from the public and all of you until now, Brian is tired of
people treating him like he is guilty. Brian wants people to know that Roger Stone still believed in
him, believed he was not given a fair trial and was politically persecuted by the federal Judiciary
and the Obama DOJ at the time. This communication leak proves it. Brian sent an federal
unsworn affidavit of being innocent, under penalty of perjury, willing to risk perjury, to prove to the
Executive Branch (Note: lying to The White House is a crime just like lying to Congress). So I am
emailing you everything Roger Stone had, and I am sure the January 6 incident screwed all of
that up. Brian never offered any money to Roger Stone, and Roger Stone never asked for money
to receive a pardon. All Brian did was file a declaration in favor of Stone at sentencing. Brian
cared about Roger Stone like he cares about other people. He is not guilty, he never was. He
has autism but he is not guilty, he is guilty of having autism. Autism is my son's true crime.
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/14515855/262/united-states-v-stone/ Autism gives false
confessions. Autism causes meltdowns in front of people like probation officers. Autism is my
son's only crime in America.
Brian sent affidavit with references to the evidence in his case and proof of judicial corruption.
Brian didn't want to leak this but Roger Stone had started ignoring Brian for quite a while now
this year, so I assumed that Alex Jones turned Roger Stone against Brian too. All we have is
what isn't destroyed of Brian's past activities of USWGO Alternative News and his past
communications. The proof of who Brian was before they set him up. That Roger Stone did
believe in Brian and did at least wanted to push for a pardon if not a full special counsel
investigation into the wrongful conviction of Brian David Hill. The manufactured evidence of guilt.
I'm sure the January 6 committee and the corrupt DOJ/FBI/NSA and CIA has all of Brian's
communications with Roger Stone. The bad guys have Roger Stone's private communications
with Brian and then Brian never got pardoned. Since people just want to believe my son is guilty
and don't want to believe he is innocent, I am leaking this information to you. Certain parts at the
top are redacted/blurred-out. Roger Stone never believed Brian was guilty. I and his
grandparents saw the alleged emule download dates from the discovery report. 11 months of
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Re: Proof of Roger Stone supported acquittal of Brian D. Hill USWGO Alternative News

that time he never even had his computer. There were no past alleged child porn download
dates. There is no evidence sufficient to have him diagnosed with pedophilic disorder and called
Brian anti-government for calling Senator Phil Berger a traitor. One corrupt government paid for
DOJ psychologist who works for the corrupt DOJ at Butner prison during the mental evaluation
tried to pull that stunt on the very same SBI report with 11 months in law enforcement custody.
However a private psychologist ruled out pedophilic disorder as not backed by evidence and said
that Brian was not that at all because the download dates were not long enough to prove that the
diagnosis had fit. Of course that psychologist did not have access to the SBI report but only the
Mayodan Police Report so he labeled Brian with "delusional disorder" instead. The only date it
started was when Robert Bridge hacked into my son's computer on July 20, 2012. They had his
IP Address months prior to the claimed investigation period. The Sheriff had his IP Address, the
town clerk Melissa K. Hopper and the town Manager Michael Brandt had his IP Address as well
as NC Senator Phil Berger prior to this magic child porn investigation. Brian emailed the police
chief as well with that IP Address. That email is sitting somewhere and may be almost
impossible to find today. They all had his IP Address in every email sent from
admin@uswgo.com. They all had his IP Address and had the ability and the timeframe to hack
into it.
The Set up of Reporter Brian D Hill - The timeline of events - YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqXdFFqDBhs
My son is innocent, he never got to review over his entire discovery material until after he falsely
plead guilty.
The Rutherford Institute should be helping my son. Some lawyer out there should help my son
whether it is the NCLU or any pro bono lawyers out there.
The proof is there. My son was set up, his Probation Officer felt that my son is innocent but
cannot do anything about it. The FBI agent wanted to help investigate my son's claims but his
boss told him not to. There is serious corruption and abuse against my son. Please help him in
any way you can. He is willing to risk retaliation and death pursuing the Lizard Squad child rape
and murder blackmail investigation. My son is willing to risk being targeted and murdered
because my son is innocent.
Thanks,
Roberta Hill

A�achments:
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LETTER ADDRESSED TO THE HONORABLE
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES DONALD JOHN
TRUMP REQUESTING EMERGENCY/URGENT
INTERVENTION LIKE IN ROGER STONE CASE,
ASKING FOR FULL PARDON OF ACTUAL INNOCENCE,
INNOCENT MAN HELD HOSTAGE TO CORRUPT
FEDERAL JUDGE AND CORRUPT PROSECUTOR
VIOLATING LAWS AND RULES
Dated October 6, 2020

J usticeForUSWGO. wordpress.com

Dear Honorable U.S. President Donald John Trump,

LEGAL NOTE: Please do not forward this EMERGENCY REQUEST to any
Government Agency. Please give this letter directly to the President of the
United States or any other personnel working directly fbr the White House.
Due to the conflict ofinterest with the corrupt U.S. Attorney Office and the
Pardon Attorney working in favor with the prosecutor, please give this to the
U.S. President or his aides only. Donald Trump granted clemency to Roger
Stone and he did not fill out a 'Pardon Application~: special circumstances
warrant DIRECT INTERVENTION by the White House and ONLY the White
House. According to the CFR rules~ special counsel must be involved in this
matter or John Durham to investigate the affidavit attached to this Letter.
Thanks!
I know and understand Mr. President that you were going to fully
pardon Roger Stone if he had exhausted all of his remedies in the
judicial legal system and wrongfully failed due to judicial corruption
of the Deep State Swamp. When Judge Amy Berman Jackson was
willing to sentence Roger Stone to death in a Covid-19 infested prison
because of that corrupt judge being out to get Roger, you intervened
with a grant of clemency. You have the sole and discretionary power
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Mr. President to file an emergency or urgent grant of"full pardon" to
an individual who has proven his Actual Innocence in the Federal
Court and proven a repeated pattern of fraud upon the court by the
Federal Prosecutor but cannot possibly obtain justice in a corrupt
U.S. District Court or corrupt Federal Court of Appeals.
No law can prevent a person from requesting a Pardon from the
White House directly in emergency and urgent clrcnmstances. No act
of Congress can ever limit the Executive Pardon and Clemency
powers. As to going directly through the Pardon Attorney has also
been exhausted as multiple attempts were tried but the Department
of Justice kept refusing to process my pardon application due to some
stupid policy so all I have left is direct request with the President. In
accordance with the Supreme Court, a President can declare a man
INNOCENT of a crime. See Ex parte Garland, 71 U.S. 333 (1866):
Page 71 U.S. 380: "Such being the case the inquiry arises as to the
effect and operation ofa pardon and on this point all the authorities
concur. A pardon reaches both the punishment prescribed for the
offence and the guHt of the offender, and when the pardon is full, it
releases the punishment and blots out ofexistence the guilt, so that,
in the eye ofthe Ja ~ the offender is as innocent as ifhe had never
committed the offence. Ifgranted before conviction7 it prevents any of
the penalties and disabilities consequent upon conviction from
attaching,· ifgranted after conviction it removes the penalties and
disabilities and restores him to all his civil rights it makes him, as it
were, a newman, and gives him a new credit and capacity."
7

7

7

7•

The case law authority says it all Mr. President. When I present
clear and compelling evidence to you in a single unsworn Declaration
or notarized affidavit showing you that am being held
unconstitutionally hostage to a corrupt Federal Judge who refuses to
recuse himself after I had proved that even the Judge is lying about
me in my federal criminal case and the Judicial Council is refusing or
failing to do anything about it because Judges protect each other
even the corruption aka the Deep State Swamp is VERY DEEP like a
brotherhood secret society. The Federal Courts should NOT
OPERATE like this, not like some brotherhood of the robes.
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I hereby attach to this letter, the 26-:r>age
"DECLARATIONLUNSWORN AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN DAVID HILL
IN FAVOR OF HIS REQUEST TO UNITED STATES PRESIDENT
DONALD JOHN TRUMP TO GRANT BRIAN DAVID HILL A FULL
PARDON FOR HIS ACTUAL INNOCENCE TO HIS FEDERAL
CHARGE CASE NO. 1:13-CR-435-1, AND AS TO EVIDENCE OF
DUE PROCESS DEPRIVATION, RELENTLESS JUDICIAL
CORRUPTION AND TYRANNY, AND FRAUD UPON THE COURT
AS OUTLINED IN SUPREME COURT CASE NO. 19-8684 AND
COURT OF APPEALS CASE NO. 19-2338". This is the proof and the
compelling reasoning why the White House must intervene to this
EMERGENCY or URGENT request for a "full pardon" to resolve the
situation of being held hostage to a corru:gt Deep State Federal
Judge. You see Mr. President, Roger Stone tried to recuse Judge Amy
Berman Jackson in his criminal case and she refused to leave. Lt.
General Michael Thomas Flynn formerly worked at the White House
was also wrongfully convicted by false guilty plea and that Judge
keeps unconstitutionally fighting him and refusing to recuse himself
from his case. Some of the CORRUPT Federal Judges have become
Deep State political Assassins which will assassinate the character of
their victims and play prosecutor, judge, jury, and executioner. Some
Judges are overriding their own authority and responsibilities and
are acting as petty Dictators or Tyrants because they are appointed
for life so they want to lock up Trump supporters for life even on
fraudulent pretenses. I am one of their victims, I am attaching clear
and convincing evidence why EMERGENCY investigation and
intervention is necessary. Read the 26 pages of evidence declaration
and you will understand that a man's life, liberty, constitutional
rights, and freedom are all at stake including the right to vote. An
innocent man needs your help, I am that man, please help me Mr.
President, the DOJ won't help me, the FBI won't help me. William
Barr may help investigate the bad things that were done to me by the
Federal Court System and Anand Prakash Ramaswamy.
Your my only hope Mr. President, I have tried everything, sent
letters to so many people and paid hundreds to thousands of dollars
overtime out of my limited SSI disability money because I have no
other choice, I don't know what to do, I have no recourse. My
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evidence is being ignored, my case law authorities is being entirely
ignored, my witnesses are being ignored, I am not allowed to present
any expert witnesses to the Court, I have been deprived of Due
Process and the Constitutional to prove my Actual Innocence.
President Trump can end my suffering and misery for years under a
selfish cruel District Court in the Middle District of North Carolina.
I need your help Mr. President; I am exhausting all my remedies and
have gotten nowhere like a hamster on a wheel. Please help me
Trump.
DATED this 6th day of October, 2020.
Respectfully submitted,

BnM D. Ht/1 _

Brian David Hill
3~neJ
ProSe
Ally ofQANON
Former USWGO Alternative News Reporter
310 FOREST STREET, APARTMENT 2
MARTINSVILLE, VIRGINIA 24112
Tel.: (276) 790-3505

Poem: Where We Go One, We Go All,
The RATS Panic in DC,
Drain the Swamp,
Bring Liberty and Justice for All,
Restore faith and integrity in our Courts,
Protect the Freedom of Press,
We are all QAnon.
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DECLARATION/UNSWORN AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN DAVID
HILL IN FAVOR OF HIS REQUEST TO UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT DONALD JOHN TRUMP TO GRANT BRIAN
DAVID HILL A FULL PARDON FOR HIS ACTUAL
INNOCENCE TO HIS FEDERAL CHARGE CASE NO. 1:13CR-435-1, AND AS TO EVIDENCE OF DUE PROCESS
DEPRIVATION, RELENTLESS JUDICIAL CORRUPTION
AND TYRANNY, AND FRAUD UPON THE COURT AS
OUTLINED IN SUPREME COURT CASE NO. 19-8684 AND
COURT OF APPEALS CASE NO. 19-2338
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the
foregoing is true and correct.

I, Brian David Hill hereby affix my signature to this
declaration/unsworn affidavit under oath explaining to U.S. President
Donald J. Trump at the White House why I am worthy of receiving a
grant of a full pardon for Brian David Hill of his federal charge in case
no. 1:13-cr-435-1. My request is outside of the "Pardon Attorney"
because the "Pardon Attorney" works for the same government agency
of the prosecutor Anand Prakash Ramaswamy that prosecuted me,
defrauded the court in my case, and lied about me multiple times in
Federal Court. That agency is the United States Department of Justice
("U.S. DOJ"), the Pardon Attorney and any investigation they would
conduct would be potentially in conflict of interest and I believe they
will likely defend the lies and fraud that was perpetuated against me by
Assistant U.S. Attorney Anand Prakash Ramaswamy and any other
Assistant U.S. Attorney working with him against me. The Pardon
Attorney refused to accept my pardon application for the ground of
"actual innocence" as my family member told me because of me
prosecuting against the Government by filing my 2255 motion and as it
was a pending litigation, they refused to accept my pardon application
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even though the means of justice support why I need a full pardon on
me being actually innocent of my federal criminal charge I was indicted
on in November, 2013. My mother or grandparents said they got a letter
from the Pardon Attorney that they cannot accept my Pardon
Application of me being actually innocent because of my pending 2255
litigation back in late 2018. They refuse to acquit me an innocent man
who has worked hard for months and years to prove my innocence. I
recommend that special counsel be appointed to investigate my claims
in this affidavit or Attorney General William Barr or U.S. Attorney
John Durham thoroughly investigate my claims before the U.S.
President Trump make a decision on my request for a grant of a "full
pardon" from the President himself. Please do not forward this to the
Pardon Attorney due to the conflict of interest.

I will state the facts that I am alleging herein as to why I am
actually innocent of my federal charge of possession of child
pornography as charged under grand jury indictment under Federal
Court case no. 1:13-cr-435-1, Middle District of North Carolina. I will
state the facts herein that I have exhausted remedies and may or may
not have any more remedies left and/or that I am confident that I will
receive no remedy regardless of whatever I try in the legal system in
the future because of judicial corruption and tyranny. I will state the
facts herein that I have been deprived of due process of law repeatedly
for years and deprived of equal protection under the laws throughout
my entire federal criminal case from my indictment to the denial of my
2255 motion, dismissal of my 2255 case, and the judge refusing to act
upon three simple motions with evidence and supporting case law
asking for sanctions against federal prosecutor Anand Prakash
Ramaswamy for fraud upon the court. Since I may never receive due
process ever in my criminal case and never had received genuine due
process due to what I believe to be judicial corruption, tyranny, and
prosecutorial corruption and fraud, that I deserve receiving a "FULL
PARDON" from the President Donald J. Trump as it is my only remedy
that can relieve me of being a continued victim of judicial tyranny.
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When referencing the District Court Case, it refers to case no. 1:13-cr435 in the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of North Carolina
in the criminal case, as well as referencing the 2255 civil case no. 1:17cv-1036. When referencing the Supreme Court Case, it refers to case no.
19-8684, Petition for Writ of Certiorari. When referring to U.S. Appeals
Court Case, it refers to case no. 19-2338, In Re: Brian David Hill, Writ
of Mandamus, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.

FACT 1. I have filed over two different motions or requests in
the District Court Case asking for an independent computer
forensic expert to examine my seized computer. First motion I
filed under Doc. #36 (09/18/2014) I was in jail and I felt like I
had wrongfully been coerced and misled (/never got to see my
full discovery materials until after I falsely plead guilty to get
out ofjai]) into falsely pleading guilty on June 10, 2014, and I
had wanted a computer forensic expert all along to prove my
innocence to my federal charge. I had nothing to hide on my
seized computer. I didn't know at the time until January 22,
2015 when me and my family reviewed over the discovery
materials pertaining to my criminal case and the North
Carolina ("NC") State Bureau of Investigation ("SBI") forensic
report said that 454 files had been downloading on eMule on
my seized computer between the dates July 20, 2012, and July
28, 2013. That same seized computer pursuant to a claim of
investigating child pornography by search warrant was seized
on August 28, 2012. That would mean the writer of the forensic
report who was Special Agent Rodney V. White had admitted
that supposed files/images/videos of interest which may or may
not be of child pornography was downloading on eMule on my
seized computer for 11 months after it was seized from me and
changed custody to Town of Mayodan Police Department and
then to the NC SBI. I had filed a pleading with those dates on
Doc. #136, Page 4 of 11, and the AUSA Ramaswamy never
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refuted it, and Special Agent Rodney White never ever refuted
those dates from his own forensic report, even though those
download dates would cause a problem in the prosecution's
attempt to establish a factual claim of guilt that only Brian
David Hill could have downloaded from eMule and not some
computer hacker or the CIA or NSA or anybody else in the
Deep State Swamp. Also brought up those download dates in
Doc. #71 page 11, in March 3, 2015. The Government has never
refuted those download dates from their own discovery papers.
They knew the claim would establish a favorable argument for
the defense that supposed child porn was downloading when
Brian didn't even have the computer, any reasonable juror
would have found me not guilty but I had a corrupt ineffective
(I wouldn~t call him a defense lawyer) lawyer Eric David Placke
(Slacky Placke) who ignored the download dates completely.
Also again brought up in Doc. #71 Attachment 6 (#71-6) and
Attachment 1 (#71-1). Why were those download dates never
refuted even though it could totally derail the Prosecutor's
guilty factual elements of the alleged offense allegations?
Regardless of the report's date claims and whether it proves
that somebody else was downloading supposed alleged child
pornography to my seized computer, I still had every
constitutional or legal right to the effective assistance of legal
counsel which includes the right to the usage of forensic experts
which would help assist in my defense to the charge I was
indicted on and would be beneficial in me attempting to fully
prove my actual innocence to my charge. The Court denied my
first motion of Doc. #36 requesting a computer forensic expert
by oral order on November 10, 2014. I filed a second motion
under Doc. #76 (04/22/2015) again asking for an independent
computer forensic expert to examine my computer that was
seized by law enforcement and in NC SBI custody and find
evidence of a virus or any evidence that I was actually innocent
of my charge and had no intent to possess child pornography
because I was framed. The District Court also denied that
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motion under Doc. #87. I had also filed in my
brief/memorandum of law with my 2255 motion a request
and/or recommendation that the District Court have a
independent computer forensic expert examine my seized
computer to find any evidence that would prove me actually
innocent of possession of child pornography by verifying the
download dates as to being 11 months after the computer was
seized by law enforcement of the Town of Mayodan, on August
28, 2012. The Magistrate Judge refused to accept that I wanted
to prove actual innocence, denied me such opportunity and
recommended dismissal of my entire 2255 case according to his
order and recommendation under Doc. #210, and acted as
though I didn't need a computer forensic expert as it was to be
dismissed for being filed untimely under the Anti-Terrorism
and Effective Death Penalty Act which revised the 2255 statute
to have a one year statute of limitations despite the U.S.
Supreme Court and appellate court rulings that establish that
the District Courts must allow a federal prisoner or probationer
to have the opportunity to prove actual innocence and if proven
then the 2255 Petitioner can be subject to relief of vacating the
sentence and conviction of guilt upon enough proof of actual
innocence to convince any reasonable juror beyond reasonable
doubt that the Petitioner is actually innocent of his criminal
charge. I filed objections to all claims by the Magistrate Judge
under Doc. #213 but the Chief Judge Thomas David Schroeder
dismissed my 2255 case on New Year's Eve of2019 and denied
my 2255 motion and refused to let me prove my actual
innocence facts on December 31, 2019, on New Years Eve. As of
the time of this declaration, the appeal for the 2555 dismissal is
still pending in the U.S. Appeals Court of the Fourth Circuit.
Since 2014, my wishes to get my computer forensically
examined to prove my actual innocence has been without
success due to judicial corruption or incompetence. I have been
constitutionally deprived of my Due Process right to prove my
innocence in regards to the fact that I did not have any intent
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to possess child pornography as I was framed by evidence
planting and/or evidence tampering and/or by computer
hacking, I was denied all my rights to a expert or independent
forensic expert to assist in my defense in 2014 and in my 2255
case in my District Court Case. Also an Attorney named
Cynthia Everson in North Carolina wasted my time in 2015
and used up a lot of time acting as though she would find a
computer forensic expert which would charge a reasonable rate
that I could afford under my SSI disability disbursement
money, and then be able to prove my actual innocence then file
a 2255 motion. Cynthia wasted my time and it went beyond
after the one year after judgment which would be used to
default my claims. I suspected that Cynthia Everson the
attorney was meant to waste my time in 2015 to invalidate my
2255 motion and make it untimely and subject to default denial
which would give the Court an excuse to ignore everything in
my 2255 motion. I suspect she was threatened, manipulated,
coerced, bribed, maybe her family threatened, maybe they
threatened to take away her bar license, or maybe she was
blackmailed behind the scenes which would explain her
unusual behavior of not doing her job as an attorney. The way
she wasted my time, wasted my families time and caused me to
file untimely. She was the reason I failed in my 2255. Not just
her but the home detention I had to wrongfully serve in 2015.
Different reasons of my circumstances led to my failure to
timely file a 2255 motion. Then she quit being my lawyer in
2016 because my friend or ex-friend had started a legal
fundraiser on Go-fund-me and had claimed it was unethical in
North Carolina and she bailed on me like a cowardly traitor.
She never even filed a notice of appearance ever in my District
Court case and never asked for an extension of time to file the
2255 motion beyond the one-year statute of limitations. She
helped ruin my life and likely made sure to waste my time to
prevent me from filing the timely 2255 motion. Maybe I should
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have sued her for failing to file a timely 2255 case and
permanently ruin my life by wasting my time in 2015.
FACT 2. I had declared under oath in my 2255 motion that one
of my grounds for requesting relief in my District Court Case
was that I was "actually innocent" of my charge. I had filed
evidence under Doc. #129 with an article detailing suspicions I
had in 2013 about the Government setting me up with child
pornography because I knew my computer was hacked with
some kind of virus that I had caught in the Task Manager in
Windows with the file names ares.exe, emule.exe, and
shareaza.exe and believed that the malware/virus that may
have been responsible was Win32/MoliVampire.A was reported
by ESET VirusRadar website and the virus was discovered
reportedly in July, 2012, coincidentally (Or Not) around the
exact same timeline of when Mayodan Police and Reidsville
Detective claimed the download had begun on eMule. I had
reported my suspicions to an ex-alternative-media-buddy who
then reported this information to Before It's News and then
was placed on the American Live Wire article and was mirrored
to Truth Frequency Radio website back in 2013. That was when
I had no idea that it was downloading all the way up to July 28,
2013. If I had known about the forensic report stating that
alleged supposed possibly child porn aka "images of interest"
and "videos of interest" was downloading to my computer while
in law enforcement custody, I would have immediately notified
American Live Wire and Before It's News proving my earlier
alleged claims and it could have steered me towards acquittal
or pardon by the President as the public embarrassment would
have forced President Obama to consider pardoning me or order
my acquittal to get me off his back publicity-wise. I had also
signed a notarized or sworn affidavit on Doc. #134, page 17 and
18 of page 99 (11/14/2017) also declaring my actual innocence to
my federal charge and explained briefly about the elements of
my actual innocence. That was why I had filed 53 exhibits in
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support of my 2255 motion and brief in the District Court Case.
That was why I had filed additional evidence Declarations and
additional evidence in 2018. That is because I believe and had
always believed that I was actually innocent of my charge and
had never attempted to possess child pornography. I feel there
is no proven intent based upon the alleged download dates by
Special Agent Rodney V. White. I feel there is no proven intent
due to my false confession caused by coercion and my Autism
and Obsessive Compulsive Disorder ("OCD"). I had gone into
great detail and cross examined my confession statements with
what I recalled from the SBI forensic report and in my 2255
brief/memorandum of law I had accurately and in detail had
proven that I had Autism Spectrum Disorder and I think my
OCD since I was really young and that my confession
statements to Mayodan Police of North Carolina on August 29,
2012, were proven false when compared with the forensic
report and other factors. My entire family members of my
grandma, grandpa, and my mother had reviewed over the
discovery evidence on January 22, 2015, and my family
members also reviewed over my Mayodan Police Report Incident report that I had received as per my request to the
Town of Mayodan. They, my family assisted me in the
production of my 2255 motion and brief/memorandum of law, as
well as the exhibits. My family members Stella Forinash my
grandmother, Kenneth Forinash my grandpa who had served
in the U.S. Air Force at one time so he is a veteran who was
honorably discharged, and Roberta Hill my mother and
caretaker. They had evidence that they believe that Mayodan
Police had lied about me, and evidence that the U.S. Attorney's
witness Kristy L. Burton had also lied about me but in her case,
it was under oath. My whole family who had reviewed over the
discovery evidence material and took notes feel after reviewing
over everything the U.S. Attorney had against me for the child
porn possession charge, they feel the evidence did not in fact
prove my guilt and that my family thought I had plenty of
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reasonable doubt at one time but agreed that the discovery
materials can actually be used towards proving my actual
innocence by showing the contradictions and lack of solid
evidence. In fact, my family and I saw NO AFFIDAVIT by
Rodney V. White who personally done the forensic examination
of my computer and he Agent White had made the download
date claim that was 11 months after my computer was seized
by law enforcement. It is shoddy forensics at best which proves
that somebody else likely downloaded the materials on eMule
without his knowledge and he was just an incompetent moron,
or that he knew alleged supposed child porn was downloading
to my computer while it was in his custody which is A MAJOR
NO! NO! for any criminal investigation when it comes to secure
storage and testing of forensic evidence standards. So, either it
was evidence neglect or mistreatment, stupidity, lack of proper
forensic security and procedures for any law enforcement
agency, evidence contamination and/or unknowing allowing a
third-party hacker or source to conduct evidence planting or
tampering by an unknown source, or it was deliberate evidence
planting and/or tampering. Either way it was the District
Court's duty to investigate that bizarre claim but instead they
had ignored it. The "images of interest" and "videos of interest"
say exactly that, it did not say whether or not those files "of
interest' were indeed child pornography or not, it gives a
misleading statements to give the grand jury the
perception/impression that Brian David Hill had these type of
files and the large number of such files but do not prove it and
have no solid evidence to prove it, to back it. Well what I can
say the "Grand Jury can and will indict a ham sandwich". Even
the Pre-Sentence Investigation ("PSI") Report under Doc. #33
in the District Court Case had said that the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children ("NCMEC") claimed that the
files found on my computer was "not of a known series", that
there were no victims noted and no names of any victims, no
victims. That contradicts the claim of Rodney V. White and the
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Mayodan Detective and the other Detective Robert Bridge that
Brian David Hill or somebody through the IP Address
24.148.156.211 had downloaded known child pornography files,
but the NCMEC says not of a known series. So, they do not
seem to even know what types or kinds of child pornography
files they supposedly were when the NCMEC says not of a
known series but according to the search warrant they claimed
they went to the home of Brian David Hill because of known
child pornography files being downloaded over eMule through
the IP Address 24.148.156.211linked to the home's IP Address.
So why is the federal prosecution and the NCMEC
contradicting what Robert Bridge the Police Detective had
claimed in his search warrant affidavit? No affidavit of Rodney
V. White, no documentation as to his scientific forensic
qualifications and the standards he would have to have been
using when supposedly conducting this so-called professional
forensic examination of Brian's computer equipment that was
seized for the criminal investigation against Brian David Hill
from 2012-2013. There are no thumbnails and not even blurred
thumbnails of the alleged child pornography when the FBI
would have done better at proving evidence that this suspect or
that suspect had these types of pornographic images and
allowing the jury to determine each file to ascertain along with
the experts of the Government. That did not seem to be the case
at all when the discovery evidence was reviewed, no finding of
an affidavit or declaration on forensic scientific expertise and
educational University/College degrees or any other factors of
qualifications of the so-called forensic expert to make the
evidence credibility and valid under the strict standards of the
Federal Rules of Evidence. There could have been an affidavit
but none was found when family reviewed over each and every
page and found repeats of the same discovery materials which
may be an attempt to make the copy of the evidence pages look
as large as an old telephone book to make it appear that the
Government had a lot of evidence against Brian and it appears
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overwhelming, the discovery evidence bulk of pages being
repeats of the same reports or materials show that it was
meant to intimidate and deceive Brian David Hill and his
family into believing that the Government had overwhelming
evidence on him that he would be used to have Brian believe
that he would have been found guilty by a jury and had no
chance at trial. That is deceptive even by his own lawyer Eric
David Placke, that is corruption by his own supposed defense
attorney. That is the truth about my case from my own eyewitness knowledge. If I had known all of these facts back in
early 2014, I never would have falsely plead guilty and would
have insisted upon going to trial and bring up these
contradictions with the jury of my peers even if I had to point
these out without a lawyer. I would have appeared prose,
orally fired my lawyer right at the jury trial for them to see,
and demanded that I represent myself at the jury trial and ask
the Judge for my discovery papers to be held by my own hands
and in my own hands during the trial and go over different
pages and make arguments as to the jury to look at certain
specific pages of the discovery materials to see what I am
talking about to convince them that I am innocent. If it had
been a fair trial from the very beginning and not a kangaroo
court process, I never ever would have plead guilty and would
have convinced the jury that I did not knowingly possess child
pornography and that the evidence is insufficient to prove that
each and every supposed "image of interest" and "video of
interest" was indeed child pornography. Because that which the
federal prosecutor perpetuated in regards to my supposed guilt
was never proven in the discovery materials, it is a perpetuated
fraud upon the court in my viewpoint. My family feels the same
way, that it was a perpetuated fraud upon the court by the
federal prosecutor Assistant U.S. Attorney ("AUSA") Anand
Prakash Ramawamy.
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FACT 3. I had filed three motions for sanctions that such
pleadings had accused Anand Prakash Ramaswamy of
defrauding the court and providing a witness against me who
had lied multiple times on the stand in open court which is
perjury and was deceiving the court to getting a verdict or
judgment favorable to the Government. I had initially filed the
Doc. #199 motion entitled "Motion for Sanctions and Vacate
Judgment in Plaintiffs/Respondent's favor" on October 4, 2019.
"Response to Motion due by 10/25/2019". The AUSA
Ramaswamy never filed a response to that motion by that date
that would technically be considered that the motion was
uncontested in accordance with Middle District of North
Carolina local civil rule "LR 7.3" paragraph (k) saying that "If a
respondent fails to file a response within the time required by
this rule, the motion will be considered and decided as an
uncontested motion, and ordinarily will be granted without
further notice." That local rule is as solid as law as a local court
rule, has the same force and effect as a law passed by Congress
since it isn't a national rule but a local court rule. That local
rule said that if the Respondent does not file a timely response
as allotted by that rule then it is considered uncontested and
that the uncontested motion is to be granted in the normal
course, and that is in a federal civil case which 2255 cases are
under both civil and criminal rules, and 2255 cases are
considered civil federal cases when they assigned a civil case
number. Paragraph (f) of that local rule said 21 days is the date
to respond to a motion before it would be considered
uncontested if no response filed by that response due date. The
first motion under #199 should have been GRANTED by the
Hon. Thomas David Schroeder. He did not because he is a
corrupt federal judge who has neglected to do his duty and that
he is doing the bidding of AUSA Anand Prakash Ramaswamy
and any other U.S. Attorney personnel. He is protecting the
corrupt U.S. Attorney employee or employees, anybody who I
had proven and caught defrauding the court, documented it in
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a motion, filed it and it was uncontested. That motion was
uncontested and the response date was within 21 days from its
filing in the Court's Electronic Court Filing system that sends
an email to the U.S. Attorney office with the pleading which is
considered service of process for indigent filers and it asks for a
response or notes that there is a response due date as set by the
Clerk of the Court, the Clerk is an official officer of the Court
who servers the Court and can request a response of the other
parties. Ramaswamy is guilty of the allegations of defrauding
the court under #199 because he did not defend himself by not
contesting the allegations and neither of the relief requested in
the Doc. #199 motion. It is by judicial corruption that the
motion was never acted upon by the Hon. Thomas David
Schroeder and is still sitting on the Docket Sheet without
anything in the record ever showing that it was ever acted
upon. Judge Schroeder is corrupt and should have removed
himself from the case as neglecting to follow his duties of
granting or denying any motions that are referred before him
after being filed properly with the "Clerk of the Court". That
first judgment was wrongfully obtained and was proven as a
fraudulent begotten judgment against Brian David Hill and
was being used as a factor or element in securing nine (9)
months of imprisonment against Brian David Hill in his
District Court case after wrongfully revoking his federal
probation.
FACT 4. I had initially filed the second motion of Doc. #206
motion entitled "Petitioner's Second Motion for Sanctions and
Vacate Judgment in Plaintiffs/Respondent's favor; Motion and
Brief/Memorandum of Law in support of Requesting the
Honorable Court in this case Vacate Fraudulent begotten
Judgment or Judgments" on October 15, 2019. "Response to
Motion due by 11/05/2019". The AUSA Ramaswamy never filed
a response to that motion by that date and that would
technically be considered that the motion was uncontested in
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accordance with Middle District of North Carolina local civil
rule "LR 7 .3" paragraph (k). Ramaswamy is guilty of the
allegations of defrauding the court under #206 because he did
not defend himself by not contesting the allegations and neither
of the relief requested in the Doc. #206 motion. It should have
also been granted in its usual course. However Chief Judge
Hon. Thomas David Schroeder also refused to make a decision
on that motion as well, he ordered dismissal of the entire 2255
case without first making a decision or action on the
uncontested motions in regards to fraud upon the court and
requesting vacatur of the fraudulent begotten judgments as is
the Court's constitutionally vested inherit and implied powers
when Congress does not have every situation in mind when it
comes to internal court matters. Congress left the "fraud upon
the court" issues to the Court itself which the Supreme Court
had said all courts have the inherit power to deter frauds and
contempt actions as what was brought up in case Chambers v.
NASCO, Inc., 501 U.S. 32 (1991). The District Court had every
legal right to GRANT the two motions for sanctions when
uncontested or even when contested which would have
normally triggered an evidentiary hearing to see who was lying
and who was telling the truth, and to get to the bottom of the
claims of the Movant of the motion with the allegations of the
fraud. The Judge however did not do anything and instead left
it pending and hanging there. A judge is not supposed to do
that, it is the ministerial duty of every judge to act upon a
motion that comes properly before him/her. If the Judge doesn't
like the motion or disagrees with it, he/she has the
discretionary right to simply deny it and leave it to the Court of
Appeals or the Supreme Court to overturn that decision as an
error or abuse of discretion or wrongful/unconstitutional
usurpation of power. The judge Thomas David Schroeder
assigned to Brian Hill's criminal case has no absolute right to
refuse to act upon a pending motion, if he disagrees then he
needs to deny it and let the Movant have an opportunity to the
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right to appeal to a higher court in disagreement with the
Judge's decision. Thomas Schroeder denied Brian David Hill
due process protections under the 5th Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution and deprived Brian David Hill and other party of
the right to appeal a non-favorable or favorable decision. That
right there proves the unconstitutional corruption by Thomas
Schroeder, the corrupt judge that has proven that he is corrupt
and biased and doesn't want to admit that the U.S. Attorney
may have been wrong about his criminal allegations against
Brian David Hill. Judge Schroeder rather abuse his power and
abuse his discretion to protect a corrupt lying and deceiving
United States Attorney and Assistant Anand Prakash
Ramaswamy. That right there violates American Bar Rule 3.8
and Rule 4.1. AUSA Ramaswamy is an unethical attorney and
Brian had proven it with the evidence and direct allegations
and the allegations were uncontested. Had the local Court rule
been enforced then the Judge would have no other choice but to
grant the uncontested motions in favor of Brian David Hill.
Those two motions would have removed/vacated the two
probation violations against Brian David Hill, and would clear
his criminal record in regards to any violations of supervised
release as alleged by the U.S. Probation Office. Yet CORRUPT
JUDGE THOMAS DAVID SCHROEDER rather keep the
probation violations on record against Brian David Hill for the
rest of his life as if a trophy to bolster the prosecution by Anand
Prakash Ramaswamy, and to give him a harsher sentence the
next time he is accused of yet another violation. This federal
THUG Judge had justified fraud and allowed fraud before his
court on court record, this judge had destroyed any integrity
and credibility his Court may have ever had left in the entire
Middle District of North Carolina. This federal judge is
CORRUPT, proven to be corrupt, doesn't follow or enforce the
rules if it is not favorable to the United States Attorney, that is
corrupt and partiality and does not prove the judge to being an
impartial mediator between two or more parties of a criminal or
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civil case like a sports referee during a game. Judge Schroeder
is partial in my criminal and civil cases in violation of his
constitutional obligations. He is acting corrupt like a criminal
THUG and acting on his own as if he is above the law and the
case law authorities and controlling case law by the Supreme
Court does not apply to him at all. That is wicked and corrupt,
and he should not be serving the bench by acting like a petty
child and a Dictator that doesn't get his way. His actions
against Brian David Hill since 2015 shows his true colors when
being given nearly-god-like powers of legal proportions in the
federal judicial system.
FACT 5. I had initially filed the motion of Doc. #217 motion
entitled "Request that the U.S. District Court Vacate
Fraudulent Begotten Judgment, Vacate the Frauds upon the
Court against Brian David Hill" on November 8, 2019.
"Response to Motion due by 12/02/2019". The AUSA
Ramaswamy never filed a response to that motion either by
that date and that would technically be considered that the
motion was uncontested in accordance with Middle District of
North Carolina local civil rule "LR 7 .3" paragraph (k). It should
have been granted too since it was legally uncontested and
should have been enforced by the very local rules that was
decided by a committee which includes an Assistant U.S.
Attorney in that local rule-making committee. So the U.S.
Attorneys understand the local rules and can enforce it on a
criminal or civil defendant or plaintiff but yet when Anand
Prakash Ramaswamy doesn't file any response when the rule
clearly states that a motion will be considered uncontested by
filing no response, the local rule should be enforced against the
Government or the District Court had acted corrupt by
dereliction of duty, in excess of jurisdiction, deprived the
Movant of due process. A Movant is the party that files the
motion in a case. Such judicial corruption and malfeasance.
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FACT 6. I had initially filed the third motion of Doc. #222
motion entitled "Petitioner's third Motion for Sanctions, Motion
for Default Judgment in 2255 case and to Vacate Judgment
that was in Plaintiffs/Respondent's favor" on November 21,
2019. No response due date was ever entered for that motion
even though it was filed directly in the 2255 case and should
have clearly been marked as such and given the same
timeframe deadline as with the other two to three motions. The
clerk had clearly screwed up or may have acted corrupt due to
behind the scenes pressure (likely Judge Schroeder?) to prevent
a major case from being opened against Judge Thomas
Schroeder for knowingly holding myself, Brian David Hill
hostage to a corrupt judicial mechanism where I am being
forced to go to federal prison for every alleged probation
violation allegations based upon an illegal conviction and illegal
sentence. I believe my conviction should have been vacated
once I had proven the frauds by the federal prosecutor in the
District Court case. This final motion seemed to be pushing for
the Court's inherit powers to deter fraud and that a Court may
use its sole discretion to throw out all favorable judgments to
the Government upon any evidence surfacing that the
Government's Attorney had a history of a repeated pattern of
defrauding the court not just one time but multiple times. The
AUSA Ramaswamy did not file any contest to the three motions
excluding the "third Motion for Sanctions" that had allegations
of fraud including the request to vacate the fraudulent begotten
judgments. The AUSA Ramaswamy did not file any contest to
the fraud allegations in the Doc. #213 "objections" pleading to
the "order and recommendation" and did not file any pleading
contesting similar allegations under Doc. #169 which a
"responses due by 01/20/2019" was placed on the docket for that
filing. Brian David Hill which is myself had proven the frauds
when the Government did not feel the need to defend
themselves on federal court records in my District Court Case
knowing that any lawyer or the general public itself can access
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those court documents on PACER.GOVor
COURTLISTENER.COM from what my family informed me of
in regards to websites that host public federal court documents
that are not-sealed. My family showed md courtlistsner.com
and saved me PDF files and made PDF printouts so I do not
need to be online to know about this stuff. The AUSA
Ramaswamy never filed a response to that motion either even
months into the year of2020 and so that third motion for
sanctions would also technically be considered uncontested in
accordance with Middle District of North Carolina local civil
rule "LR 7.3" paragraph (k) had the Clerk not screwed up and
filed the entry properly, however that motion should have been
acted upon by the Judge. It is almost an entire year since the
third motion for sanctions was filed and the Judge still had not
acted upon that motion, that is very corrupt, VERY! VERY!
CORRUPT and is a cause for concern that a Federal Judge
would ignore motions with exculpatory evidence favorable to
the Petitioner/Defense and not contested by the criminal
prosecutor/Respondent/Plaintiff. It should have also been
granted in its usual course. I have proven that this Federal
Judge is acting corrupt and conducting corrupt biased partial
behavior and is getting away with it in my District Court Case.
FACT 7. I had attempted to end this facade of a criminal case.
So I noticed the Judge was refusing to act upon pending
motions when the highest U.S. Supreme Court and the Virginia
Supreme Court had controlling and compelling case law
regarding a Judge's right and duty to act upon all pending
motions and matters before him/her when properly filed and
such request was properly presented before the Court. U.S.
Supreme Court set controlling and authoritative case law
under case entitled "Roche v. Evaporated Milk Assn, 319 U.S.
21, 26 (1943)" ("while a function of mandamus in aid of
appellate jurisdiction is to remove obstacles to appeal, it may
not appropriately be used merely as a substitute for the appeal
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procedure prescribed by the statute."). "Roche v. Evaperated
Milk Assn, 319 U.S. 21, 26 (1943)" ("The traditional use of the
writ in aid of appellate jurisdiction both at common law and in
the federal courts has been to confine an inferior court to a
lawful exercise of its prescribed jurisdiction or to compel it to
exercise its authority when it is its duty to do so. Ex parte Peru,
supra, p.584, and cases cited; Ex parte Newman, 14 Wall. 152,
165-6, 169; Ex parte Sawyer, 21 Wall. 235, 238; Interstate
Commerce Comm'n v. United States ex rel. Campbell, 289 U.S.
385, 394."). Virginia Supreme Court controlling and persuasive
case law said under In re Commonwealth of Virginia, 278 VA.
1, 22 (Va. 2009) ("Specifically with regard to mandamus
directed to an inferior court, we have previously explained
that", "mandamus may be appropriately used and is often used
to compel courts to act where they refuse to act and ought to
act, but not to direct and control the judicial discretion to be
exercised in the performance of the act to be done; to compel
courts to hear and decide where they have jurisdiction, but not
to pre-determine the decision to be made; to require them to
proceed to judgment, but not to fix and prescribe the judgment
to be rendered.". I, Brian David Hill, had filed a Writ of
Mandamus and had properly served it with the Judge in the
District Court case and with the federal prosecutor attorneys.
The U.S. Court of Appeals denied the petition, dismissed the
case under erroneous or false pretenses of it being used as only
a vehicle around the direct appeal when the sole purpose of
that petition was challenging jurisdiction and compel Judge
Schroeder to act upon three to four pending motions that he
never acted upon even after being served with the Mandamus
petition. AUSA Ramaswamy acting on behalf of the Judge
Thomas Schroeder asked for the Mandamus petition and/or it's
additional motion for stay of judgment to be denied and finally
addressed the allegations briefly in the higher court record but
not in the District Court Case. Made a claim that Brian David
Hill did not show any proof of fraud and a reply pleading was
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filed by me proving AUSA Ramaswamy wrong by pointing to
different documents about the different frauds by the U.S.
Attorney thanks to research done by my grandma. Again,
under false pretenses of by the Panel's reasoning that the
Mandamus petition was only being used as a substitute for
direct appeal of a judgment. That is not true when the entire
Mandamus relief was merely compelling that the pending
motions be acted upon and then would not create a barrier to
the right to appeal a direct judgment, a direct appeal it is
called. The denial of the Mandamus relief left me with no other
recourse but to file a Petition for the Writ of Certiorari with the
U.S. Supreme Court. The appeal case was under case no. 192338, In Re: Brian David Hill, Writ of Mandamus, U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. It was appealed to the Supreme
Court under case no. 19-8684. However, it was considered filed
on May 06, 2020, it was entered onto the docket system on June
12, 2020. The Solicitor General Noel Francisco filed a one-page
letter waiving the right to respond to the petition without
stating the reason as to why, and without explaining about the
fraud upon the court. I knew that this was an attempt to have
the petition thrown out as it is usual that any prose filed
Supreme Court petition or any petition before the Supreme
Court that the Government waives the right to respond, those
petitions are always usually denied without comment or
opinion. I acted to put a stop to this attempt by filing a
"Blanket Consent" letter on July 6, 2020 giving any or all
lawyers or law professors the consent to file an amicus curiae
brief as to why my petition should be granted or given a second
look instead of flat out denied. Nobody filed an amicus brief or
curiae. Then I sent a letter to Justice Brett M. Kavanaugh
dated July 21, 2020, filed a second letter with Justice Clarence
Thomas dated September 15, 2020. However, both letters didn't
seem to mean anything. On October 5, 2020, my family looked
at the Supreme Court docket page for my case as well as the
order of that date, and there was a big list of just case numbers
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and case names of"CERTIORARI DENIED" and my case
number was in there. I was horrified. I thought I had
established extraordinary circumstances as to why intervention
was necessary, even in my letters to the two Justices, those
letters I asked my mother to email to Stanley Bolten or Laurie
Azgard to publish on the blog
JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com website. I even signed an
affidavit of service stating that I had served copies of both
letters to both Justices with all Respondents so that the letters
are not considered ex-parte and thus would be able to be taken
into consideration when making a decision that could have farreaching consequences. However, both letters didn't seem to
mean a damn thing. Pardon my French. The Justices all denied
it without comment, without opinion, without any record of who
would have voted for or against the petition. It was just denied
in a sea of other denied petitions that day. That made me feel
like I have no hope, no way to be relieved of being held hostage
under the Middle District of North Carolina corrupt judicial
leadership under the horrible unconstitutional treasonous
DICTATOR known as Chief Judge Thomas David Schroeder,
who acts as a dictator who wants to keep throwing me in prison
or keep punishing me over and over again, he has knowingly
lied about me and made false statements against me which is
slander/defamation-of-character but I may not be allowed to
even sue him for lying about me in his local court opinions. He
has defamed me, knowingly made false statements against me
in favor of the federal prosecution, and even considered frauds
as facts and credible testimony or evidence. This judge has me
scared, has me fearing for my life. He can have ARMED
UNITED STATES MARSHALS come in and violently/forcefully
grab me and remove me from my home at any time if the U.S.
Attorney can openly and knowingly defraud the court to try to
revoke my federal supervised probation and force me to report
to a federal prison and deprive me of all of my constitutional
rights to relief unless such relief is agreed upon by Ramaswamy
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the prosecutorial dictator where if he doesn't have mercy then I
am screwed to HELL. Judge Schroeder did agree with my
request to travel to stay at a hotel before I march off to federal
hospital prison in Kentucky and so those type of pro se motions
he grants without a problem. He knew HE VIOLATED my
right to a jury trial as my court appointed attorney Edward
Ryan Kennedy of Clarksburg, West Virginia, had argued before
the Fourth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals. Not only did Judge
Schroeder wanted me in federal prison knowing my evidence
and allegations disproving what the U.S. Attorney said before
the Court and disproving lies by the U.S. Probation Office, all of
that is fraud and the fraud allegations were uncontested and
should have been considered by the District Court. Judge
Schroeder just sat on it and did nothing, wanted me to go to
prison on the day of the revocation when HE FREAKING
KNEW THAT I had a state criminal trial de novo pending, he
ignored my constitutional rights to a jury trial or bench trial
and wanted me to be forcefully taken by ARMED U.S.
MARSHALS against my will to be deprived of all my
constitutional rights including my right to appeal and stay of
judgment. Judge Schroeder is a MONSTER, and I hate him for
what he has done to me, he is judicially raping me not literally
raping me but he is judicially symbolically raping me and he
knows he is in the wrong. The Supreme Court is letting him get
away with HOLDING ME HOSTAGE, HOSTAGE TO ARMED
U.S. MARSHALS AND CORRUPT PROBATION OFFICERS
IN THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA, not the
good Probation Officer Jason McMurray who was reasonable
and had a lick of common sense as the Probation Officer
working for the Western District ofVirginia, at one point was
even going to get a promotion due to his good conduct. I give
good credit where it is due. Judge Schroeder does not care, he
has been so bad that even my Probation Officer Mr. McMurray
understands how bad or corrupt this corrupt FEDERAL THUG
of a JUDGE IS and nobody is punishing this JUDGE, nobody is
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holding him accountable, nobody is impeaching him or making
him resign from his post, not even the Judicial Council of the
Fourth Circuit as far as I am aware. I have not received any
decision they may have made in regards to my complaint last
year to the Judicial Council. Judge Schroeder knew I
complained about him, exposed him as a LIAR on his court
records system, and yet he denied the motion to request that he
had to recuse himself under federal law, he refused to leave the
case and have it assigned to a new Federal Judge that would
have acted more impartial as required by constitutional law
and the "Canons of Professional Conduct". I know and
understand that I am being held hostage to the corrupt judicial
Tyrant Judge Thomas Schroeder, be is holding me hostage to a
corrupt federal prosecutor Anand Prakash Ramaswamy who is
being given a blank check of symbolic power to be allowed to lie
about me and file perjury and use perjury of their own witness
or witnesses against an innocent man, and that is me. Mter
what the Supreme Court had done, I have to publicly declare
that I am being held hostage to an illegal tribunal that isn't
even comporting to the authoritative and controlling case law
that had been set for decades and centuries by our United
States Supreme Court and appellate courts of federal
jurisdiction. I am being held hostage by Judge Schroeder to the
corrupt federal prosecutor who could ask for my arrest and
detention at any time and lie about me anytime he wishes and
then I go to prison at his leisure and he can have me
imprisoned repeatedly if he wanted to and get away with it as
me proving any lies or fraud by Anand Prakash Ramaswamy of
the U.S. Attorney Office is ignored and belittled. He can sit
there and call me a "danger to society" or "danger to the
community" as represented under oath by the corrupt
Greensboro, NC U.S. Probation Office which that statement
itself is PERJURY. This corrupt Judge wants to belittle
anything I say, any affidavits I file, any other witnesses I wish
to present, and any evidence I present, and any case law or
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statutes or anything I file which supports my claims and
arguments. This judge is the ultimate "JUDGE FROM HELL".
This Judge will imprison me at any time and act like a good
Christian moral hero for what he is doing when he is acting like
the deceptive little demon when he is violating my due process,
allowing fraud after fraud after fraud and he gets away with it
and forcing me to go to a federal prison based upon fraudulent
or unconstitutional pretenses. This is uncalled for and it is
clear to me that the U.S. Supreme Court does not want to
intervene in asking the Court of Appeals to mandate the
mandamus relief to compel the Judge to act upon pending
motions he is refusing to act upon by denying my petition for
Writ of Certiorari under case no. 19-8684. It is clear this
Supreme Court will allow me to continually be abused by the
corrupt Federal Tyrant Judge that seems to want to act as my
personal executioner who wants to execute me politically
instead of being a mediator between myself and the accuser. He
wants to act as judge, jury, prosecutor, and executioner. None
of this is right, this Judge has seriously and aggravatedly
attempted to hold me hostage to unlawful sentences and
punishments over matters of proven fraud and jurisdictional
issues. This JUDGE wants me destroyed by any means
necessary, he is my enemy and is acting as my personal enemy
in my criminal case. He is not impartial and must be recused. If
no court wishes to recuse him, then I am being held hostage to
the whims of this corrupt Judge and corrupt federal prosecutor
working hand-in-hand.
I have made it clear in this affidavit that I am not safe under this
corrupt Federal Chief Judge Thomas David Schroeder that has been
assigned to my District Court Case in the Middle District of North
Carolina. That this judge is acting as a prosecutor, as judge, jury, and
executioner. He is acting above his duty, above his role, and is acting
above the law, usurping power away from his constitutional duties and
obligations. This judge is dangerous to our civil liberties, to our
Constitutional republic.
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If the Supreme Court and the Fourth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals
refuse to do anything to relieve me of this tyrannical usurper and his
tyranny and his lust to constantly throw me in federal prison or on
constant home detention or electronic monitoring under questionable or
incorrect facts or basis, then this Judge is hurting me an innocent man.
This judge is hurting me and emotionally hurting my family and my
mother had thought about suicide and she admitted to me that she had
thought about killing herself while I was sitting in federal prison for a
crime that I am innocent of and this Judge refuses to let me prove my
innocence in my criminal case in any way, shape, or form. This judge is
pure evil, a judicial monster, hell bent on ruining my life. I need a full
pardon from President Donald John Trump. I have demonstrated a
compelling need for the White House aka the Executive Branch to
intervene in my case in an URGENT or EMERGENCY matter. I need a
pardon or my life may be a danger, I may be killed in a federal prison in
the future or I may be killed by some other method that the Deep State
Swamp may prescribe. I may be deprived of diabetic insulin again in a
jail or jails and this Judge would care less if I die of a diabetic seizure or
coma. He is violating the Geneva Conventions and the Nuremburg code.
He is violating Constitutional law and case law right and left.
I need a pardon from President Trump, As Soon as Possible (ASAP). I
promise that I will do what I can to file a Petition for Rehearing in the
Supreme Court and try to get them to reconsider their decision in
denying my Petition for Writ of Certiorari. If that fails then I plan on
filing a Writ of Mandamus requesting the same relief of compelling a
Judge to act upon pending motions that he never acted upon but this
time in the U.S. Supreme Court and explain to them that I had
attempted it in the Fourth Circuit but they denied my Petition under
incorrect or false pretenses. If that fails, then I have exhausted all of my
remedies and am being held hostage to a corrupt judicial system out of
North Carolina that will lie about me, commit fraud against me, and
operate like armed mafia type thugs to enforce the judicial tyranny that
is never-ending against me for the rest of my life unless I kill myself to
end it all or die of constant fear and stress that takes my life with
disease. I have no choice but to ask President Trump for a "full pardon"
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and this affidavit shall cite the facts justifying such request for relief
from the President of the United States.
Please help me President Trump, please free me from being held
hostage to a judicial nightmare of lies, fraud, corruption, medical
neglect, and tyranny. Please help me Trump or this Judge will come
and get me, if he finds out this about this letter he may try to kill me or
imprison me, he scares me. He makes me think about this every day
and I fear him, I fear that this judge will keep coming after me over and
over again. I fear for my life Mr. President. Please help me, please
protect me from this Judge, from this tyrant. God bless America.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on October 6, 2020.

BnM P. Yi!J

Brian David Hill - Ally of Qanon
Founder ofUSWGO Alternative News
..........~~-...!p~~~~~~........--....... 310 Forest Street, Apt. 2
Martinsville, Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505
JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com
Pro Se Appellant
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Re: URGENT ALERT!!!! Everybody, the DOJ likely had �iled an abuse complaint to block our protonmail from usage to warn patriots

Subject: Re: URGENT ALERT!!!! Everybody, the DOJ likely had ﬁled an abuse complaint to block our
protonmail from usage to warn patriots
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 4/26/2022, 5:44 AM
To: stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl
CC: Lin Wood <lwood@ﬁghtback.law>, Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Michael J Lindell
<michael@mypillow.com>, Michael Lindell <MLindell@mypillow.com>, mike.lindell@mypillow.com,
kenstella@comcast.net, Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>, Celia@uncoverdc.com,
Daniel@uncoverdc.com, brian@uncoverdc.com, larry@uncoverdc.com, wendi@uncoverdc.com,
nevin@uncoverdc.com, inpot76@gmail.com, wokesociety1111@gmail.com, PastorJames
<PastorJames@jamesredpillsamerica.com>, CorruptCourts@gmail.com,
"INJUSTICEXPOSED@GMAIL.COM" <INJUSTICEXPOSED@gmail.com>, wayneroot@gmail.com,
kris�leightv@gmail.com, "Na�onalFile@Protonmail.com" <Na�onalFile@protonmail.com>,
PatrickReporter <PatrickReporter@protonmail.com>, VeritasTips@protonmail.com,
EvidenceInfo@protonmail.com, "KnowMoreNews@ProtonMail.com"
<KnowMoreNews@protonmail.com>, redpill78@protonmail.com, stewpeters@protonmail.com,
themelkshow@protonmail.com, daj142182@gmail.com, ac�vistpost@gmail.com,
leklayman@gmail.com, petertsan�lli@gmail.com, ggsol@protonmail.com,
redvoicemedias@protonmail.com, rebelwithacausepodcast@protonmail.com,
DavidKnightShow@protonmail.com, support@protonmail.zendesk.com
I think proton mail are the bad guys here. They are protecting the pedophile Department of Justice.
Proton Mail will protect the pedophiles in the DOJ. Proton mail is corrupt. They protect the real
child molesters. They protect the pedophile judges in office. They are against free speech.
Everyone should boycott Proton mail and demand their money back.
Proton mail is officially censoring patriots and QAnons. Take note attorney Lin Wood they are
coming after us.

On 04/26/2022 5:30 AM stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl wrote:

I will sue you for every penny protonmail. You censorship people.

On 2022-04-26 05:29, stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl wrote:

I will sue you ProtonMail understand you NAZIS.

YOU ARE NAZIS PROTONMAIL. I DRMAND A REFIND ON EVERY MONEY I SPENT ON YOU.

I WILL SUE YOU AND REPORT YOU TO MY BANK.I WILL SUE YOU PROTONMAIL. YOU PROTECT
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CORRUPTION YOU FUCKING BASTARDS.
On 2022-04-26 05:27, stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl wrote:

I will sueprotonmail thise fucking bastards.

I will fucking sue you ProtonMail motherfuckers.
On 2022-04-26 02:29, stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl wrote:

Everybody who is aware of the child rape and murder
blackmail scheme alleged by Attorney L. Lin Wood
because of the source or sources who went to him
with this alleged information, Like those who knew
Isaac Kappy and the hash code,
Bad news, six years I Stanley Bolten have had the
protonmail account StanleyBolten@protonmail.com.
Never has it been disabled for sending under the
allegation of abuse or fraud. However it has been
blocked from emailing anybody, maybe because the
corrupt U.S. Attorney filed an complaint against our
email. The timing is very interesting, never got a
abuse complaint or any allegation until after I said a
little too much Constitutionally protected free speech
to Anand Prakash Ramaswamy at his official
DEPARTMENT OF INJUSTICE GOVERNMENT EMAIL,
the AUSA who bullies Brian into almost killing
himself, an innocent man with AUTISM. The man who
Roger Stone almost had Brian fully pardoned by
Donald Trump when he was President. Protonmail
support is getting a copy of this email and the article
published on JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com about
this new attack. This is ridiculous how one corrupt
lying evidence manufacturing and law breaking U.S.
Attorney having JUDGES consistently attack and lie
about their criminal defendant is trying to destroy our
email at Protonmail. They are scum. They break
federal laws right and left, Ramaswamy and his
group of corrupt AUSAS break all kinds of laws,
destroy evidence right and left, meddle with Brian's
state case, lie constantly on Federal Court record,
turned the alternative media loyalists against Brian
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D. Hill of USWGO Alternative News and Brian almost
killed himself because of all of that. This is wrong,
they are the criminals. They framed Brian D. Hill with
child porn, they all are part of this manufactured
evidence and manufactured criminal charge in 2013.
They are the criminals, not me Stanley Bolten.
Ramaswamy even mocked Brian for talking about
suicide on court record filings by wanting him barred
from filing just like me being barred from sending
emails from ProtonMail, this same crooked law
breaking U.S. Attorney wanted to cover up all
evidence and bar Brian from filing in any Court. They
are a bunch of bullies. Bullying an innocent man for
almost ten fucking years. Yet they get what they
wanted again, suspending
StanleyBolten@protonmail.com. Maybe I should file a
lawsuit against Protonmail and find out if Anand
Prakash Ramaswamy is the culprit here via discovery.
Maybe I should ask an attorney to sue Protonmail
and Anand Prakash Ramaswamy of the AUSA for
causing my email to be blocked from sending
anything to anybody. They the PEDOPHILE
PROTECTING DOJ have violated my freedom of
speech, the corrupt U.S. Attorney wants my freedom
of speech and freedom of press taken away. Not just
Brian on probation, they want my free speech taken
away too. Those bastards. Those demons. If my

account
StanleyBolten@protonmail.com is not
unblocked, I will sue ProtonMail and
find out who the culprit is by
requesting discovery under Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure and sue the
culprit too. Ramaswamy of the U.S.
Attorney has no right to silence my
freedom of peacefully assembly and
peaceful freedom of speech. They are
violating MY DAMN
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CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS. They will
be sued and so will there be a
lawsuit against protonmail if
Ramaswamy filed any complaint as
his official government position
violating my First Amendment Right
to FREEDOM OF SPEECH. Thank You.
THE DOJ IS COMING AFTER MY PROTONMAIL, THEY
WILL COME AFTER YOUR PROTONMAIL NEXT.
BEWARE!!!!!!! THE DOJ WILL TARGET YOUR
PROTONMAIL ACCOUNTS NEXT. THEY ARE BEHIND
THE SUSPENSION OF MY EMAIL. I HIGHLY SUSPECT
IT. They had Brian's Probation Officer harass him for
writing a little something on the back of an mailing
envelope criticizing of the Ramaswamy corrupt
lawyer. A little something calling him evil and he
sicked Brian's Probation Officer after Brian.
Ramaswamy does not respect the U.S. Constitution.
He is EVIL. He doesn't respect when he destroys
evidence and commits subornation of perjury.
Ramaswamy does not like anybody criticizing him
because he does not believe in freedom of speech.
He should be disbarred as a lawyer for going against
the First Amendment as a lawyer.
Time for protonmail to see what is really going on,
the Deep State attacks on us now, trying to shut us
down using ProtonMail as the first domino, and will
likely start attacking the blog next and trying to shut
down all of his federal court case files. They really
have gone the extra length to target Brian Hill and
his entire family and supporters. The DOJ are the
criminals here. Now that we have a pedophile
President in office, they are really swinging for the
fences trying to target protonmail users. Nowhere
online will be safe from the PEDO DOJ HIT TEAMS.
CIA Hit Squads, NSA hit Squads, DOJ hit squads, FBI
hit squads, US MARSHALS HIT SQUADS, the sky is
the limit. They will hit us and attack us no matter
which email provider we will go to. You need to sue
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ProtonMail if this has happened to you. They will
come for you next, WHERE WE GO ONE WE GO ALL.
Either we fight together or we hang together
separately under the Biden pedo Regime. Biden is
coming for us all, and will force Americans possibly
into a violent civil war with their strike teams. Don't
let it happen. We must defend freedom of speech and
the right to peacefully fight back with information and
truth. Don't let them take away our peaceful ability to
fight back. Sue protonmail is the DOJ has attempted
to shut down your protonmail account. Protonmail
may be a private company but if the DOJ has any
hand in suspending a protonmail email then the U.S.
Government has committed an act of violating the
First Amendment and is no longer the issue of a
private company, Protonmail and the U.S.
Government can both be sued if that is the case.

ALERT!!! DEEP STATE
TARGETS Stanley Bolten
ProtonMail account; over
exposing the Judicial
Corruption; pedophile
judges and politicians; DOJ
corruption!!!! DOJ may be
attacking us NOW!!!! –
Justice for Brian D. Hill of
USWGO Alternative News
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Author: Stanley Bolten
Now we are receiving more attacks, likely by the
Biden DOJ — Department of INJUSTICE. For six years
I have never been accused of abuse or fraud by
ProtonMail. Even Attorney Lin Wood and Tracy Beanz
takes interest in the emails we send out about the
information war against the deep state pedophile
Federal Judges and corrupt DOJ Federal prosecutor
demon Anand Prakash Ramaswamy. ProtonMail
disables me sending emails telling me “Message
sending disabled due to abuse or fraud”. There
are a few suspects of who reported
StanleyBolten@protonmail.com for committing
the HEINOUS ACT OF EXERCISING FREE
SPEECH. It may be Anand Prakash Ramaswamy of
the Middle District of North Carolina U.S. Attorney
Office or John Alsup of the Middle District of North
Carolina U.S. Attorney Office. We may be under CIA
or NSA or U.S. Attorney coordinated Deep State
Assault campaign against us!!!!!!!!!! They are out to
get us after the critique email as well as the two
latest articles we typed up: (1) The USWGO Federal
Court case archives are now available on Mega,
Mediafire, and Google Drive for your convenience, as
far as April 23, 2022, archives of Hill v. USA – Justice
for Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alternative News; (2)
Dishonorable Judge Joe Webster disregards all
evidence; disregards credibility of Attorney L. Lin
Wood not being delusional – U.S. Attorney Asst.
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Ramaswamy may lie about Brian, Lin Wood, Stella
and Kenneth Forinash in 9 days – Justice for Brian D.
Hill of USWGO Alternative News
Before we were suspected of “abuse or fraud” for the
entire six years of using
StanleyBolten@protonmail.com, we sent a nice little
email calling Ramaswamy a few names as well as
calling him a LIAR for being a liar in the corrupt
Federal Court System. He cannot take some welldeserved criticism. What a liberal!!!!

We sent customer support tickets to customer service
asking why we were being accused of “abuse or
fraud”. We suspect that Anand Prakash Ramsswamy
didn’t like me calling him “dips#it” or a liar for
planning to lie about Lin Wood, Stella and Kenneth
Forinash, and Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alternative
News. Either he or John Alsup reported our email to
ProtonMail accusing us of abuse or fraud, just for
exercising some well criticizing freedom of speech. So
now calling a corrupt lying crime committing
Assistant U.S. Attorney a few cuss words and calling
him a liar is now being abusive or committing
fraud!!!! Doesn’t the U.S. Attorney believe in the first
amendment of the U.S. Constitution as long as I am
not threatening them???? It isn’t abusive to exercise
the first amendment when sending a email to the
corrupt U.S. Attorney with the truth and facts. Those
emails will also be posted and uploaded on here. All
emails have been purged from my protonmail.com
account (in case they try to raid Protonmail next or
subpoena them) and I ask people not to contact me
at that email address at this time. It may be under
attack by the Middle District of North Carolina corrupt
federal prosecutors. UNDER ATTACK BY THE DOJ. I
have nothing to hide here. Here is the emails below
of the very email, email to tech support, and read
receipts.
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ProtonMail help desk support ticket and successful
receipt of inquiry on why Stanley Bolten is now
labeled as abusive and fraudulent, possibly by the
U.S. DOJ.
protonmail-request-helpDownload
protonmail-request-help2Download
Here is the email which Ramaswamy may have got
offended and had possibly engaged in retaliation
towards the words of that email. We have the first
amendment to call these corrupt criminals a few
names but they take a few cuss words to the greatest
offense because they are gods, well they think they
are untouchable gods. Email to Ramaswamy and
alternative media including Attorney Lin Wood. Even
if there is a chance Ramaswamy emailed Protonmail
abuse email address accusing us of abusive
language, we have something called the FIRST
AMENDMENT as long as we are not threatening
anybody, that telling the truth and making some
emotional remarks is part of the First Amendment.
This man is a bully and having the judges deny every
one of Brian’s motions. Brian cannot get a fair trial,
he cannot get any fair hearing. Due process is being
deprived, Brian is deprived of all of his constitutional
rights by Anand Prakash Ramaswamy and the
Federal Judges, and they get offended when they are
criticized by somebody via email. There are some
highly charged opinions and are not facts, but we are
here to ask Ramaswamy questions. He forced Brian
to plead guilty against his will or lose. He wasn’t
allowed to ask anybody in the Government any
questions as a criminal defendant. He has the
constitutional right to confront the witnesses against
him but AUSA Ramaswamy refused to give Brian any
rights under the confrontation clause. He should be
disbarred as a lawyer. My opinions and quick
emotional accusations may have sounded harsh but
he should understand from our perspectives why we
feel the way we do about these corrupt government
lawyers. The Deep State is getting worse since Joe
Biden became the fake pedophile President.
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fw_-the-government-will-likely-lie-about-you-in-thenext-10-days_redactedDownload
EMAIL COPY AND PASTE QUOTE (TO
RAMASWAMY AND OTHER AUSAs):
I know your gonna lie about all of them. I’ve
read your crap filings, Ramaswamy. You
don’t care about evidence or anything, only
about your own career as a damn lawyer.
You love fixing the judges and fixing the
system for your own benefit. You must love
always being the winner. Always winning and
never losing. You must get bored of all that
time you keep winning without ever having
to prove being a winner. As fraud as a lie. As
politically broke as a joke.
Your gonna lie about Brian repetitively. I
know you will. You will lie about that
attorney Lin Wood, you’ll lie about that
lawyer, I know you will. You lie about Brian
Hill so much and lie about your lying
witnesses like your lying conniving bitch
Kristy Burton to protect them. You protect
your own you Gangster. Anybody who has
been to Justice for Brian D. Hill blog with an
ounce of needing to research everything
knows your a LIAR Ramaswamy.
Your all LIARS. None of you tell the truth
even if you were paid money to tell the
truth. It’s cool to lie about other people isn’t
it??????
Go ahead and lie about Kenneth Forinash,
Stella Forinash. Go ahead and lie about
Brian’s grandparents, Ramaswamy.
Go ahead and lie about Brian D. Hill of
USWGO news. You aren’t going to even give
him time for his state appeals to conclude.
You ain’t waiting for his commonwealth’s
Governor Youngkin to make a decision as per
his request for innocence pardon. You don’t
wanna wait for anybody to find Brian
innocent of his state charge. You probably
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were part of the set up on September 21,
2018. I wouldn’t doubt it if you took part in
threatening to kill Brian’s mother if he didn’t
get naked and do what the deep state
minion CIA NSA deep state crapper wanted.
Your a douche bag. Maybe your the guy in
the hoodie who threatened Brian. Maybe you
need to be investigated for threatening Brian
and his family with the greeting cards???????
Go ahead and lie about Lin Wood. Go ahead
and lie about this credible attorney,
Ramaswamy.
Go ahead and lie about the deadman Isaac
Kappy who was against the child molester
pedophile rings starting from HOLLYWOOD
TO POLITICS, you must think pedophilia is so
cool Ramaswamy when it is your
government people doing it or protecting it.
You all protected Jeffrey Epstein until the
general public defended his arrest. Your DOJ
is scummy.
Go ahead and lie about them all on May 1,
2022. Lie about them all you dips#it. You
deserve being called way worse than what I
am calling you.
We all know Brian David Hill = Innocence.
[Name Redacted] the military intelligence vet
was right about her predictions on Brian.
Brian David Hill = innocence. Brian will be
rich and powerful one day, and be able to
run a major news
organization with satellite up-links and teams
of journalists and news reporters. He will be
able to prevent America from becoming
corrupt again. Brian will be rich like Donald
Trump and he will prevent the deep state
from rising again to destroy America, those
people wanting to convert the world to
COMMUNISM. They should never be able to
rise up again with new journalists. ELON
MUSK WILL WIN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Know it dips#it. Your the worst scum of
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GEORGE SOROS LAWYER. Admit it, your a
DEEP STATE MINION
GEORGE SOROS LAWYER?????? Open
Society Foundation???? Your connections to
Phil Berger and you love Phil Berger because
he is corrupt politician and allowed by the
deep state to break as many laws as the sky.
I pray for you to see the light and come back
to God.
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket
/4304407/united-states-v-hill
/?page=2#minute-entry-193232707
Apr 21, 2022
TEXT ORDER denying 301 Motion for
Reconsideration. Petitioner has filed a motion
(Docket Entry 301)
requesting that the Court reconsider an
Order directing the Government to file a
response to Petitioner’s motion brought
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ยง 2255 and denying
the appointment of a special master, a
change of venue, the appointment of
counsel, and the adoption of special filing
procedures. Petitioner has failed to provide
good cause or an adequate reason for the
relief requested. The motion is therefore
denied. Issued by MAG/JUDGE JOE L.
WEBSTER on 4/21/2022. (Lee, Pedra)
Apr 21, 2022
TEXT ORDER denying 309 Emergency Motion
for Extension of Time or Delay the Time for
the Government to Respond to Petitioner’s
ยง2255 motion. Petitioner has filed a motion
(Docket Entry 309) requesting that the Court
delay or extend the Government’s deadline
for responding to his motion brought
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ยง 2255. Petitioner has
failed to provide good cause or an adequate
reason for the relief requested. The motion is
therefore denied. Issued by MAG/JUDGE JOE
L. WEBSTER on 4/21/2022. (Lee, Pedra)
God bless you,
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Stanley Bolten
Sent with ProtonMail secure email.
Yeah, those words sounded harsh but nobody has
ever called him out like this before. Looks like he
didn’t quite like the barrels of truth coming down his
way. He doesn’t like being called a liar. He doesn’t
like being called somebody protecting pedophiles but
going after innocent people like Brian D. Hill for his
acts of journalism. Looks like we suffered
repercussions for sending that email, that is for sure.
He cannot take criticism. What a scumbag lawyer.
See the read receipts of the important people who
confirmed reading that email:
Attorney Lin Wood
John Alsup – Asst. US Attorney
Anand Ramaswamy Asst. US Attorney
Who do you think out of those who received the
email had reported
StanleyBolten@protonmail.com to ProtonMail
calling us abusive or fraudulent??????? The one
who we really criticized and gave him a good talking
to about his bad conduct and lies, that is likely who
we personally suspect may have reported us to
ProtonMail. Hmmmmmmmm
read_-fw_-the-government-will-likely-lie-about-youin-the-next-10-daysDownload
read_-external-fw_-the-government-will-likely-lieabout-you-in-the-next-10-daysDownload
read_-external-fw_-the-government-will-likely-lieabout-you-in-the-next-10-days2Download

God bless you,
Stanley Bolten
StanleyBolten@justiceforuswgo.nl
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Read: AUSA Ramaswamy did not respond in time to 2255 Motion including your alleged blackmail scheme tweets

Subject: Read: AUSA Ramaswamy did not respond in �me to 2255 Mo�on including your alleged
blackmail scheme tweets
From: Michael Lindell <MLindell@mypillow.com>
Date: 5/2/2022, 11:01 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Your message
To: Michael Lindell
Subject: AUSA Ramaswamy did not respond in �me to 2255 Mo�on including your alleged blackmail scheme tweets
Sent: Sunday, May 1, 2022 11:58:45 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada)
was read on Monday, May 2, 2022 10:01:05 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; MLindell@mypillow.com
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: jIPb/NcW5E+Wyt6oIpnfrA==
Original-Message-ID: <1443206403.3643124.1651467525439@connect.xfinity.com>
X-Display-Name: Michael Lindell

9/14/2022, 1:00 AM

Read: EMERGENCY Letter requesting State Police and Sheriffs investigation into alleged CHILD RAPE AND MURDER BLACKMAIL SCHEME
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Subject: Read: EMERGENCY Le�er reques�ng State Police and Sheriﬀs inves�ga�on into alleged CHILD
RAPE AND MURDER BLACKMAIL SCHEME
From: Michael Lindell <MLindell@mypillow.com>
Date: 5/3/2022, 10:44 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Your message
To: Michael Lindell
Subject: EMERGENCY Le�er reques�ng State Police and Sheriﬀs inves�ga�on into alleged CHILD RAPE AND MURDER
BLACKMAIL SCHEME
Sent: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 12:18:47 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada)
was read on Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:44:36 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; MLindell@mypillow.com
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: JVoKK2hKHE+SjFedsV/RbA==
Original-Message-ID: <1354307361.3681516.1651555127788@connect.xfinity.com>
X-Display-Name: Michael Lindell

9/14/2022, 1:02 AM
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Read: Fwd: federal case in NC

Subject: Read: Fwd: federal case in NC
From: Michael Lindell <MLindell@mypillow.com>
Date: 5/3/2022, 10:44 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Your message
To: Michael Lindell
Subject: Fwd: federal case in NC
Sent: Monday, May 2, 2022 10:28:41 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada)
was read on Tuesday, May 3, 2022 9:44:38 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; MLindell@mypillow.com
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: Rf5th+WbtEq/HKxj3bRmAA==
Original-Message-ID: <2109794693.3680782.1651548521162@connect.xfinity.com>
X-Display-Name: Michael Lindell

9/14/2022, 1:03 AM

Read: Is allegedly Robert Bridge the culprit of who framed Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alt. News with chi ld porn??? IS “ROBERT BR I DGE” THE ...
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Subject: Read: Is allegedly Robert Bridge the culprit of who framed Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alt. News
with chi ld porn??? IS “ROBERT BR I DGE” THE CULPRIT??? – Ju s�ce for Brian D. Hill of USWGO
Alterna�ve News
From: Michael Lindell <MLindell@mypillow.com>
Date: 6/14/2022, 9:18 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Your message
To: Michael Lindell
Subject: Is allegedly Robert Bridge the culprit of who framed Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alt. News with chi ld porn???
IS “ROBERT BR I DGE” THE CULPRIT??? – Ju s�ce for Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alterna�ve News
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2022 4:44:45 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada)
was read on Tuesday, June 14, 2022 8:18:22 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; MLindell@mypillow.com
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: YhrPteOXDUOUGKTGluqrPg==
Original-Message-ID: <1163600761.817176.1655199885634@connect.xfinity.com>
X-Display-Name: Michael Lindell

9/14/2022, 1:08 AM

Read: Proof of Roger Stone supported acquittal of Brian D. Hill USWGO Alternative News

Subject: Read: Proof of Roger Stone supported acqui�al of Brian D. Hill USWGO Alterna�ve News
From: Michael Lindell <MLindell@mypillow.com>
Date: 5/10/2022, 10:02 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Your message
To: Michael Lindell
Subject: Proof of Roger Stone supported acqui�al of Brian D. Hill USWGO Alterna�ve News
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2022 1:41:05 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada)
was read on Tuesday, May 10, 2022 9:02:50 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; MLindell@mypillow.com
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: J9slhUllZ0ydn3ZLLiFgaA==
Original-Message-ID: <685064472.2115860.1652164865701@connect.xfinity.com>
X-Display-Name: Michael Lindell
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Read: Re: Circuit Court record on appeal for 0290-22-3, 0289-22-3?

Subject: Read: Re: Circuit Court record on appeal for 0290-22-3, 0289-22-3?
From: Michael Lindell <MLindell@mypillow.com>
Date: 5/11/2022, 9:31 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Your message
To: Michael Lindell
Subject: Re: Circuit Court record on appeal for 0290-22-3, 0289-22-3?
Sent: Wednesday, May 11, 2022 12:13:52 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada)
was read on Wednesday, May 11, 2022 8:31:30 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; MLindell@mypillow.com
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: mPNACTrksk+vjbYEO+yGRg==
Original-Message-ID: <1878569880.206244.1652246032229@connect.xfinity.com>
X-Display-Name: Michael Lindell
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Read: Re: Fwd: RB

Subject: Read: Re: Fwd: RB
From: Michael Lindell <MLindell@mypillow.com>
Date: 5/16/2022, 10:36 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Your message
To: Michael Lindell
Subject: Re: Fwd: RB
Sent: Sunday, May 15, 2022 12:03:24 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada)
was read on Monday, May 16, 2022 9:36:10 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; MLindell@mypillow.com
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: BuI4nv0vVUq2x9CnM1o7Fg==
Original-Message-ID: <351298650.4067034.1652591004249@connect.xfinity.com>
X-Display-Name: Michael Lindell

9/14/2022, 1:07 AM
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Read: Re: Fwd: RB

Subject: Read: Re: Fwd: RB
From: Michael Lindell <MLindell@mypillow.com>
Date: 5/13/2022, 11:39 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Your message
To: Michael Lindell
Subject: Re: Fwd: RB
Sent: Thursday, May 12, 2022 9:55:07 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada)
was read on Friday, May 13, 2022 10:39:52 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; MLindell@mypillow.com
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: 2z8/gWksKUOEqEn1w7W5nw==
Original-Message-ID: <1196778476.4015931.1652410507458@connect.xfinity.com>
X-Display-Name: Michael Lindell

9/14/2022, 1:07 AM

Read: Re: Proof of Roger Stone supported acquittal of Brian D. Hill USWGO Alternative News

Subject: Read: Re: Proof of Roger Stone supported acqui�al of Brian D. Hill USWGO Alterna�ve News
From: Michael Lindell <MLindell@mypillow.com>
Date: 5/10/2022, 10:06 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Your message
To: Michael Lindell
Subject: Re: Proof of Roger Stone supported acqui�al of Brian D. Hill USWGO Alterna�ve News
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2022 1:44:00 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada)
was read on Tuesday, May 10, 2022 9:06:53 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; MLindell@mypillow.com
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: CReDI+IEuE+JjQjZxShmMA==
Original-Message-ID: <797302270.2115886.1652165040802@connect.xfinity.com>
X-Display-Name: Michael Lindell
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Subject: Read: Re: URGENT ALERT!!!! Everybody, the DOJ likely had ﬁled an abuse complaint to block
our protonmail from usage to warn patriots
From: Michael Lindell <MLindell@mypillow.com>
Date: 4/26/2022, 8:28 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Your message
To: Michael Lindell
Subject: Re: URGENT ALERT!!!! Everybody, the DOJ likely had ﬁled an abuse complaint to block our protonmail from
usage to warn patriots
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2022 4:44:13 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada)
was read on Tuesday, April 26, 2022 7:28:19 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; MLindell@mypillow.com
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: 5YVUj9EZokG7H91FuyjKSg==
Original-Message-ID: <595216158.2914062.1650966253353@connect.xfinity.com>
X-Display-Name: Michael Lindell

9/14/2022, 12:58 AM
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Read: The Government will likely lie about you in the next 10 days

Subject: Read: The Government will likely lie about you in the next 10 days
From: Michael Lindell <MLindell@mypillow.com>
Date: 4/22/2022, 9:15 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Your message
To: Michael Lindell
Subject: The Government will likely lie about you in the next 10 days
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2022 8:19:33 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada)
was read on Friday, April 22, 2022 8:15:54 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; MLindell@mypillow.com
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: D35NF+L5MECSOTiI31n5zw==
Original-Message-ID: <746068126.3801874.1650590373268@connect.xfinity.com>
X-Display-Name: Michael Lindell

9/14/2022, 12:59 AM

Re: Dishonorable Judge Joe Webster disregards all evidence; disregards credibility of Attorney L. Lin Wood not being delusional – U.S. Attorn...
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Subject: Re: Dishonorable Judge Joe Webster disregards all evidence; disregards credibility of A�orney
L. Lin Wood not being delusional – U.S. A�orney Asst. Ramaswamy may lie about Brian, Lin Wood,
Stella and Kenneth Forinash in 9 days – Jus�ce for Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alterna�ve News
From: Stanley Bolten <StanleyBolten@protonmail.com>
Date: 4/24/2022, 12:50 AM
To: Lin Wood <lwood@ﬁghtback.law>, Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Michael J Lindell
<michael@mypillow.com>, Michael Lindell <MLindell@mypillow.com>, "mike.lindell@mypillow.com"
<mike.lindell@mypillow.com>, "rbhill67@comcast.net" <rbhill67@comcast.net>, Roberta Hill
<rbhill67@yahoo.com>, "kenstella@comcast.net" <kenstella@comcast.net>, Tracy Beanz
<tracy@uncoverdc.com>, "Celia@uncoverdc.com" <Celia@uncoverdc.com>,
"Daniel@uncoverdc.com" <Daniel@uncoverdc.com>, "brian@uncoverdc.com"
<brian@uncoverdc.com>, "larry@uncoverdc.com" <larry@uncoverdc.com>,
"wendi@uncoverdc.com" <wendi@uncoverdc.com>, "nevin@uncoverdc.com"
<nevin@uncoverdc.com>, "inpot76@gmail.com" <inpot76@gmail.com>,
"wokesociety1111@gmail.com" <wokesociety1111@gmail.com>, PastorJames
<PastorJames@JamesRedPillsAmerica.com>, "CorruptCourts@gmail.com"
<CorruptCourts@gmail.com>, "INJUSTICEXPOSED@GMAIL.COM" <INJUSTICEXPOSED@GMAIL.COM>,
"wayneroot@gmail.com" <wayneroot@gmail.com>, "kris�leightv@gmail.com"
<kris�leightv@gmail.com>, "Na�onalFile@Protonmail.com" <Na�onalFile@Protonmail.com>,
PatrickReporter <PatrickReporter@protonmail.com>, "VeritasTips@protonmail.com"
<VeritasTips@protonmail.com>, "EvidenceInfo@protonmail.com" <EvidenceInfo@protonmail.com>,
"KnowMoreNews@ProtonMail.com" <KnowMoreNews@ProtonMail.com>,
"redpill78@protonmail.com" <redpill78@protonmail.com>, "stewpeters@protonmail.com"
<stewpeters@protonmail.com>, "themelkshow@protonmail.com" <themelkshow@protonmail.com>,
"daj142182@gmail.com" <daj142182@gmail.com>, "ac�vistpost@gmail.com"
<ac�vistpost@gmail.com>, "leklayman@gmail.com" <leklayman@gmail.com>,
"petertsan�lli@gmail.com" <petertsan�lli@gmail.com>, "ggsol@protonmail.com"
<ggsol@protonmail.com>, "redvoicemedias@protonmail.com" <redvoicemedias@protonmail.com>,
"rebelwithacausepodcast@protonmail.com" <rebelwithacausepodcast@protonmail.com>,
"DavidKnightShow@protonmail.com" <DavidKnightShow@protonmail.com>
CC: "StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl" <StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>

The USWGO Federal Court case archives are now
available on Mega, Mediafire, and Google Drive for
your convenience, as far as April 23, 2022, archives
of Hill v. USA

9/14/2022, 1:09 AM

Re: Dishonorable Judge Joe Webster disregards all evidence; disregards credibility of Attorney L. Lin Wood not being delusional – U.S. Attorn...
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Note: Our thanks to Radiopatriot.net for giving us this idea to start up another archive to share these case files
with as many investigative patriots as possible. If they can archive all Q information, we should archive all
USWGO criminal case archives. Brian David Hill = Innocence and he will be acquitted once the military starts
arresting these corrupt Federal Judges. We follow Q and not Alex Jones the traitor.
Author: Stanley Bolten
Now download the Federal Court archives of Brian David Hill v. United States of America as of April 23, 2022.
Grab them all and share them on Bittorrent before the corrupt Federal Judges come for our throats at some point
and eliminates our website and covers up the Federal Court documents. We fear that the evil demon U.S.
Attorney asst. Anand Prakash Ramaswamy may push for another motion for a pre-filing injunction like in 2018,
and push to cover up and destroy all evidence proving Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alternative News innocent of child
porn, and the frame up set up scheme by USPO Kristy L. Burton of Danville., Virginia or the higher ups by
bullying Brian into having an autism meltdown. Then the state charge set up operation caused by both Carbon
Monoxide poisoning and a man in a hoodie threatening to kill Brian’s mother Roberta Hill, back in 2018. Now they
may move to cover up and lie about Brian Hill and his whole family. They lied about attorney Susan Basko and
will lie about attorney L. Lin Wood. They will all be lied about by this demon Anand Prakash Ramaswamy. Don’t
let them cover up his case files. Don’t let them succeed and DEFY THESE LAW-DISOBEYING FEDERAL
JUDGES. These Federal Judges don’t follow any law anymore, they don’t even follow the Supreme Court, they
think they are gods, they don’t even follow or enforce their own local rules because they are OUT TO GET Brian
Hill if they cannot have him killed in their jails by withholding of insulin. Defy their illegal Court Orders to censor
and destroy evidence. Do not let them get away with this. Defy them now before they even enter their corrupt
unlawful unconstitutional dictatorial orders by the demon Anand Prakash Ramaswamy. Defy them by
DOWNLOADING THEM NOW, DOWNLOAD THE CASE FILES NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Do not wait for their minions with
guns and terror, the corrupt U.S. Marshals under Pedophile Dictator Joe Biden. Now is the time to download
the case files and share them on BitTorrent and other P2P file sharing websites and networks before they come
for this website and other websites, Do not let the Feds make it disappear.
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Re: Dishonorable Judge Joe Webster disregards all evidence; disregards credibility of Attorney L. Lin Wood not being delusional – U.S. Attorn...
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BITTORRENT SHARE AND DOWNLOAD NETWORKS OF PATRIOTS
Concen Bittorrent tracker: https://concen.org/content/backup-archive-hill-v-united-states-and-us-v-hill-april23-2022
Legittorrents Bittorrent tracker: http://www.legittorrents.info/index.php?page=torrent-details&
id=9c71b7f28bae2028817ce5a18cfe40529ece51cd
Hill v. United States – case files updated as far as April 23, 2022 – Documents #125 through #309.
Mediafire: https://www.mediafire.com/file/gnhpcl87forvgvv
/HillvUSA+-+Archive+april+23+2022+Docs+125-309+Brian+Hill+v.+United+States.zip/file
MEGA.NZ: https://mega.nz/file/2IhyUQpD#7wYAEiphkfK4iYazehFGXG1Crl9PQv_C1tiFYdSTEGE
Google Drive: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dCDxlUUwuq1eRm7o8ad2OMzx7xPSjAwR/view?usp=sharing
United States v. Hill – case files older but are updated as far as Documents #1 through #124
Mediafire: https://www.mediafire.com/file/xehukc52q6wsnc7
/USAvHill+-+Archive+older+Docs+1-124+United+States+v.+Brian+Hill.zip/file
MEGA.NZ: https://mega.nz/file/eFxBmTqb#Th7pt_4x3vbVQdbqEdCFyXQpci2XQYlySS7bYGEVZKo
Google Drive: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ztLo1Mcdh-MdX9ukdW-UfxDWJGAsv7PK/view?usp=sharing
Both:
MEGA.NZ: https://mega.nz/folder/vV430aAL#AU7Lew_q7ySVECVogy-U1w
Mediafire: https://www.mediafire.com/folder/uapamfhlegegi/Backup_Archive_HillvUSA_USAvHill
Google Drive: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Obxa_q6oLBwqwX26Vb6Pbvv_KpIHu8i0?usp=sharing
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------- Original Message ------On Saturday, April 23rd, 2022 at 10:00 PM, Stanley Bolten <StanleyBolten@protonmail.com> wrote:
Everybody who is aware of the child rape and murder blackmail scheme alleged by Attorney L. Lin Wood
because of the source or sources who went to him with this alleged information, Like those who knew Isaac
Kappy and the hash code,

Dishonorable Judge Joe Webster disregards all
evidence; disregards credibility of Attorney L. Lin
Wood not being delusional – U.S. Attorney Asst.
Ramaswamy may lie about Brian, Lin Wood, Stella
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and Kenneth Forinash in 9 days

Note: This judge has gotten very angry since the child rape and murder blackmail information was
filed, then gotten even more angry after Stella and Kenneth Forinash filed an affidavit and evidence
investigation files that Brian D. Hill was framed with child porn by former Reidsville Detective Robert
Bridge, who admitted into hacking into Brian’s computer to plant child porn using “automated” tools
(possibly win32:MoliVampire.A an admitted emule trojan horse program and other variants). This may
be true. Look at the State Bureau of Investigation report from Special Agent Rodney V. White in
Greensboro, NC claiming that alleged files of interest (what the Federal Prosecutor called “child
porn”?) were downloading between July 20, 2012, and July 28, 2013. His computer was seized on
August 28, 2012. For 11 months after his computer was seized that “files of interest” aka alleged child
porn was continuing to download after it was seized by Mayodan Police. This was revealed by We Are
Change. The download dates prove his computer was hacked into and it was a frame up operation.
They FRAMED Brian D. Hill, formerly of USWGO Alternative News. They framed him. Enough evidence shown
this is true.
Author: Stanley Bolten
The corrupt U.S. Magistrate Judge Joe L. Webster gets even more worse than before. Not only has he labeled
the Brian’s Hill’s fears and suspicions mirroring Lin Wood blackmail claims as “delusional” and “frivolous”
basically insulting this attorney as just an “attorney from Georgia”, he being a lazy tyrant had his law clerk deny
(through two simple text orders) Brian’s uncontested motion to reconsider and asking for an extension of time
for the U.S. Attorney to respond to Brian’s 2255 motion. That is Brian D. Hill, formerly of USWGO Alternative
News. Judicial tyranny from this puppet minion of Dishonorable Judge Thomas David Schroeder. Thomas
Schroeder appointed by George W. Bush who is a Skull and Bones ex President of the USA.
Here is a copy of the few pages of docket we have retrieved (two text orders on last page) of this cowardly lazy
magistrate judge, he wouldn’t even do a regular signed order but only two text orders which can only be
9/14/2022, 1:09 AM
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viewed on the docket sheet. Very sinister or lazy. What a coward!
AUSA, Anand Prakash Ramaswamy will likely lie about attorney L. Lin Wood. He will likely lie about Stella and
Kenneth Forinash, as well as lying about Brian D. Hill. Media correspondents are being kept emailed and in
the loop about these new developments. This magistrate is ignoring the state appeals courts process in
violation of the separation of powers clause and tenth amendment of the U.S. constitution, and they been
ignoring the state of Virginia while using the state against Brian. It is all one sided on purpose. It has always
been one sided. These judges are acting exactly like Nazis, tyrants, part of the new gestapo which has
hijacked America. They will lie about Lin Wood, this is a guarantee at this point according to Brian’s family
fears, they fear Ramaswamy will lie about everyone to have Brian’s second 2255 case dismissed, just like with
the first one. We all know they will lie about Lin Wood, it will be coming. They will lie about Stella and Kenneth
Forinash. They will lie about attorney Susan Basko some more if they want to and have lied about her in the
past (see page 3). These judges are worthless, crooked, and must be removed from office for their blatant
corruption.
See article Federal Judge labels Brian’s BLACKMAIL allegations as well as Attorney L. Lin Wood
statements as “DELUSIONAL”, Brian Hill fights back with credibility of Attorney Lin Wood; more
evidence blackmail claims are credible – Justice for Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alternative News
Here are the documents about what led up to this tyrant judge denying both motions.
See Documents from article: Brian D. Hill (USWGO News) files appeal brief and Letter on U.S. Government
not contesting Motion to Reconsider Federal Court’s position on Attorney Lin Wood blackmail claims – Justice
for Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alternative News
MEMORANDUM and EVIDENCE by Stella and Kenneth Forinash regarding the ACTUAL INNOCENCE of
Brian David Hill filed on April 20, 2022
– MEMORANDUM of Stella and Kenneth Forinash Attachments(3).pdf – Memorandum of Stella and Kenneth
Forinash, filed by Brian D. Hill, with evidence attachments, entered onto CM/ECF by Alexis Bowers. Also filed
at courtlistener.
– MEMORANDUM of Stella and Kenneth Forinash Attachments-Apr-21-2022.pdf – Memorandum attachments
of Stella and Kenneth Forinash, filed by Brian D. Hill, with evidence attachments, entered onto CM/ECF by
Alexis Bowers. Also filed at courtlistener.
– Additional evidence MEMORANDUM in support of Stella and Kenneth Forinash-Ready to Mail(2).pdf –
Additional evidence memorandum in support of Memorandum of Stella and Kenneth Forinash. Also filed at
courtlistener as memorandum and additional attachment by name, an activistpost article about the child porn
frame ups on Alex Jones and others.
MOTION TO EXTEND TIME filed by Brian David Hill on April 20, 2022
– Motion to Extend the time or delay Government response to 2255(8).pdf – Brian’s emergency motion asking
for more time for the U.S. Attorney to respond to his 2255 motion. Many good reasons were specified on there
for those who wish to read it.
– Request for Transcripts at my expense(3)_w_attachment.pdf – Request for transcripts at Brian’s expense.
This is not being ordered right away. Filed on courtlistener.
– Transcript Order Form to mail April 19, 2022-Signed(2).pdf – Transcript order form mailed to U.S. District
Court for 2255 case. Filed on courtlistener.
CORRUPT JUDGE MAKES THE TEXT ORDER DENYING THE MOTIONS INSTEAD OF GIVING ANY
MEMORANDUM OPINION, THE LAZY JUDGE’S WAY OF THROWING OUT WHAT THEY VIEW AS
ANNOYING MOTIONS – ESPECIALLY THE ONES WITH ATTORNEY L. LIN WOOD CLAIMS FROM
TWITTER
dkt_-16505802322.pdf – Docket sheet, four pages with the text orders.
Text-Orders-apr-22-2022.pdf – The text orders from the judge, all on one page
The Government will likely lie about you in the next 10 days.pdf – Email from Roberta Hill to Lin Wood
mirroring Brian’s fears that the U.S. Atty. Asst. Ramaswamy will lie about him as well as Brian and his family
and any other witnesses who speak up for Brian in his case
Read The Government will likely lie about you in the next 10 days.pdf – Read receipt confirmed from Lin Wood
It is clear that the Middle District of North Carolina and a minority of it’s most corrupt Federal Judges are after
Brian D. Hill and his entire family. These few judges are out to get them. They tried to arrest or forcefully
abduct attorney Susan Basko who testified to the Oath Keepers about the child pornography frame up
operations on patriots and liberty activists by the deep state, the deep state’s supporters and minions.
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The Fourth Circuit is also just as corrupt and it’s corrupt Judicial Council is okay with pedophilia, they are fine
with judges in their district possibly raping and murdering children that they refuse any investigation into it. This
website has the proof where they refuse to investigate Attorney Lin Wood’s claims. Instead the Judicial Council
buries such allegations in secrecy without intervention. They are as corrupt as the Catholic Church with the sex
abuse cover-ups concerning the priests molesting kids and same issues with the Boy Scouts. They are really
holding Brian D. Hill hostage right now, holding him hostage as long as they can until these corrupt judges are
removed from office. See the video explaining about Brian being held hostage by the corrupt Thomas David
Schroeder, the chief judge of the Middle District of North Carolina. All at the direction of the CIA/NSA/ChiComs Deep State. Also watch the new documentary: FEDERAL PORN WARS – Part 3: BLACKMAIL of Series
– DOCUMENTARY at JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com
FEDERAL PORN WARS - Part 3: BLACKMAIL of Series - DOCUMENTARY at JusticeForUSWGO - YouTube
Proof that Brian D. Hill; USWGO Alt. News, is INNOCENT, being HELD HOSTAGE by Corrupt Federal Court YouTube
God bless you,
Stanley Bolten
StanleyBolten@protonmail.com
StanleyBolten@justiceforuswgo.nl
Sent with ProtonMail secure email.
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Subject: The Government will likely lie about you in the next 10 days
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 4/21/2022, 9:19 PM
To: Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@ﬁghtback.law>, Kenstella
<kenstella@comcast.net>
BCC: "Stanleybolten@protonmail.com" <Stanleybolten@protonmail.com>, Tracy Beanz
<tracy@uncoverdc.com>, PatrickReporter <PatrickReporter@protonmail.com>,
"VeritasTips@protonmail.com" <VeritasTips@protonmail.com>, "brian@uncoverdc.com"
<brian@uncoverdc.com>, "Celia@uncoverdc.com" <Celia@uncoverdc.com>,
"Daniel@uncoverdc.com" <Daniel@uncoverdc.com>, "EvidenceInfo@protonmail.com"
<EvidenceInfo@protonmail.com>, "MLindell@mypillow.com" <MLindell@mypillow.com>,
"mike.lindell@mypillow.com" <mike.lindell@mypillow.com>, "michael@mypillow.com"
<michael@mypillow.com>
Lin Wood,
Brian my son tried to stop them from being allowed to lie about you so quickly. To have a little more
time to prove his innocence by allowing the State Appellate Court time to make their decisions
about my son's innocence The judge refused to accept your credibility and keeps with his stance
that your delusional collectively and not just Brian D. Hill being called delusional but anybody who
talks about the blackmail scheme is delusional including Isaac Kappy. He is refusing to accept any
and all evidence and belittles it. Doesn't matter what law or argument Brian makes, every one of
them is denied, ignored. This is worst kind of judge, denying everything, refusing a lawyer for Brian,
acting like your delusional if Brian brings up your claims then that is delusional too. If his family
brings investigative documents proving his innocence and is not delusional, the judge and the
Government will attack it. They will lie about Kenneth and Stella Forinash too in the next ten days.
This crooked judge wouldn't even take a little bit of time to create a memorandum opinion or even a
paper order. Like a lazy little liar. Just enters a quick text order denying everything. So now your not
credible anymore according to Corrupt Judge Joe Webster of Durham. Isaac Kappy who is dead is
not considered credible either. Not Kenneth or Stella Forinash. Not Attorney Susan Basko, nobody
is credible to this judge. None of your credibility matters Lin Wood, they ignore it. They ignore
everything. They even ignore Brian's probation officer when he doesn't lie about Brian. So they say
anybody who attacks Brian or lies about him is credible as a witness but nobody else is credible.
This kangaroo court bastard judge.
See the text orders from the DISHONORABLE puppet magistrate Judge Joe L. Webster:
Apr 21, 2022
TEXT ORDER denying 301 Motion for Reconsideration. Petitioner has filed a motion (Docket Entry
301) requesting that the Court reconsider an Order directing the Government to file a response to
Petitioner's motion brought pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ยง 2255 and denying the appointment of a
special master, a change of venue, the appointment of counsel, and the adoption of special filing
procedures. Petitioner has failed to provide good cause or an adequate reason for the relief
requested. The motion is therefore denied. Issued by MAG/JUDGE JOE L. WEBSTER on
4/21/2022. (Lee, Pedra)
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/4304407/united-states-v-hill/?page=2#minute-entry-
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193232707
Apr 21, 2022
TEXT ORDER denying 309 Emergency Motion for Extension of Time or Delay the Time for the
Government to Respond to Petitioner's ยง2255 motion. Petitioner has filed a motion (Docket Entry
309) requesting that the Court delay or extend the Government's deadline for responding to his
motion brought pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ยง 2255. Petitioner has failed to provide good cause or an
adequate reason for the relief requested. The motion is therefore denied. Issued by MAG/JUDGE
JOE L. WEBSTER on 4/21/2022. (Lee, Pedra)
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/4304407/united-states-v-hill/?page=2#minute-entry193232708
The judge refuses to accept the State Appeals process, Thomas David Schroeder, William Lindsey
Osteen Junior, and Joe Webster are all corrupt and crooked. They are a gang of corrupt evidence
ignoring, witness ignoring, law ignoring and distorting, corrupt judges. They just sit and gaslight
anything and everything Brian and his family ever files.
The motion to reconsider with evidence of your credibility and the Isaac Kappy tweet with the hash
code to the alleged blackmail videos was uncontested/undisputed/not-objected-to by the feds under
Local rule 7.3 but that didn't matter one bit.
So the government will be lying about you in the next ten days, Brian predicts that, we predict that
the government will lie about you Lin Wood and will lie about Isaac Kappy, as well as lying about
Kenneth and Stella Forinash. The judges will attack and lie about everybody except their pedophile
masters and overlords. That and the DOJ run by pedophile Dictator Joe Biden, creepy uncle Joe.
Looks like Brian will have to proceed with Plan B, asking both Governor Youngkin and Governor
Ron Desantis to have their State Police or State law enforcement request the alleged blackmail
videos to see how many federal and state judges are raping children. At this point Brian will
proceed with begging the Governors of Florida and Virginia to start requesting the blackmail videos.
The Federal Courts are corrupt and are getting nowhere. They are likely guilty, the way they
reacted to it with only gaslighting. The judges are likely guilty here. The way they are acting and
refusing an investigation and refusing to respect the State legal process and want to keep hurting
Brian and lying about him and attacking him. It gets worse after bringing up your tweets. They are
bullies and abusers whether they actually raped children or not. They abused Brian David Hill. They
abused him both mentally and physically. They biologically abused him with having him butt naked
in feces of other inmates. They are abusers and they are thugs and bullies wearing black robes like
the Skull and Bones 322 secret societies.
If you noticed, the Fourth Circuit corrupt U.S. Court of Appeals filed the appeal docketed on
3.22.2022. The secret societies of the Skull and Bones involving George W. Bush and Herbert
Walker Bush all have that magic secret society number "322", they are all in on it. You probably
know more than I do. They lie naked in coffins for god's sake. What is wrong with the Skull and
Bones????
If the Federal Judges refuse to investigate the blackmail videos, it is time for the governors to do
so. If they find Federal Judges raping children in the videos then they should be arrested by County
Sheriffs, District Attorneys, State Police, and any good Attorneys Generals. It is time to forcefully
arrest these sitting Federal Judges if they are in at least one child rape blackmail snuff film where
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the children are murdered after they are raped and tortured. It is time for these Federal Judges to
be arrested, and not wait for impeachment. There are Congresspeople raping children and are
blackmailed with other crimes, they will never impeach these rapists in office. Raping children is a
crime against humanity and not just pedophilia. Time to arrest the judges by force with the Sheriffs
and State Police if they raped children and there is proof of it, and give them all FAIR TRIALS and
constitutional rights, teach them what they should have been. Teach them to be what they should
have been, they should have been all about constitutional rights for every inmate. They are not,
they are traitors. They are Satanists, communists, they are evil.
God bless you Lin Wood,
Roberta (with help of Brian telling me what I should tell you)
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Subject: URGENT ALERT!!!! Everybody, the DOJ likely had filed an abuse
complaint to block our protonmail from usage to warn patriots
From: stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl
Date: 4/26/2022, 2:29 AM
To: Lin Wood <lwood@fightback.law>, Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>,
Michael J Lindell <michael@mypillow.com>, Michael Lindell
<MLindell@mypillow.com>, mike.lindell@mypillow.com, rbhill67@comcast.net,
kenstella@comcast.net, Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>,
Celia@uncoverdc.com, Daniel@uncoverdc.com, brian@uncoverdc.com,
larry@uncoverdc.com, wendi@uncoverdc.com, nevin@uncoverdc.com,
inpot76@gmail.com, wokesociety1111@gmail.com, PastorJames
<PastorJames@jamesredpillsamerica.com>, CorruptCourts@gmail.com,
"INJUSTICEXPOSED@GMAIL.COM" <INJUSTICEXPOSED@gmail.com>,
wayneroot@gmail.com, kristileightv@gmail.com, "NationalFile@Protonmail.com"
<NationalFile@protonmail.com>, PatrickReporter
<PatrickReporter@protonmail.com>, VeritasTips@protonmail.com,
EvidenceInfo@protonmail.com, "KnowMoreNews@ProtonMail.com"
<KnowMoreNews@protonmail.com>, redpill78@protonmail.com,
stewpeters@protonmail.com, themelkshow@protonmail.com,
daj142182@gmail.com, activistpost@gmail.com, leklayman@gmail.com,
petertsantilli@gmail.com, ggsol@protonmail.com,
redvoicemedias@protonmail.com, rebelwithacausepodcast@protonmail.com,
DavidKnightShow@protonmail.com
CC: StanleyBolten@justiceforuswgo.nl, support@protonmail.zendesk.com

Everybody who is aware of the child rape and murder blackmail scheme
alleged by Attorney L. Lin Wood because of the source or sources who
went to him with this alleged information, Like those who knew Isaac
Kappy and the hash code,
Bad news, six years I Stanley Bolten have had the protonmail account
StanleyBolten@protonmail.com. Never has it been disabled for sending
under the allegation of abuse or fraud. However it has been blocked from
emailing anybody, maybe because the corrupt U.S. Attorney filed an
complaint against our email. The timing is very interesting, never got a
abuse complaint or any allegation until after I said a little too much
Constitutionally protected free speech to Anand Prakash Ramaswamy at
his official DEPARTMENT OF INJUSTICE GOVERNMENT EMAIL, the AUSA
who bullies Brian into almost killing himself, an innocent man with
AUTISM. The man who Roger Stone almost had Brian fully pardoned by
Donald Trump when he was President. Protonmail support is getting a
copy of this email and the article published on
JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com about this new attack. This is ridiculous
how one corrupt lying evidence manufacturing and law breaking U.S.
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Attorney having JUDGES consistently attack and lie about their criminal
defendant is trying to destroy our email at Protonmail. They are scum.
They break federal laws right and left, Ramaswamy and his group of
corrupt AUSAS break all kinds of laws, destroy evidence right and left,
meddle with Brian's state case, lie constantly on Federal Court record,
turned the alternative media loyalists against Brian D. Hill of USWGO
Alternative News and Brian almost killed himself because of all of that.
This is wrong, they are the criminals. They framed Brian D. Hill with child
porn, they all are part of this manufactured evidence and manufactured
criminal charge in 2013. They are the criminals, not me Stanley Bolten.
Ramaswamy even mocked Brian for talking about suicide on court record
filings by wanting him barred from filing just like me being barred from
sending emails from ProtonMail, this same crooked law breaking U.S.
Attorney wanted to cover up all evidence and bar Brian from filing in any
Court. They are a bunch of bullies. Bullying an innocent man for almost
ten fucking years. Yet they get what they wanted again, suspending
StanleyBolten@protonmail.com. Maybe I should file a lawsuit against
Protonmail and find out if Anand Prakash Ramaswamy is the culprit here
via discovery. Maybe I should ask an attorney to sue Protonmail and
Anand Prakash Ramaswamy of the AUSA for causing my email to be
blocked from sending anything to anybody. They the PEDOPHILE
PROTECTING DOJ have violated my freedom of speech, the corrupt U.S.
Attorney wants my freedom of speech and freedom of press taken away.
Not just Brian on probation, they want my free speech taken away too.
Those bastards. Those demons. If my account

StanleyBolten@protonmail.com is not unblocked, I
will sue ProtonMail and find out who the culprit is
by requesting discovery under Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure and sue the culprit too. Ramaswamy of
the U.S. Attorney has no right to silence my
freedom of peacefully assembly and peaceful
freedom of speech. They are violating MY DAMN
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS. They will be sued and
so will there be a lawsuit against protonmail if
Ramaswamy filed any complaint as his official
government position violating my First Amendment
Right to FREEDOM OF SPEECH. Thank You.
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THE DOJ IS COMING AFTER MY PROTONMAIL, THEY WILL COME AFTER
YOUR PROTONMAIL NEXT. BEWARE!!!!!!! THE DOJ WILL TARGET YOUR
PROTONMAIL ACCOUNTS NEXT. THEY ARE BEHIND THE SUSPENSION OF
MY EMAIL. I HIGHLY SUSPECT IT. They had Brian's Probation Officer
harass him for writing a little something on the back of an mailing
envelope criticizing of the Ramaswamy corrupt lawyer. A little something
calling him evil and he sicked Brian's Probation Officer after Brian.
Ramaswamy does not respect the U.S. Constitution. He is EVIL. He
doesn't respect when he destroys evidence and commits subornation of
perjury. Ramaswamy does not like anybody criticizing him because he
does not believe in freedom of speech. He should be disbarred as a lawyer
for going against the First Amendment as a lawyer.
Time for protonmail to see what is really going on, the Deep State attacks
on us now, trying to shut us down using ProtonMail as the first domino,
and will likely start attacking the blog next and trying to shut down all of
his federal court case files. They really have gone the extra length to
target Brian Hill and his entire family and supporters. The DOJ are the
criminals here. Now that we have a pedophile President in office, they are
really swinging for the fences trying to target protonmail users. Nowhere
online will be safe from the PEDO DOJ HIT TEAMS. CIA Hit Squads, NSA
hit Squads, DOJ hit squads, FBI hit squads, US MARSHALS HIT SQUADS,
the sky is the limit. They will hit us and attack us no matter which email
provider we will go to. You need to sue ProtonMail if this has happened to
you. They will come for you next, WHERE WE GO ONE WE GO ALL. Either
we fight together or we hang together separately under the Biden pedo
Regime. Biden is coming for us all, and will force Americans possibly into
a violent civil war with their strike teams. Don't let it happen. We must
defend freedom of speech and the right to peacefully fight back with
information and truth. Don't let them take away our peaceful ability to
fight back. Sue protonmail is the DOJ has attempted to shut down your
protonmail account. Protonmail may be a private company but if the DOJ
has any hand in suspending a protonmail email then the U.S. Government
has committed an act of violating the First Amendment and is no longer
the issue of a private company, Protonmail and the U.S. Government can
both be sued if that is the case.

ALERT!!! DEEP STATE TARGETS Stanley
Bolten ProtonMail account; over
exposing the Judicial Corruption;
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pedophile judges and politicians; DOJ
corruption!!!! DOJ may be attacking us
NOW!!!! – Justice for Brian D. Hill of
USWGO Alternative News

Author: Stanley Bolten
Now we are receiving more attacks, likely by the Biden DOJ —
Department of INJUSTICE. For six years I have never been accused of
abuse or fraud by ProtonMail. Even Attorney Lin Wood and Tracy Beanz
takes interest in the emails we send out about the information war against
the deep state pedophile Federal Judges and corrupt DOJ Federal
prosecutor demon Anand Prakash Ramaswamy. ProtonMail disables me
sending emails telling me “Message sending disabled due to abuse
or fraud”. There are a few suspects of who reported
StanleyBolten@protonmail.com for committing the HEINOUS ACT
OF EXERCISING FREE SPEECH. It may be Anand Prakash Ramaswamy
of the Middle District of North Carolina U.S. Attorney Office or John Alsup
of the Middle District of North Carolina U.S. Attorney Office. We may be
under CIA or NSA or U.S. Attorney coordinated Deep State Assault
campaign against us!!!!!!!!!! They are out to get us after the critique
email as well as the two latest articles we typed up: (1) The USWGO
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Federal Court case archives are now available on Mega, Mediafire, and
Google Drive for your convenience, as far as April 23, 2022, archives of
Hill v. USA – Justice for Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alternative News; (2)
Dishonorable Judge Joe Webster disregards all evidence; disregards
credibility of Attorney L. Lin Wood not being delusional – U.S. Attorney
Asst. Ramaswamy may lie about Brian, Lin Wood, Stella and Kenneth
Forinash in 9 days – Justice for Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alternative News
Before we were suspected of “abuse or fraud” for the entire six years of
using StanleyBolten@protonmail.com, we sent a nice little email calling
Ramaswamy a few names as well as calling him a LIAR for being a liar in
the corrupt Federal Court System. He cannot take some well-deserved
criticism. What a liberal!!!!
We sent customer support tickets to customer service asking why we
were being accused of “abuse or fraud”. We suspect that Anand Prakash
Ramsswamy didn’t like me calling him “dips#it” or a liar for planning to lie
about Lin Wood, Stella and Kenneth Forinash, and Brian D. Hill of USWGO
Alternative News. Either he or John Alsup reported our email to ProtonMail
accusing us of abuse or fraud, just for exercising some well criticizing
freedom of speech. So now calling a corrupt lying crime committing
Assistant U.S. Attorney a few cuss words and calling him a liar is now
being abusive or committing fraud!!!! Doesn’t the U.S. Attorney believe in
the first amendment of the U.S. Constitution as long as I am not
threatening them???? It isn’t abusive to exercise the first amendment
when sending a email to the corrupt U.S. Attorney with the truth and
facts. Those emails will also be posted and uploaded on here. All emails
have been purged from my protonmail.com account (in case they try to
raid Protonmail next or subpoena them) and I ask people not to contact
me at that email address at this time. It may be under attack by the
Middle District of North Carolina corrupt federal prosecutors. UNDER
ATTACK BY THE DOJ. I have nothing to hide here. Here is the emails
below of the very email, email to tech support, and read receipts.
ProtonMail help desk support ticket and successful receipt of inquiry on
why Stanley Bolten is now labeled as abusive and fraudulent, possibly by
the U.S. DOJ.
protonmail-request-helpDownload
protonmail-request-help2Download
Here is the email which Ramaswamy may have got offended and had
possibly engaged in retaliation towards the words of that email. We have
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the first amendment to call these corrupt criminals a few names but they
take a few cuss words to the greatest offense because they are gods, well
they think they are untouchable gods. Email to Ramaswamy and
alternative media including Attorney Lin Wood. Even if there is a chance
Ramaswamy emailed Protonmail abuse email address accusing us of
abusive language, we have something called the FIRST AMENDMENT as
long as we are not threatening anybody, that telling the truth and making
some emotional remarks is part of the First Amendment. This man is a
bully and having the judges deny every one of Brian’s motions. Brian
cannot get a fair trial, he cannot get any fair hearing. Due process is
being deprived, Brian is deprived of all of his constitutional rights by
Anand Prakash Ramaswamy and the Federal Judges, and they get
offended when they are criticized by somebody via email. There are some
highly charged opinions and are not facts, but we are here to ask
Ramaswamy questions. He forced Brian to plead guilty against his will or
lose. He wasn’t allowed to ask anybody in the Government any questions
as a criminal defendant. He has the constitutional right to confront the
witnesses against him but AUSA Ramaswamy refused to give Brian any
rights under the confrontation clause. He should be disbarred as a lawyer.
My opinions and quick emotional accusations may have sounded harsh but
he should understand from our perspectives why we feel the way we do
about these corrupt government lawyers. The Deep State is getting worse
since Joe Biden became the fake pedophile President.
fw_-the-government-will-likely-lie-about-you-in-the-next-10days_redactedDownload
EMAIL COPY AND PASTE QUOTE (TO RAMASWAMY AND OTHER
AUSAs):
I know your gonna lie about all of them. I’ve read your crap filings,
Ramaswamy. You don’t care about evidence or anything, only about
your own career as a damn lawyer. You love fixing the judges and fixing
the system for your own benefit. You must love always being the winner.
Always winning and never losing. You must get bored of all that time you
keep winning without ever having to prove being a winner. As fraud as a
lie. As politically broke as a joke.
Your gonna lie about Brian repetitively. I know you will. You will lie about
that attorney Lin Wood, you’ll lie about that lawyer, I know you will. You
lie about Brian Hill so much and lie about your lying witnesses like your
lying conniving bitch Kristy Burton to protect them. You protect your
own you Gangster. Anybody who has been to Justice for Brian D. Hill
blog with an ounce of needing to research everything knows your a LIAR
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Ramaswamy.
Your all LIARS. None of you tell the truth even if you were paid money to
tell the truth. It’s cool to lie about other people isn’t it??????
Go ahead and lie about Kenneth Forinash, Stella Forinash. Go ahead and
lie about Brian’s grandparents, Ramaswamy.
Go ahead and lie about Brian D. Hill of USWGO news. You aren’t going to
even give him time for his state appeals to conclude. You ain’t waiting
for his commonwealth’s Governor Youngkin to make a decision as per his
request for innocence pardon. You don’t wanna wait for anybody to find
Brian innocent of his state charge. You probably were part of the set up
on September 21, 2018. I wouldn’t doubt it if you took part in
threatening to kill Brian’s mother if he didn’t get naked and do what the
deep state minion CIA NSA deep state crapper wanted.
Your a douche bag. Maybe your the guy in the hoodie who threatened
Brian. Maybe you need to be investigated for threatening Brian and his
family with the greeting cards???????
Go ahead and lie about Lin Wood. Go ahead and lie about this credible
attorney, Ramaswamy.
Go ahead and lie about the deadman Isaac Kappy who was against the
child molester pedophile rings starting from HOLLYWOOD TO POLITICS,
you must think pedophilia is so cool Ramaswamy when it is your
government people doing it or protecting it. You all protected Jeffrey
Epstein until the general public defended his arrest. Your DOJ is
scummy.
Go ahead and lie about them all on May 1, 2022. Lie about them all you
dips#it. You deserve being called way worse than what I am calling you.
We all know Brian David Hill = Innocence. [Name Redacted] the military
intelligence vet was right about her predictions on Brian.
Brian David Hill = innocence. Brian will be rich and powerful one day,
and be able to run a major news
organization with satellite up-links and teams of journalists and news
reporters. He will be able to prevent America from becoming corrupt
again. Brian will be rich like Donald Trump and he will prevent the deep
state from rising again to destroy America, those people wanting to
convert the world to COMMUNISM. They should never be able to rise up
again with new journalists. ELON MUSK WILL WIN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Know it dips#it. Your the worst scum of GEORGE SOROS LAWYER. Admit
it, your a DEEP STATE MINION
GEORGE SOROS LAWYER?????? Open Society Foundation???? Your
connections to Phil Berger and you love Phil Berger because he is corrupt
politician and allowed by the deep state to break as many laws as the
sky.
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I pray for you to see the light and come back to God.
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/4304407/united-states-v-hill
/?page=2#minute-entry-193232707
Apr 21, 2022
TEXT ORDER denying 301 Motion for Reconsideration. Petitioner has filed
a motion (Docket Entry 301)
requesting that the Court reconsider an Order directing the Government
to file a response to Petitioner’s motion brought pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ยง
2255 and denying the appointment of a special master, a change of
venue, the appointment of counsel, and the adoption of special filing
procedures. Petitioner has failed to provide good cause or an adequate
reason for the relief requested. The motion is therefore denied. Issued
by MAG/JUDGE JOE L. WEBSTER on 4/21/2022. (Lee, Pedra)
Apr 21, 2022
TEXT ORDER denying 309 Emergency Motion for Extension of Time or
Delay the Time for the Government to Respond to Petitioner’s ยง2255
motion. Petitioner has filed a motion (Docket Entry 309) requesting that
the Court delay or extend the Government’s deadline for responding to
his motion brought pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ยง 2255. Petitioner has failed
to provide good cause or an adequate reason for the relief requested.
The motion is therefore denied. Issued by MAG/JUDGE JOE L. WEBSTER
on 4/21/2022. (Lee, Pedra)
God bless you,
Stanley Bolten
Sent with ProtonMail secure email.
Yeah, those words sounded harsh but nobody has ever called him out like
this before. Looks like he didn’t quite like the barrels of truth coming
down his way. He doesn’t like being called a liar. He doesn’t like being
called somebody protecting pedophiles but going after innocent people
like Brian D. Hill for his acts of journalism. Looks like we suffered
repercussions for sending that email, that is for sure. He cannot take
criticism. What a scumbag lawyer.
See the read receipts of the important people who confirmed reading that
email:
Attorney Lin Wood
John Alsup – Asst. US Attorney
Anand Ramaswamy Asst. US Attorney
Who do you think out of those who received the email had
reported StanleyBolten@protonmail.com to ProtonMail calling us
abusive or fraudulent??????? The one who we really criticized and
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gave him a good talking to about his bad conduct and lies, that is likely
who we personally suspect may have reported us to ProtonMail.
Hmmmmmmmm
read_-fw_-the-government-will-likely-lie-about-you-in-the-next-10daysDownload
read_-external-fw_-the-government-will-likely-lie-about-you-in-thenext-10-daysDownload
read_-external-fw_-the-government-will-likely-lie-about-you-in-thenext-10-days2Download

God bless you,
Stanley Bolten
StanleyBolten@justiceforuswgo.nl
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